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Abstract
The rel~tionship betw'teo peptide b3CkbOoc topology arid ion-binding W:L~
investigated through ·proton and c:a.rbon·13 ~~fR,' CD and In spe<:VoscoPY. '1\
literJ'Lt~r.e~review· 00 calciu'm-binding proteins· Ilnd pe~tides"in4ica:ted .thb.l".. D
structu';e eba.r:lC~terize..d by two o~erlll.pping 8-turns m:l.Y be, involv~d. To lest t'hi~
hypothesis two peptides which co~ld potel'ltia.llf,r9rrn. thcabovc shucture .were
,y,lh";,,d. > .~._~~_•.••••
.The peptide!' N(lt&cPro~AJaAlaNliCH3 lLnd its glycine' analogue - ............
!'l°t.~cProG[y.~tlNHCH3 ;,,:,ere ch:tcacterized i~ the un.complex&) 51:1.te. by :\11 or
the above mentioned teebniques in' a ~variely of solvenls.· Proton NMR
temper.ature-dependencc studies in DMSO.d( and Nt! couPJiflg (On5t:1.I~ts, along.
with CD "and m. spedroscopy iDdic:ated" tbn.t botb peptides in solution were mllde
up of a~Ty_pe_(J'='~turojollowedby ~n o~e;inppins-'Py-p~turrr.--------earbon.I;-~.--.
,. .
mm, lR aod CD sped~«:,p~ jodic'ated that the DAIa-peptide W3S, as exp~ded, '
moie st3bl~ th3D the Gly-peptide: '
The ,hi'oding of metal iODS to the peptides was monitored using CD spectroscopy,
Both peptides we~e,fOuqd to.be io~;~·p~cific. While both·were up"n.ble of binding
c:akium ion and in.c3p3bJe of binding sodium an~ lithium to IUlJ' signifieanL exLent,
Lhey differed in their ability to bind magnesium. \ While the
N(ttBoc~roO~"aAJ.aNHCH3· p~ptide boun~ mngnesium ~C3kIY a~ n Icyel
compnr.a~le to its binding to the' ~ono';alent ions, Lh'e glycine nMlogue bound'
magnesiurT\ to a. significant extent, . The Gly-peptide a.lso 'requi.red .a lower
c~ncentration of c~lcium ion~to reacb binding s~tur4tion.' Thi~ WD.S attributed to
the greater ne~ibi1ty of glydne a.nd ~ence .. ib enhanced ability to ~.~tje metal
~n, r "
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The .~~nrorniatioDal chaDge or the peptides.' upon calcium iob .titfa:tioo . Wll.S.·
[allowed by' proton 3n~. e3~bon-~3,~; The changes i~ chemical shifts or the
carbonyl resonances 'and tbe amide proton resona:nces indicated that· aU tOUf
peptide carbonyls (OOrdio3ted to the: ca.lciu'm ion res Itiog in a breaking .or. the
jntramolec~lar hydroge'o boods at th.~ uocomplexe specieS: Analyses or the CD
binding-curves. indic:l.l.ed that at I~w cOIl;«n,tra~ioDs0 Icitim (0. pee1ide _a 2:1
p.e~tide.:ion CO":,p.le~' ~as torm'ed, w~ile a 'jg.ber c~.Dceo,ttalions a .1:1 i6~pl~~ was,....
predominant. The, 2:l. peptide:i.on mpleX~is able to rill all, eight calciu!11
: "c\oordinatio~ sites with the pe e carbOnyls"wliill\ th~ 1:1 complex requires eith'er
the perchlorate anion or. water molecule to rill the r.emaining coordination sites.
,~, ... , ...
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Chapter 1
Introduction
i\s 3n jncr~asi.ng number of protein lhtee--dimeDsio~al structures ar~ solve~ by
_ ~.ray erys~aJlograpby, a.~g ~Or~ell\ti~n between runcti~n "and the 'bve'rall
IOP~10gy or the,protein molecule is.beco,\ing ~ViOU!l. The topolo~ is depeJ1.deD~
on tb~ r~din'g patterns of tli,e m.o[ecul~ and can be clasSified in terms or different
.t;peS,or slih·strueture.:d'he sirnpl~t struct'ur"al arr"sngements' beyond th'~ cOValeD}
interaction of the primary structure (or amino acid sequence) are t.be so-called
second3.ry 'structu;es sucb as the O"helix, ".struc~lIre ana th~ ,8-turn. The specific
llrrangement or these structures within a_ (unclional domain 01 a protein
(supcrsetondary structure) correbtes very well-with tbe functioul role of tbat
domain~ For example, the heme binding doro~in is characterized by four (t·belices
rold~d bi\ck on themselves, 'flie relationship between str\lcture and function
,.
(ontinues to mnnifesl i~self at the level of the completely. folded (t~rti3.ri)
structure:and .Ihe association of individual protcin subunits in the qunteroary
structure (Creighton, 1083).
\
The Hurn is a ;econd:ny strucunl feature pervasive throughou't globular
proteins. On- an average;' abo~t 30 percent' of 'the secondary structure of all
globular prot«!ins is made up or tbe ,B-turn. The .,B-tUrD is characterized by a,.
'.
reversal or nearly t8(}" in tbe direction or. peptide cb.i~ ~nd is stabilized by an
intramolecular bydrO&en bo;:d betweeo the c~~nyl (C=O) or residue Ii) ::Lnd tbe
amide IN·H) of ~eSidue li+3) IZ~erman Dod Icbetag~. IOH; Cr:Lwford ~ aI.•
l{li3j Smith and Pease, 1'iJ80). By reversing the direet~o of the polypeptide
cha.in, the ,6-turn provides :L. useful device ~h.ich eO:lbles the more periodic and
repetitive secondary structures to fold into th~ir fin:ll superseco~d':1fY :lnd tertilltY
. I
structures (Sitnnda and Thornton, lOSS). AJthough this effect nn bd Il.ehieved by
. . .
. a· ·random coil-, the llbilit)' or t~e .8-t~r.n to form a hydrogen bond~ncL" lLS II.
-driving force". The ~turn hILS ~ee.n implicated as a.site or nucl~lltion in protein
. .
folding (Ptitsyn, 1081). Since its formal derinition by·Venkata·fh~I.~ in IUG8, ::L
co?sider~ble amount of errort has been exp~n.ded ~. delcrmin~ the strl~ctllral
characteristics or the various ,6-turn types in both prol~ios and pcptidl'S. ·In recent
Ye3n,.se~erlL~ functioDlll r~les. bo.ve been investigated. I wiU-summnrin below the
n;levaot datiL 00 ,6-turns an~ rel:lted areas wbic~ would form II useful b:lSis for l¥
, . .
stu~ described. in this thest's.
1.1. Structural Characteriatk. or ~he. Beta~Turn
1.1.1. D~nnitlona .~d Nomenelature .
I .
The J-turn, like. oth.er secgJtd3~y structures, can be'defined by. et or dihedr.i
angles th::Lt descri~e the coororm~tion or the peptide bn.ckbone. A dihedr31 angle
,is defined as follows: if. system .~r rour atoms A~B-C-D is projec d onto II plllne
oorm!llto borfd B.C, the.angle be.tween the projectililO of A-B a. d the projection
of CD is ~~tribed as the dihedral '.ngle. The dihedral • gle is. cO~5idered' .
positive or oes:ntive ac'cordiog to whether, wh~~~e.system viewed..~long tlie
~\
central bond B ..... C (or C ..... B), the .bon~ to the front atom A (or DJ is rotated to
. .
the right or to th,e lert. respeetively,·jn order that it may eclips~ the bond tQ t~e
IUf atom D (Of Al (eRe Handbook of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,.761. Fig... '-I ·d.n.., tho dlh.d..1angl. and 1moD;t'~t" tho O' and 180'
positions of both the 4' and the 0; angles.which correspond, respectively, to the
~ot3.tions about the 'N-Co an~ ~on~s. -<rile dihedral angle w r~rers to the
rotlltion nhout the peptid,e (N-C) bond which is given a ~3.1ue of 180-:'(lrap8
conform3tionl.in .derining the various ~iurD types although slight deviations from
planarity do occur (Ramachandran d al., 1,073).
. ' '. :.-
rile JH,urn was originally classified into three main .:rpes-(l, n and ill) and t~e.ir
~irror images (1','0' and IlI'1 base~.?n .the 41,'1' .:ngles or t~e corner residues'li+1)
and (i+~l (see Table HI (Venkatachalain, lQ68).VE!nkatachalam's. (IQ68)·
cl3SSiri,cation system was dc.rived rrom theoretica.1 calculations. based on a linked
three-peptide unit, (Cf to C: and the ability to rorm a 4 -.: I bydrogen bond. The
pepiide bond between residues (i~l) and (i+2) or Types I and n diff~r by
approximately 180·. The 1J'pe III is similar to the conformation 'of the Type I,
. the rQrme~· being tbe beginning or a 310·belb::. ·The mirror images refered to by
the prime (') di~rer Trom their roots ~y s: sign change. Hence the 41{i+l) or a Type
1:,8-turn is ·60· wbile that.or•.Type I' is +60·. A diagram of the P-turq (in the
Type I and Type II forms) is· shown in· Figure 1·2 ~Iong with the, notation9~usei·
for ','" a~gles of the respective amino acid residues.
In' 1073, ChandrllSekarnn tl a/. ~orrelated theqretical stu.dies with ex~erimental
, data and produced a'range notation (see Table 1·2). The experimental data .
. .'
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Table 1·11 ~Turn Types as Defined by Veokataehalam
(1968) and LewiS d al. (1973)
f'(i+l) ~(i+2)
.,j"'tt-
I -60' -30· ·90· O'
'1' 60' 30' 00· O·
D -50' 120' 80· 0'-
D' 60' ,120' ,80· 0"
m -60' -30'· ·60' -30·
III' 60· 30' 60,' 30'
rv exists when two or more or the angles of Types I through ill'
differ by at lellSt 40' ,from any of the values listed above.
V ·80·' 80' ' 80' ·80'
,v· 80' ·80· -80· 80: .
V1 contains a d. proline at position (i+2)
YO a kink in the protein eh~io cteated by f'ti+l)::i:::. 180' and
1"'(i+2)1<6O· or 1~(i+l)1<60· and ~(i+2j:::::1180' .
Types rv through YO are (rom the expanded definition o( Lewis d al., 1973.
...
or-
· FIsu" 1-2: Gtometry of the 6-Turo
.. 'i
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\
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Table 1~2: _,Ii Ra~ges of ~TurDs as DeCined
by CbaDdras~ka.ran dol. (1073)
B
-(;+1) !J;H -(;H) "'(;+2)
I. I I-'OH-'Or (-.OH-IO), 1-150H70), 10-80·
Ib U (-'0)-(_30)' 80-140· . 20.80' 10-iO·
n. !' 20-80· 10-00· 70-150' -1-'OH-IO) ,
nb U' 30-80' - (-160)-(-70)' . (-SOH-20)' (;70H-IO),
m U (-.0)-1-30)' 70-160' 30-170' (-70,'0'
IV U' 3O-QO e (-160)-(-70)' (-170)-(-30)' (-80,'0'
A,....- Type a.s·nota~ by Chandrasekarlm d at
B = Correspondinprype as ,derined by Venka.t~chalam
.(
,/
i: l .
I"
were based on the crystallographic structures of Iysolyme, chymotrypsi1!, and II.
scri~ r:tr peptides, and on the NMR profiles of severnl cyclic peptidl.'s. TIle
(ollowing month, in the S3me journll.l, Le~is el al. (107'3F prodll"tpd n
extensive "ist of ·p..W:tls- lXcurring in proteins. They examineJ the crystal
- ~.-,
structure of eight p/~s and identified '~bend~' as structures )V1\l're 11,11'
distance between ~he 'Cl"'C3rbons or the ith and (i+3}tQ. fesidul.'S was '$ i .,t.
Since the deriniti?DS are based upon ~stance rather than on the l.'xi~lt'llC·C aLa
hydrogen bond, the term "bend" was ~sed by these authors rather than "luru",
.:xhey diHerel'ltiated the P-bends (r.om a-heliees~eqUiting tke a-hC!liclS to h:m
, , .
four or more consecutive R i ,{i+3) a-carbon distil ces or < 8". Using the :lbo.ve
criteria, they identified 135 .8-bends. FrofQ the above data, and the enera
minimization calculations on. a number 'of peptides, thE;Y expanded the d-tUrrl
notation of Venkatachalam ,(1968) hom SL1 to eleven (see Table \-1). The
dihedml a.ngies of Types I through ill' as originally proposed by Venbtachalam
(lg68) were retained. These "bends" were allowed to have one dihedral angle
differing fr0ll\(he ",idenl- value by up to 50' nnd still maintain i~S designation
even if there was no inlramoleeular hydrogen-bond'ing. A Type rv bend occ,!Jrred
if two or more of the dihedral angles AlScd to define Hurn types I through Ill'
differed by more than 40' from the ideal. . Type V was represe.nt3tive at" n,C7
co_n~er or '1"turn (with an i+2 - j ~r 3 - 11ydrogen bond) as oPPO!l!d to thc
C 10 Hurn which .h3;' an i+3 -0 I' or 4 -0 I hydrogen bond. The Cx notation
refers to the number of atolT}s involved in the ring formed by the hydrogen-
"bonded 'reverse lurn. Type V' was n?l observed bt Lewis el al. (lO!31 however,
tbey stated tbat it could theoretically exist. Type VI is produced by a ci~ proline, .
in pOsition fi+2) and Typ:'vn is. effectively a -kink" in the protein ehai~. In
additio,D to the C 7 and CIO ~onrorm-er5 mentioned above, Lewis et al., (19,3) .rt~r ......
to the existence of a C-s conformer (2 - 1 hydrogen bond). The existence ~
based on the lit results of energy minimization calculations or
• N-3c~tY.l.N'.methyl,AlnAlaAlnAtaAmide. The major roo9ideration of the work of
Lewis el al. (1973) ~nd C,hnndr:lSek:lrno et al. (199) is tha:t there ~s ara.nge of f,.1f'
vnlues for tach of the vari~us /l-turn types.
In uiis thesi5, . the original f,t/I angles and hydrogen-bonding requirement of
~"katachal,m (1.68) will b, used. The n;'at!<1n' ,r L,w;, " 01: i'.'3) and
Chaptlrasek:uan et al. (U)i3l along with the C~ notation wiil,be referred 'to on
occBSion.
1.2. P~8itional Preference; or Amino Acids in Beta·Tt,lrns
The ,8-turo, unlike more uniform structures such as a-helices and ,8-sbeels,
demonstrates a mar).ed positional preference. of amino acids adding another
~iO~ ~ lb. m'~"/b"'k" app~"b U~; in lb, piedlol:,n 01 p,,;ein and .
p~ptlde secondary structures. _.. ThIS preference was first recogolzed by
Venkatachal3m (UI68) wbo point~d out th~t.because of steric requirements the
"Type I p..turn tends to p~erer the 'LL' sequence and tbe Type n prefers the
J.D" sequence. The notation refers to the particul:u amino acid enantio,"?~rs in
positi~Ds (1'+1) and (i+2) of the ,8-turn, respectively. This chinl preference woul\
later .~e used to advantage in tb"e synth~sis' of ,8-tur'n m~ders (see sedioa 1.31. \-"
Crawtord d", af. (1973), arter a study of 'the crystal stF"uc~ure of 11 proteins,
observed that aspartic acid seemed to Qe preferred in the first ~ition, proline in
.,..
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~ht second, asparagine in the third, and tryptophan in l~e rp~rth. They Sl:ll ...u
tbat the limited dnta pool (125 11l(05) W35 Dot enough ror a -ddinitin' ~tlltlr
.,
ibey also pointed out what appeared l? be a 'v:lfi:ln('e or positional prr(t·rt'nrt· •.
based on p.turn type.
In 191'7, Chou and Fasma~mpteted n mue-h m~re extensive' stud,· using the
ato~jc_ coordinates, as determine.d by x-ra~ crystallogm~hY, or 29 p~otcins. ,')11
di5covered 460 ~turns as described by Lewis d al. (IQ73). The percent rr/l~IlCY
of occurrence or- each particular "type is: Type I, 41.8; "'('ype II, 15',2; T)'j"'ut, 18.3.
witb the- other types (]. tbrouf;b ytl) occurring with much smalrcr .frequents?'
Type I is thus seeD to be by fat the most commOD ro1lowed qy Type-Ill '3.0,<1 then
Type n. The rema.ining p.turc. types are re1:l.titely ra.re. As did Crawford d af.
(1973). Chou and Fnsmnn (l9i1)..Doti~~d a varia.tioo in the posi~ion:J.1 prererenc"-.
amino acids based 'on .6-turn type, but ..~ecause or a. Iimit~~ dat:J. pool, they'"
- •. 4
grouped the~t.urllS together. ~ The most common amino a.cids were; prn;itlon i,
Asn (17%)1 'rs (l1%); As'p (16%); posi.tion (i+J), Pro (33%). Set 11-I%), LystJ ..
(13%); posit' n (i+2), As.n (21%), Asp (20%), Gly (20%); lind at positinn fit3),
it: • Trp (19%), Gly (11%), Tyr {1~%1· Sterinonsid~Q,tions are an importnnt f~ctor
but it appe:J.rs that there is also dn inyerse rel~tionsh1p bl!tween hydrophobic'iti
llnd turn·forming potential. Chou and Fa;sman ('l07i) al:!lO 'examined the region! ....."
. ~ 4 residul!5 to eaeh side.~ tbe .~turD form,iog It:t:rapeplide ""nd still noled
positional pre(erenees. It must be r~membered that the aboJit: values are weighted
tow~rds whilt occurs for t~ most eommon ".turn type, By looking at the data on
no individual p..tUrD bnsis certain sl:!,tements C:J:O be made. The mosl cor,n'mon
/
11
li+ 1),(i+2) sequence or t~e P.tufn is ProGly. This sequence occurs most o~ten ror
Type n rollowed by Type I and t&:o qI but never rOt any of the mirror i,:,oges.
This ~s t('l~':-likel)'i,due to tbe sleri~3.lIy restrictive prol~ne. Glidae witb no side
chain could act as either a D or L amino acid and therefore (it the LO
, .
cQnllg!".atioq J:equitement or the Type ~ ~lUtD !Yenka~achala~, HI68;
Chandrasebran, 1973). An interesting point is 'that several L-nmino. a~ids can
also .bc)qund at ~ii+2Jh position or the Type n ,8-tura. 'Although these Type'
If JJ-luins ",are probably not i~etl.l, t;e~'LD requirement is bbviously an
. '. .... ~. '.
ovetsimpliric:1tion. . The to' ·'requirement.I was based on the 'so-called
alanine -'peptides' (Ramll.chandran a~d
Snsisekhamn, W6S).
The posi~ionllJ prderoence ~r an -amino acid depends' upon .the neighb9uring
resit.!u,es-:- This W.as, demonstrated b)'. Ananthanllrayanan tl ql, (lgS"') wbo
se:uched the sequences of .H globulnr proteins df known crystal sttucture for the
..\',
lelrapeplide sequence Z-Pro-Y-X, ';bich rL'(es prd!ine as the (i+l)th. resid'uf
They compared their results with those of Chou and Fasman (10;;) and noted
. ,.' .r'._ ..
, that there were S?me major difrerences. - . For exam~le, aro~lltie ltydrophobic
residues su'eh ll.S ~ryptophnn and,' pbenylalnnine were found.t.o have a relatively
high occurrence nt, position i when proline was in .position {i+l.l, .while su.ch
hydrophobic residues are generally Dot'preferred in t~is position in the Chou-
F35man (lgi7f anal~.sis, Glycine, although one of the top three in, overall
oceurre~.ce at 'position F+2) in the analysis of Chou and Fil!!mnn ( 19~7),'hecomes
by rar. the ~ost predominant residue ·ai thiS po~i.tion when p~oline is at position
\ 0'
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(i+l). The'eause of maoy of these eHeets enD be" explnincd.through the results or
: , \
Schimmel and Flot.y (1968) who observed that the praliDI.' ring restricts the
conformational space avnilable to its :immediate N·terminal neigb'bour.(Further
e:HI.~ination of ~turns' with more tban one residue rL'\cd becomes difficult because
of the limited pool of protein structural data.
1.3. Peptide Models for the.Beta~Turn
'Tb'e exnmination of ~t~rns ill p~oteins has its limitations (see section 1.2). The
_use of peptide mod~ls cnn provide Olu'ch more fundamental inrormntion since not
only' do'one look at a s.i.m~lcr i~olnted sys(em but the polen'tinl dllt~' pooi can be
increased oY.er t~at lLv!-ilaMe 'in '~r''!t~ins. A synthetic a.pproach also hIlS .the
adped advtLDt:'l.ge or the possible addition or g'roups which 'do not norm:l.lly occur
in - "proteins. Amino a.tids such as p..alanine, N-melhylglycini! (Sar),
./ Q.am~~·obut~rY·1 (Ai!>.)' nnd 'the -b.enantiomeric 'amino ncids p,rovide >..~nique st~ric'
restrictions whIch can be very userul in the study or peptide conformation.
---1.3.1. Cyclie Peptldes
Cyclic peplides have be'e~ wid~ly 'used i~ the stud~ or ~turns. These include
oxyt~cin (Urry an'd Wnlter, 1(71): i~ aDnlogue' (Pro3,Gly4J-oxyiocin (Bllll:J.rdiJi d
al., ~g7S) and wholly synthetic peptides (To.rchia. ~t al., 1072; Blo.h:'l. and '\
Budesinsky,'lg73; Kopp'le d al., tg78; Pease and \yn~n, 'IUi8; Nemethy' d ?{.,'
1981; Maxfield t!l at, 19S1). The major advantage of using cyclic peptides i~ also
their m~jor ~is:1dvantage. Cyc1ization restric~ th"conformational "mobilitr or the
peptide. Hence l p..turn would' tend to remain in 'a particular definable
conliguration. Because or this.' the cyclic peptide is not the best system ~or the
1 0
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_ study :'f the re~ative stabilities of;turns and lh,e effect of DeigbboUr~ residues
l?n that stability.. Linear peptides are much more cODdu~ive to this type of study.
1.3.2. Linear Pepttdes
The proline-contnining lin(!8.r peptides have aroused the most 1nterest in the
study of ~tutns for ,tWO te:LSons. Proline W3S found to be tb~.mos~ abundant
residue at position (i+1) of the p.turn in proteins (Cho'u and Fa.sman, lQn, Hli8)
(see section 1.2) and through conformational e-nergy calculations (Zimmirman and
Sehi!~aga, ~g71;' Zimm:rmnn el 01.', If77) wns shawn to. be 'Iimited to a)nail
number of confor;-ations because of the restricted fotation around the N_Ctt bond
- .
in the"pyr;olidine ring (1 ~ .GO'} In lOtO,'Boussl1rd a ,af.investigated a s;ries
of proline-conta.ining tripeptides. lF~e P.tIJr~S wer~ '~,iabili~ed by hydrogen-
bonding between the carbonyl of the N-terminal pr~tecting group RCO and~ the
C-terminal protecting group NHR where R in both cases was either a methyl,
isopropyl or a ter/.butyl group. The use of protecting groups to provide the .
,.. carbonyl and NH required for 'hydrogen ~pnd formation and hence p.turn
stahilization is a theme which occurs again and again with synthetic linear peptide
models. ·BousSlud e! al. {lOjOj i'1-vestigoted Pro-X and X-Pro containing sequences
using proton NMR and infured methods. They found thnt the Type II .8-turn
~as the most f~;ed conformation with ProDAIa and ProGly co~;aining
sequences while ProAla contained semi-opened G,.C6 and CSC 7 conformers in
. ,
addition to. the expected Type I ".turn. Aubry.el al.: (111i7) also found the
RcoAla sequence forms Ii Type I .8-turn in solutibli, however, in crystal th~y found
tbnt N~tBuProAJaNHipr prefers -ttle"' Type JJ·.8-~lira conformation,. This is a
"• n
strl?Il$- reinind~r that the crystal structure does o9t alwllYs reneet the
conformation in solution. 10' this 'instance, they blamed the formntion 'of
intermolecuiar hydrogen.bonds in crystlll tor the dirrerence. The X-Pro sequencJs
s~em'ed to. prefer the mirror im"gc .8-turns as derined by Venhtllch:l\l\rn (H)l)8)
:l.nd were generally less stabl~
The cUcct of the X residue 00 the ".tUt~ Torming ability of the sequence N·
Il.cetytProGly-X.OH WllS investigated by Brahmllchari d at. (IUS:.!). -They tound,
. .' I .
using Pf.oton NMR" CD and" lR spectroscopy tpat the X residue affected Ihl!
"relative'stability'oC the ~tu'rn in ,the order: Leu>Ala>llc'>G1Y>Phe. 'the
tripeptide, N-acetylProGlyLeuOH ~~d. be,en previously shown. to be nea~ly 100%.
Type iI: .8-~uro in TFE at -40' C,· using vacuum ultnviolet CD measllremenl~
(Brahmachari el 0/., 19i9). The peptide N-acetylProClyPbcOH wns shown by X·
ray crystallography to form a Type 0 ,6-turn (Brahmncbari el ai., 1081). The
formation or th_e, 4 .... 1 hydrogen. bond is very imporll1nt in derining. the
,
contormalion or the ,6-tUrD; The cryslal structure of the' dipeptide
NQIBocProClyOH, w~ich. canp.ot form a C IO hydrogen-bonded stru:lure WI\S
shown to-,tontain ~," angles for the Pro and Gly residues 5i~'lf to those round in
n Type l,6-turn (Benedetti, 19i7), This is in sh:l.r~"contrl1St to Ute Type lI,6-lurn
formed by ProGly sequences in the triPePtide~"';~..~t are capable of "?rming n,
hydrogen-honded Hurn (see prece"eding paragraph), I~ may be mentioned here'
Lhat"although the ProGly sequence is the" most commonly lountl lor 6-lurns in
proteins, the conlormational nexibility of the· glycine residue might~e expected to
lead to other "random" st~~ctures; pnrticularily in solution.
1.
~
The erred of the (i+2Ith re.sidue OD the sta.bility of the ~turn ~as demobstr;.ated
by Tamburro el at. (19~4). 'Tbey iD~estigated, through CD and IR spectroscopy,
,the eercet of the X residue i,n the seq'ucnce NlIlBocPr~X·GlyOEt on the stability' .
of the HurD. They found th~t in TFE a~.~~m temper3.1ure, the molar fraction
of ".t'urD conformation (hence sta~i1ity) was V;I>lIe>!'J1e>Pro,Leu. In a "Similar
study, BOt1SS3rd 311d Marr3ud (19S5) found th.at waen proline was in position
(i+l) or the D-turn there was aD increase ib the percentnge .8-tUtn in CH2Clz ,
going (rom L-nlanine to glycine to D-alanine ,as the (i!t2)th residue. These datll,
toge~her witb the theoretical calculations ~r V~kat~eb~la.m (1968) .conibi~e to
give an interesting,insight into the relative stabilities of Type Land Type IT
,8-turns. ~~cording to Venkntachal;l.rn (1068)· the T1P.e n ,8-turn prefers the - LL-
sequcnce whereas the 'Type n IJ-turn prefers/the -LO- sequence. Hence, the
, '
'OOAb. sequence containing peptides would be exp,ected to take on a Type n
•IJ-turn conformation while t~~ ProAla sequence containing peptides w~uld be
. .
expe<'ted to take 00 .a Type I IJ-turn, cooformntion. The steric restrictions p~aced
upon both the L- and the D-alanines are the same; yet a signtriCtllltly gretlter
percentage or the pepqde containing the ProDAI~ sequence forms a ".turn&' This
indiC3.t~s a lower stllbility ,of the Type I IJ-turn as compared to the Type n 8-turll
'when proline is 'In t~e (i+l)th position. This statement is further supported by
the observation thnt ProGly containing .8-turns are almost invariably Type n even
th'ough gly~ine ,cnn be considered either a 0 or a L ami~o acid (Boussard., 107g;
Brnhmnchari,ef al., IgSl, UIS2; see chapter 3). Both crystnland solution studies
bn.ve sbo~::~'at .8-turn forming peptides with the P!oDAla sequence take on a
Type n conformation (Aubry III tJ~, HI77; Analltbanarayanan and Sbyamasundar,
, , .
/-
)'/
16.
~9~1; Rao et tJl., 1083; Crismll. d al., IOS4). This "bkeo in conjunction with the
data of Boussard aDd Marraud (HISS) indicat~ that the SUbstit~i~n of the gl~i.ne
with D·:llnnlne w~uld stabilize the Type II ,8-turn conformation. Therefore, the
inclusion of steric:llly restrictive .:m'ino acids at position (i+2) of the tt-lufn to
-lock" the conformation into a limited potential ra~ge becoml's attractive.
I
~'.' _~ber amino acid residue9,'besides D-lllanine, wh~h do not normntly occur in
\ ' .
peptides, hll.ve been. used to produce conformationnlly restricted .8-turn·rorming
Iinea~ pep tides. These include'otber D~mino acids sj~ as D·scrine niltl D"prolin~ ..
(~air III al., 19jO.;"Boussard and MarralldJ.l~8S) and (l-aminoisohulyric,llcid (Aib)
• (Nagaraj and Balaram, .~~~, 10SI; Rno e! al., HJSO; Smith el ai., IUSl; Prtl$nd e!
al., 1082; Jung et af., 1083; Van Roey et al., 1083; Bonon. el at., IUg·l; Crisml1 e!
af., 1084). The peptides.containing D-serine and O-proline al. position (i+2j ot ll.
.8-turn with proline at position (i+t) were fouod to be 100% D-lurn ns opposed to
the 00% D-turn achieved with O·alanine in that posilion (Boussard eial., HJ8S.'.
Tbis woul~ be expected since the D-proLine and O·serine side chain. groups arc
much bulkier than the methyl group ot O·allloine. Hence they are milch mOle
conformatio?ally ~estriclh·e. T~e Aib group is characterized by lwo mothyls on
the a-cnrbon as opposed to the one found with, nl:!.nine. The prderpd
eon(ormn"lion, whether proline is .its Mlgh~our on not, appears to be ;1 31O.hc1ix or
n ~ype DI(I) JJ-t~rn vnrintion even though Prasnd eI ai. (HI821 reported :l. Type II
.8-turn.with PivProAibNHCHa in etY,stnlnnd solution. Theo!eticnl.confurm:tlion~1
. ....
analysis pertormed by Pr35ad eI ai. (l08Z1 indicated thnt the Type II p.turIJ:
conformer was Z keol mol'l more stable than t~e Type HI. They attribut~d the
..
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3'O·be1ix observed by otbers to long range factors, The Aib..:containing sequence!!
previously studied were';ligopeptides.
The three points that revul themselves arter 3D examination of the li'terature
are that:
• Cyclic {leptides are not required to obt:l.in a stable ~turn structure: A
linea.r peptide with im appropriately chosen sequence cO,uld form tbis
structure. •
• T~ stability Dnd type or ".turn formed depends on resi~ues I' through
(i+3).
• The Type I p.turn is in~rjDsically less stable than the Type D,1HU~n.
The nbove_~QDsideralioIiswill become ih.tportant during the design of a double
tpturn- r~~ming tetrapeptide. A study. analogous to tbose performed by· Chou and
Fasman,pOii, 1978) a~4.Ananth·an3.r3.yan3n eI al. (1984) on the occurrence of -
. ";"(~j' .
.8:'turns in pfoteins wu' perform~d by Isogili III aI. (iQSO). They examined the
crystill str,ucures of 23 proteins fOf. multiple bends. A double bend was deCined as
II. sequence ~'l whjch two ~~ccessive distances b,etween. C.~ andltC(s'+31 (R~l and
C~'+II ilnd C~Hl {R3l meet the requirements or Lewis III ~l. (lQ73) for il .8-ben,d. _
. [0 other words, they, are se.quences with two overlapping 4 ..... 1 b!drogen bonds
which are not, part or .a helix~ . They ~ound tha~.4% of ill! resi~ues occl:!r in
mu~tiple bends. or these, thirty eigbt p~rcent ha.ve a. distance between Cf aod
C;H (~..) or· less than 5.8 A.. These st.ructures are rolde4 more tightl~' than
o-helices nnd ~hOse doubl~ .6-b~nds which arc merely distort~d helices. The
rormatioD or these tightfy wound' structures is aided by the frequent occurr~nce or
glycine.
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There ate several peptides which have been proposed to take on D. double ".tutn
st~u.cture. Apart from the Aib containing peptides which. as expected, lake-on a
~ 310·heIL," ~onrormatioll (N3.g:uaj d at., 19;9; Van Roey d at., HJ83j, -there nrc'
several peptides wbi~h produce double ,8-turns but do not contain Type m
p.turos. As pointed out in section 1:1, the Type III .8-lurn C30 be coo:olidcrcd the
, ,
~eginning or a 3l(jhe~ix. An e~mple of a <!ou, ;"turn whit'h dol'S not contnin a
Type m p.turn is PivProProAlal\rICH3 which in th~ crrstalline Sl3t~ exi:;ls as a
.. Type D' ,8-turn rallowed by nn overl~pping Ty~ I 6-turn (Nair et'a1., lim). Th~
nb~ve' stru'cture bas alsg beeJ.1 prop~e.d r~t .the ,.grt:micidin Snnalugllc, di·N-....
.methYI.ieucin~- gram'ic~~in S~JKu'mn~. et a/~• .HI,iSl.. Through solution ,speetr cupic
~tudie·s, Venkatachalapa~hi.and- Salaram (1979) ljcscribed PivProProAlaN CH~
as 'an incipient 31O-belix althou,gh it is likely that that the 'struc~llrc may actually
prove ·to be made up or a polyproline-II-like extended st"ueture r6110wed by a
Type II d-turn (AJHlothan:uayanan, personal communication).
With two overlapping p.turns, the (i+2)th residue or the rirst .lJ-llirn is nlso the
(i+l)th residue dr th~ second. To be sterically ·cbmpntihlc·, their ~lIl)wed 4>,lJI
angles must be very close. Figure 1·3 plots the 4>,1/1 angles ?f the (i"·Hlth n~d
(i+2)tb residu,es of .8-turn types I, I', OJ U,-aS defined by Venkat:lchnlam (1068) on
a Ramnchandran plot (Ramachandran and Sasisekhnf3n, 1068). As seen in
Fir;!1re I,.,?, II. Type 0 .lJ-turn can oBly' be followed by a Type l' or III'. Although
not sbown,i'n the rigure, the 4>,ofIa~es or the (i+l llh!=S'ue Of, a Type llI' p.turn
• r
llre identical to that or the Type I' ~tll (Venkat.:tl: alam, Ig~8l. The 4>~ angles
corresponding to the (i+l)tb residue or all the other p.turn types are Dot.~lqse
\ .
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Figure 1·3: ;,'1 "m.p showing stericalJy aliowed. regions (or both L aDl:! D amino
.. aei~s. ~, tully allowed tor [,.residu.flj ffJ, allowed for L-alaoine;~. tully
allowed tor ri-residl1ej~, allowed for D-alanine. ""t~trn Types I, 1',' nand 0' afe
iDdi~.ted b~ a.rrows begluniog at "tbe 1,'1 angles ~r residue 'i+l and ending at the ,
',' &Dgles or residue H2.
.....
("
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. enough to the ',f angles of the (i+2)th residue pf the Type n HurD. Also. the
.. '
(i+2)tb residue f,'" angles of types I and I' are quite diUerent hom those of the
,
(i+l)th, residue of (l,oy of the Hurn types. Hence it would be dirricult fot a Type
lor 'Fype I' tJ-luro<fb be followed by any type of ,d-turD. The non.3.o·hclix double
6-Jn would therefore he either II. Type ti .tHurn rellowN by either It. Type I' ~r
m' or a Type n' followed by • Type I or m .cHurn. The llboYe t'onsider3tions
become very im~rtlLDt in designing II double 6-1urn-rorming tetupepticle which
can potentially bind c:sldum ion. (s~e section 1.5).
1.4. Functional Role of Beta-Turns
The high occurrence of ,lJ-turns,. especitLlly 111 the surface of proteins (Kllntz,
IOi5), led to the postul:11ion of a. Dumber or funttionnl rples in addition to it!
str'!!ctural use·fuln~S5. These include the /l-turn serving as recognitton sites for
en:tymalic phospborylation (Small d al., IOn), glyc:osyl3tion {Allbut d or., 10~
and, proline bydroxyla.tion iBrahmlLC}a.ri and Anan'tbaoIHaY3oa.n, IOi8, 10iOI.
~- .In 1970, Vogt d al. exdmined the loop repoo of Il series of homologous calcium·
, .
binding proteill5 for /l-turo forminr; potentil1l bilScd on the s~onda.ry strudure
predidion methods or Chou and Fasm3n (lOiS). They found a. strong cofrel3tion
between the ability t9 bind <:a.lcium ion and the ~ition and ;inu.f density of.
- .Boturn forining residues. A brief description of the struclural data 0.0 the cnlcium- '
binding regions .~r these proteins is pre.sented below.
\
The' solution of the X-ray crystallographic structure of the carp. muscle calcium-
binding paivalbumin (MCBP) indica-ted the involvement of DO a-helix-loop-a-helix
..... -
.'
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slruet~re in calcium-binding aDd suggested that the twelve-.residue long loop
'~ment was r~ponsible f.or the ~etu31 complexing to the caJ~ium ion (Kre.tsi~ger
~ Nockolds, f9i3). This segment contain~ regularly s~ced carbonyl, carboxr1
and hydroxyl ligands which. could coordi?a.te to the positively cb3.rged calcium
ion. There \\!Cte tbr<!c such strudures found in parvnlbumin but only two,
referred to as1<.:D bnnd and EF band respectj~ely, were capable. of binding
calcium ion. The .third, referred to as As hand, WlJS characterized by. a ten~~esi~ue loop segmeDt_instea~ of the twelve residues found in tb.os~psca~able.ot
bi.oding. Or greater jot,crest was the discovery....or a Type I ~turn at the very
. .
beginning of ihe loop segments capable of ~iDdrng cal~ium ion and the .absence of
this structure in the "loop segment which could no~ bind (Moews·and· Kretsinger:
}975). }'he two deletions in the bUer 'loop segment co'rrespond to positions 6 and
~ of the twelve-residue 'loop segmentS. It ~l\S generally accept~d that ~he lack or
binding was due to the deletions (Kretsinger, iQgOl. These deletions would lIot be
expected to affect 'the p...turn structure. A number of ?ther calc~um.b!nding
prot~ins showed a good homology in the n-helix-loop-&:-heli.'< region even though
the relationship bet~een the entire sequences was often fairly weak., The
homologous region!! of prote'ins such as heart troponin C, T4 lysozyme, modul~tor
protein, vitamin-O induced calciu~-binding protein, the alkali-extractable (ALC)
nnd dithionitrobenzoate-extradnble (OLC) light chain of lf1uscle myosin,' the
EOTA-extrt\ctable light ohain (ELC) from mollusc myosin, and smooth muscle
-light chniq. myosin {SLC) were deemed to' bnve. the sam~ structure as thilt of
parvalbumio" (Kretsinger, 1076, 19801. ,...The solution of the X-ray structures of
other ca.lcium-binding proteins such'. as ,bovine intestinal calcium-Mnding protein
. {Stebenyi d at., 1981} a'nd, more recently, troponio C (Henberg and James, 1985;
Sunda.ralingam d 0.1., 1985) and. calmodulin (Ba.bu dol., 1985), sbow~ th3t the
previous structurlll correlations based on homology wer~. t55e~ti:llly COffKt. The
lat'k of ca.lcium-bindiol activity exhibited by wme or the homologous ~uent'~ ..
could dot be explained by the~number and position of the lig3nds and the number
of residues in the loop segment IW~eds and Mt'Lat'hlip, 10;4; Tu!ty and'
Kretsinger, 19i5).
Vogt et at. (19i9) examined the loop segments or the 0 t'alc~um-binding·proteins
listed above)'· Because or a multitude of homologous regions in. some proteins, they
··:e~e left with 26 dat::l:telS ~itb some sequeot'es capable of oinding 'talchim·i·~n
wlfile others were oOK They examined all possible tetrapeptidcs ..... itbin..ttle I~P
segm.eots and calculated tbeir .lJ-tUtn forminfpotenti~.in terms· or the probability
parameter P t as derined by Lewis'd 0.1. (19il):
Where f,.. etc. are the frequencies of tesidu~ .in ~he four successive positions of tbe
.lJ-turn as observed in known protein strudures..The values used by, Vogt.d al.
(119i91 were obtained by. Chou d 0.1. (I07S) from a survey of the X'fay cryst:ll
structures of 17 proteins (298 ~~urlls). Loclli stretches of high P t values indicate
a series of overlapping tetupeptides each with a higtl .lJ-turll potentillllLcwis d
ai., 11l}7l). In the 26 homologous sequences examined by Vogt d 0.1. (1079) two
consecutive peaks with Pto- values great!!r than or e~unl to Uie value or 3.0xlO··
were found to occur precisely at the first residue or eacb loop region tbat binds/. f ..
'-
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calcium iOD. These "-doublets- would be expected fot two overlapping p.turns
IVagt ct 01., lQj9). The,start of the doublet obtained from the loop :Iequence of
the calcium-binding region 'of MeB? aligned precisely with the start of the MCBP
Type I ~turn5. Very· interestingly., tb~re were no' suc~ doublets found in tlfe
homologous loop sequences which did not bind ~aleium iOD, and neither were
C9mpBrab!e doublets found in any other part of the. sequences of calcium-binding
proteins. In rabbit skeletal, ttoponin C no tetrape~e,' apaFt, from, th~
in1valved in the doublets, had'p t values gre~ter than or equal to the value or
3.0xlo·-t.
Vogt -e.t al. (igj9j also examined the sequences of several non-homologous
';Id"~-b;'d;" pm',;". Tb,,; ;,d"d,d 51,phy''''''"' "oI",s,. th"molys;,.• r
concanavalin A and trypsin. AJtbough doublets do occur at calcium-binding Sitej .
they are not tte rule as with the homologous proteins. Howev~r, ·in the'majority
of ClISes one linds at 1~~L one tetrapeptide with a high P t value near~ calcCm-
binding site. ,There is thereTore a strong suggestion th;t a p.turn is involved. in
.;-'" .
calcium-bjnding.· It should be noted that the ahove data relied on predictio.n
methods based on non-ulcium.bindin.K r~~gions. l-1ence t~e,8-turn predieti~ns refer
. to uncompll!Xed sequences and do nol pertain to the conformation after calcium
.~~ coni.plex~d to .tb{ loop segment. Un't'n DOW; the ahov; .obserntioDS
,;~one of mere ;nter~st. The laharator; in which th~ results presented in
this thesis were obtnin;d bas been Interested In delineati.ng the conrormation~1
. .
'f Ceatures or th~ ,6-turn by spectral methods and elDt!idating its involvement in
Cunet}ons such proline-hydrdxylation (An3nthanarnyan3n, lQ83;
-.
ADantbanarayaDan tl al., '1984; Bu.bmacb.ri and ~tballll:D.1antln, 19i5;
Brabmac:hari et al., 19jO, 1981,1082; Chopra and Aaantbanaray~nl1n, 1;811.. It
was tberdore Iogic:al to er.lmine tbe role of ","turns ill metal ton:binding. The
final c::atalyst for the. proj~t ume from :n examination of cyt'!ic: peptides.
~Iany c:yelic \ peplidcs, both synthetic and natur~. :ate c:ap:ab.le or .selec:ti,·e1;
.c:omplexing with calcium ion or other alkali or alk31i ~~:l.fth metal ions." T,,'l')
fea.tures that these ionopbores 'have i~ common are ttre ~resenc:e .of ,d-tllrnll i'n the.
.
unc:omplexed s~:'c:ies and the coordination of th~ .p'eptid~ C:;Lrbonyl groups.to till!'
metal iOI) in the C:0':llplexed species.. Both' valinomydn {Degclaen tla/., !Og·lll1nll
. . .
. its I1nalogue cyclo-!AlI1GlyDPhePro)3 (Vishwanl1'th and Ea.sw:nan, l082) were .,'
sbown to eont~iD si..'( 4 - I hy~rOgeD ~.!\dS. "~he c:arbonyls wcre c~dinaltd to
c:aldum ion uPon binding aDd this involved the bru.king of 'inlramo!ec:ul:u
b~4rogeD ~nds. ~n~Jh~r example is round iq a paper. by Pease and' Watson.·'
(HI78). Tbey designed the penta,peptide cydo-(GlyProDAlaProl witj1 the intent of
. r"
having both a ,.turn and a ..,.tu,n (~- I hy~rogen bondl·present. Again,4S with
"- tbe valinomycins, tbe hydrogen hoDds were- broken u .tbe c::arbonyls coordiuted c..,
to the metal ion. This partic:ular peptide wu subjected to a mol~ul:lf m~haniuJ.
study by Lynn aDd Kushick (1084)~ provides a set" of ~exc:dlent
stereoding1y.ms of tbe pept~de i~ l!:oth i:J uo~mPlex.ed and lithium.comple~ed
form. A similnf set or diagrnms cnD be found in a paper-b,. Duax and Smith
..
(llJ81) wbo were interested in detailing a sequenc:e 'of steps involved in the
complexing pf the metal ion to valinomyciD. The dingrnm5 relate II progrc1iiive
, ..
~oordinntion or carbonyls to metal ion artl breaking of ;'ntramolecuJaf hydrogen
. . - . .
../ ......~
.',~\"';
.,:·'1·,
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bonds. hr addition to the uneomplexed and eomplexed f?tms there ar~~ aseries 'of
interm~di3,tes. Several C?ther eyclic-peptides are also capabl~ or complexing metal
idn's . in:luding ~yc1o-!DPheProGlyDAlaPro) (Karle•. Itl84). cyclo-(SarSarGIY)2'
cyclo-(S:l.f)8 (Sughih3f3: et ai., 1976) and cyelo-(P.roSar)ll (0=3,4) (Shimizu and
Fujishige, lOgO). The paper by Karle (UI84) c::ompares the crystal structures ot
the uncompl:;/d an~, magnesi~m-~omplexedspecies. The carbonyls involved in
the rorm:lti~n of ~ntram~lecular'hydrogen be,s in tb: un.complexed species (.s-
and T"turns) are coordi'[;3Ced to the magnesium lem in the complexed species. The
Illtt:r two papers in~icate' the plesence oC 'intrJrnolecula; hYdrO~en bond:' in the .
un~ompiexed sta'tes ,~ the required c'arbon>:'. coordination to the metdl ion for
..bindi~g but go... 110 furth~r except to 53y th'ere ~as ,a.p,:ssibilitT o{ multiple.
conformers. Other exa.mples of c.yclic metal ion-binding peptides i.nc1ude
, cyc1o-(X.Pro).., :....here· X= Phe, Leu or Lys{Nc.protected) (~~u:a a.nd l!flanishi, .
Ig83j lilld the b~Ct,IiF: S,S··Bis-cyc1o-(GlyhemiCysGlyGlyPro) (Sehwyzer et ar.,
Igj'Ol~ The la'tt;E!r t"9 pape~o not talk about the conCotma.lion·of the pe~tides
1-' '
in the uneomplexed state but do point out tolit the complexed state is achieved
:through the coordination of the peptides' carbonyls to. the metal ion. _ The above
. ,p,apers 8.re very useful not only in presenting·a·pOssible relationship betwe'en ion-
·'bin.ding O'iliJ'"lhe ~turn buCalso·for th~r technical merit. The methods useJ in
the ,abov~ pa.pers to deter.mine and .foll0j,ion.binding, e~pecially those by
Vishwanatb and Easwaran (10S2) and PeiSe ,;d Watson (ig,S), were used as a.
bUis ·for' the cal~ium.bindiDg s~udies pr~erited in this thJ!Sis. These authors
characterized the uncomplexed spedes and {ollowed lon~bindlng USlDg both
carbon·r3 and proton NMR a;d GO spectroscopy, ~he peptidesstudied bfpease
f'
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and Watson (Hlj8) and yishwall:Ltb and.Easwaran (1082)-were.like the peptides
.studied in this thesis, too sm:sll to be .studied by m:LD)' or the tetb~iqul:'S ((Derally
~ used 'or studying calcium-binding proteins.
The ~turn·rorming doublet p:lttern observtd by Vogt d at (lOi9) in the '?Op
'. «
5egm~nt or bOf!lOlogou$ c3.lcium.:bioding proteiD sequences tilong with the resulls
. ,
o.r the eydic,ion·binding peptides led to l.be belief th3t the ,d-turn is :l r:l.vour:l~le
. conformational prereq~isite rOf iOD.bindi~g. To. test this" pos.tu13ted !9,!e,1 liot':H
peptides, w~icb could ,mimic the ov;rlapp!ng. ~turns s~n wit.h th4fmOlogOllS
cllldum-bindillg proteins, were synthesized arid their i~ter:lctions with calcium
a-nd .other met31 ions were studied and co~pllred to single "..turn o.nd non-p.luro\. , .' . . , - .
forming peptides.
1.S;' Design or,polt.ula~edCaleium-Binding Peptide.
Two consi~eralioDshi 'the design 'of peptides u.pahle of torminl two oyer1:l.pping
~~urllS ,and potent!an; bindiog calcium ion have to be made especially ir one
wisbes to eXllimioe the telo.l.iooship betweeo ,true lute and fu~ction. First, th'
peptide cotlfOtmat~Dmust Itt st3ble in solution and secondly, sinee the hioditl;l of
. .
cllicium. ion probabl; involves a tonform1l.lion:a1 eb:ange. the peptide must
. .,\ . ."
mniotain a'~ertaiD delrte of nexibiliLy. Therefore, the amount of conforrn3tional, .
restriction provjded by the amino acids' incorporated into tbe pcptjde ";ust ,cncet
a h,I.... b'lW:~b'\wo' n';~" Th' ;'.plid, N~IDO'P'~DAI""I'NI1C1l3 ~nd: .
. jts poteotinlly mote nCl!ible annloguc NQ IBocProGlYAlaNHCII3 were considercd
~apablt of striking thc balance. Tbe'peptides art tbeor;ticllily clpn.ble of forming'
two overln.pping ~tu·rD'. Thc' first' ~turD is ~ilt.biliz.ed by a bYd~OICn bo~d
· ..
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between the carbonyl or the tSoc group and the- NH of the alanyl residue; the
second is stllbiliz.ed by 1l hydrogen boll.d: be~ween t.be carbonyl ~r the prolyl
residue nod the NH of th'e NHCH3. The tBoc and the NHCH3 groups "tach act as
half a residue contributing a. urbanyl and an amide 'gtl:lup, respectively. The
peptides a.re tbereCore .three and two halves long and are rderred to as
tetrapeptides.
'"J'roline-containing' P\!ptides were used since much of the work dODe on linear
peptiics models of ,8-turD~' uses proline in the li+~)tb position. The ~roDAJa and
ProGly sequence-containing p.eptides. were' shown ,to rn.V01,lf Type n ..,.tufns,· the
former being m.ore sti1bl~ than the lat~er. and· each more sl.o.ble' than ProAia
. . . "' ..sequence-contll.ining ""turns. The D:alanine, because of.tbe single methyl group lIS.
its side chain, WlLS considered to provide enough steric b~ndraDce,to produce.a
defined strlJcture in solu~ion yet maintain the flexibility oC the peptide chain,
iltbough the r~plDcement of D·alanine by D'serine or ~~phe~ylalani[]e would
provide a more sta~le Hurn, the larger ~ide chains b:J.~e .r g~~nt"~r chnnce of
"interCering in any conrorn:'Dtional chanp;;S that might occur upon iOIl·binding,
The mere interrere~ce Cram amino 'acid side .chains, the more dirricult the
i1eJi!tetn'tion of the errect of the peptide b'nckbone "Conrormg,tion, . The us~ of
~DojJnt position (i+3) oC the first p.turn (i+2·or the secon'd) a:r;ain reflects t~
nee~. of bnlnnce between stability and fie:<.ibillty, Leucine, altbough superior' at
position .(i+31 to ninnine'in stabilizing th; .8-turn, li"as a bulkier side group, The
DAI.AI. ond th,' GlyAI. "qUOD''', ollho~.h oot ftrQ.g ~luro (orme", o;~· not
,.,.peeted to Dct lIS disrupters. Hence, the ability to form a second ""turn relies
)2.8
only OD the ability. to (orm tbe second hydrogen bood. The r.nallrliiltlltion-oD1~~~ .
amino acids used in the synthesis of c:a.lcill/Tl<:.bin4ing peptides is Ihnt ani)' the
peptide ba~kboDe would be allowed to provide potential Iig3.bds fot calcium ion
coordination. Therefore, amino :l.cids s.,,:cb u serine with its. hydroxyl group 40d
glutamic acid with its c:lt~J.yb.te group *.!r~. nol uRd.
..
..
'"
Chapter 2
---"Exl!erimental
2.1. Materials
A~ino acids and derivatives, N·~YdrO~YSUCC.iliimide. isobut,ylchiorororni.te~
meLhylmo~pholine, N,N·.dicy<;lobexylcarbodi~mid~, metbylamine hydrochloride,
uleium chloride, and .d·ilUtera~td solvents were purchased from Si!T3. Chemic:al
Compa!lY. Reage~t and HPLC grade sol~ellt.s were ;urchased ~rom Fisher
Scientirlc Compllny as were the perchlorate salts of calcium, magnesium, sodium
and· pot~ium. Lithium perchlorate was pu'rchased 'from Fluka ChemJcals.
Water was p~riri;d to HPLC "grade on a Synbron/B:HD9l~ad J'\Al'lOpure n' ...-'_
. .filtra.t.i&n system. F..lolecula,r sieves were purchased from Davison Chemical.
lItpeptides an\! 'snIts were vacuum dried fot several hours before use.
2.2.' Methods
2.2.1. Pllrlty:orPeptides
. ...
All ~ePtides used, in (I~3lysis :)re crysl~lIized t~ice. Illtermedi3~es:used :n
synthesis were crystaIlized,05fe.. Tb~ purity or peptid:s used in analysis was
. - .'
checked by HPLC wit,~ at lea.st two dltrerent elution proril~, Further checks or
'Purity by way o.r proton N:MFt. elemental an'alysis an'd amino acid anaiysis were'
pe'rformed' on ~be two mo.jor peptides, N°lBocProDAlBAia.NJ!:CH~ BlId its
&1l41ogue.N'I,BocProGlyAlaNHCH3,'
I~;
/
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2.2.2. Crystallb.t1on or Peptide•
.,.peptides wert dissolved in a minimum of chloroform in an Erlenmeyer nask by
beating in a ho~ water b~th. Pttrol.eum ether (40/60) Was added drop wise until
the solution beu.me cloudy. The solution W3S reheated until tle:l!' and ag3in
" '.petroleum eth~ (40/30) was. added dropwise to the solutidlJ. until it bec3.me
doudy. The solution \IllS rebeated until dell! :lod sel ll.Side to cool. Aher about
an hour the lop of ~i nnsk w:l\"covered W~lh par~m~ ~error:lted ..... ith. S~:ltl
holes. !Jter a minimum of six hours the n3.Sk. W::J,S then i:~led to ~5' <; fot 4
minimum of four hours and (urther cooled to ·20' C ,fot 'two hou~. The hysl:'ll~
'ere-.fi~d on Whatmnn niter pl1~~r f#l) nod w~hl!d wit~ petroll!um ethl'r
(-to/50). The Buchner .runnel: filler P3PCr :lnd petroleum etber were cooled to
·~W· C before use.
...
2.2.3. Melting Point
'. The melting poinls were. recorded. on a Thomas H~ver ~c1ting point appar:ltlls
m3<fe- available to. us by the r-.fUN Chemistry Department and llre uneorredcd.
The reported values .are the average of at le3St tbree ~uns. ._
2.2.4.. Elemental Analy.is
_. '.'.The peptides were analyzed for carbon, hydrogen and nil.rogen by. Cana.dian
tt.licroa.nalytical Service Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
percenl oxygen was determined by subtraction.
arter ,eKtcnsive drYin~•... The .. '. '.
.~-'.
- .'
. .' .
.' .
. ,
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2.2.6. Amino 4Ana1f,IS
The a~lno acid c1.:en~ of the pept.ides was d~termined by D Hall of the
Buxhemistry Department 00 II. Beckman model 121 automated analyzer. The
samples were hydrolyzed with 8M Hel in sealed evacuated tubes at 110' C ror24
hours.
2.2.&. HPLC
/~
The HPLC of peptides WIJ.S performed all a Perkin-Elmer (Series 4LC) liquid./"
:/ ' /~/
cbromlLtograph wjth a. HP-S ODS ColS revelse phase col~mn using ~LCg'rade I.
acetonitrile, watefand methanol as the mobile phase. Tbe samples- .....ere_prepared-
fa; injection by dissolving in methanol (1-2"l)lg mrl). Peaks were detected by UV
at 225 om on ~ Perkin-Elmer model LC·85B speCtrophotom~trie absorbance
detedor.
~.
2.2.1. Infrared SpeetroseoP1".,
Inr~a,red (IRI spectra were tec~ at room temperat.ure on 8. Perkin..·.Elmer
rpOdel 083G ~pectropbotometer with 1.0 mm BaF2 cells ~Buck Scientific):
w~elengtb ,ca1ib~3tion WlLS' clfecked using' a 0.05 mm polystyren~ film. Tbe
pepti es were dissolved in -CHela which' was treshly distilred .....over calcium
chlo ide. ~ sp;ctrum was obtained by eleetronicnlly subtrncting a spect.rum ot
,- CHela in both the snmple nnd reterence cells trom n spe.ctrum with 'the peptide
I '. . .'
\ disso!v!,d 'iDC,'HCI~ in the sample ~ell and C'H,Cla in the reference.. cell. In tbis
'---, . \ . ..
way, the erred ot min~te di~rereDcesbetween cells WLIS removed.
_.;..
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2.2.8. Clrcul~ Dlchrollm Spectroscopy
CD spectra Crom 260 to 185 om were reeor~ed at room. temperat ... re on a laseo
J-SOOA spectropolnrimeter equipped with a DP-SooN data processor. Wavelength
W:LS calibrated with neodymium glnss and amplitude was calibrated using 0.6<0
D-Io-camphor sulphonic acid in H:p. Unless otherwise stale(l, peptide
concentrat~ons of 0.5 mg !J1rt were used in a 0.5' em qua;l: cen(Jasco). HPLC
gude organic solveots were "dried over molee!!lll! sieves ror at least 2·1 bours nod"
then I'iItered before use. The spectra were llveraged arler eight accumulations at
5~ Dm/min and a time 'constant or 0.5. Spectra wer~ obta.ined by elcctronicil1y
subtractiilg the spectrum or solV~Dt Crom the 'spectrum of peptide j'n solvent
Values are reported as mean residue ellipticity ((elr~l. For a detailed description
of the term lal rts see sec:tion 4.1.l.
2.2.0. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
,
Proton noise-deco~pled Fouri~r transformed carbon·13 and proton N~m spectr.:t.
were: re;orde·c\ ~n\1. Nicolet·NB 360-~rnz slleetroinete~ at the Atla·ntic R:egion
Magnetic Resonance Centre;·H:i.liftlX; Nov~ Scotia. Tetramdhyl§llane was used lIS
all. ,internal reference. Unless otherwise indicated, peptid~' concentrations of
io mg mr l and 25 mg mr l in the appropriale solyent we~e .used for the proton
and carbon·13 M.fR~ respec~ively. Deuterated solvents were stored over
molecula.r sieves and filtered b~(ore use. Tube- siZes ,o~ 5 rom ~ 10 mm' .were
used r6r proton and carbon-t3 NMR~ respedively. All spcdrn, unless otherwise
specified, were .obtained at 24 ± 1· C.·
"
,. -
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2.2.10. B!ndlng Studies by Circular Diehroism
The binding of cation to peptide wa;' followed by CD in both water and
llCctonitrile. Cilidum eblodde was used i;"tbe:, titration in w;),ter while. perchlorate
.salts were used when acetonitrile ~~ used"oas the solvent.. Finalipeptide
,cop,'cotrations were equi~oI3~ to '0.5 mg m51 NOIBocProDAlaAlaNHCH3.
P~ptide stock solutions were prepared ~.75 times the eoncentration used. in the
nnal measurement. An initial stock solution of salt;. was diluted to a series 00 .
secondary stock solutions in 10 ml volumetric n~s..Using Lambda. pipeJs;·(H.E. •
. .r--...:.. • ~
Pedersen). 1750 $11 of secondary stock solution was added to 200 'PI of the peptide
stock li!olution resulting i~ a series .of ion/peptide ratios.' A ~arallel set of solvent
. '.
\ sol~tions wns prepared by rePlladng the 200 ~1 ot peptide stock with 200 pi ot
solvent. Solutions were thoroughly mixed using a rotor. mi.'Cer· and allowed to
incubnte tor a minimQm ot 3O:minutes before use. Only' glass and tenon were
allowed to come in contact with the solutions.
2.2.11. Binding Studies b)" NMR
' ".
N°tBocProDAlaAl3.NJiCHa and N°tBocI'roGlyAJaMtCHa were -tit~~ted with
ulcium perchlorate in acetone.da , an<u' acetoo"iti'ile;da, respectively. ' Peptide
concentrntions, or"2~"~g'mrt ror p;ot~D NMR 'and 25mg, mrt for carbbn-13
Mo.tR were used. Lamda pipets (H.E. Pedersen) were used to add /II increments. of
a cOQcentrated salt stock solution so that at a salt to -peptide ratio of 1, "the
dilution of the peptide was no more ,than 1:1. Solutio~s were mixed thorougly
using a rotor mixer betore measurement.
•
2.3. Peptide Synthesis
2.3.1. Introduction
The NatBocProDAlaAlaNHCH3 peptide was elongated rrom tBocPro by an
activated ester method lIsing NSU. The addition or the N-methylnmide to the C-
terminal w~ accorlished by mixed anhydride coupling. The o6tline or synthe!lis
is given in Figure 2~1~~b the activated ester method aod the mi.'ted anhy,dride
method are well est:lblishefl solution 'techniques and are described In ~ m~nogrl1ph
on peptide synthesis by ~a~J}(y d·al. (HI76), Al€hough coupling ,by 'the
mixed anhydride J!lethod requires fewer steps than coupling b~ the activated ester
,method, unless care is taken it can cause racemiz;tion of t~e.amino acid residue ....... ,
on the N-terminalside of the bond being rormed. The activaled ester method
---- .requites the initial sy~tbesis of a NSU derivative berore co~pling can~ccur, but
racemization is not a problem (Bodnnszky td 01., IOilij. The activated ester
- method cannot be used to couple N.metbylamine to the C-terlJlinal emf or the
. !
sequence: Standard precQ.utions to minimize racemization were taken during the
addition or the N,-metbylamide. It was therefore assumed .that no racemization
had tnken place during synthesis.
,
The N°tBocProGlyAlaN;HCH
a
peptide was synthesized by Dr, SK AUah-
Pok~, The peptide Wl\S recrystalllzed and cbecke2. ror purity, as oulline~ in the'
methods section. The rinal peptide was synthesized ·by coupling
".~atBocProGIYOH and AJaNHCH3 by ~he mix~d anhydride methOd. Because
" glycine bas two et-carbon hydrogens, there is no problem with racemization. Dr.
S.K. A.ttab-Poku was abo'respoDsible ror .the synthesis or N~tBoeProDAlaNHCH3
and NlItBocProDAlaAlp,OCH3.
;.,
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The synthesis of N°lBoeProDA1~lI.NHCH3 is given "below. The description is
representative sine,e more than one synthesis rUD WIU mnde. (The complete
, . . "l
,...$-ynthesis or this pep~de including its inte~~diilteswas done by I,he writer.)
2.3.2.1. NlJtBocProONSU
r-/
A solution 'contaiping equimolar amounts or N"IBocP,roO~1 (g.63g,
/'
44.8 L80mmolel, and NSU (5.l5g, 44.8 mmole) in dioxane:THF (.1:1, v:v) WllS
co.?led t~·O· ·C in an ice-bath. The mb:ture was stirred ror 20 hours at 0-5'· (;
IUter the additipn or 1.1 mo!:Lr equivllents· of Dec (1O.=1.5K, 49.2 mmole). The
0reac~ion roh:ture WtlS fillered to remove the DeU byproduct and the solvl!ot
.remov~d on a rotary evaporator. The product ,w:is cryst:LlIized ~ a
c~lotororm:petro[eum etbe,r mi:dure (L2.09g, 38.8 mmql:, 88;~%1.
2.3.2.2. NQ:tBocProDAlaOH .~ ..
/
N~IBo~PtoONSU (lO.8Dg, 34.3 inmate) was dissolved in 200ml dioxane and.
stirr.ed. A 1 molar equivalent of DAlaOH f3.42g:38.4 mmole) "¥.4S dissolved in l\.
minimum amount pC" water w'ith 2 m?lar equin.1ents or NI'I.UC03 (6A5g,
76.8 ~~ole) (:::::: 20 mil. The second solution was added to the rirst and I ml of
'" dio~ne was added for every m[ of ~l'I.ler requirtd (or ~h~ secon~ solution. The
reaction mixture was stirred for 20 hours at ratm temperature, cooled to O' C_.
and riltered Iltter 10-15 minutes. The solvent was removed to dryneg dnd the
residue ext.rncte4. with ethyl acetate. The aqueous layer was concentrll.ted to
40 mIs, adjusted to pH 2 and tbeD'br~ught ba~rup to 100 mill with water. The
. solution wns slowly saturated. with Nnel and then extracted 3 times with
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chloroform: The ehl~rororm la.yeu were dried wit~ Na1S0-t, filtered. anll
concentrated '00 a rotary evaporator. The product Iwas Icrystallized from a ....
chlorororm·petroleum ether mixture (Mig, 23.3 m~ole, 67.9%)
2.3;2.3. NQtBocProDAlaONSU
A,' solution .~oDt4i.ning e~uimolar ~~OUDh of NJlBocProDAbOH (6.6ig,2~'m:OI'1"d NS{j.(2,JlSg,~:~_mmOI') io di;"ne'Tf (4'1, "v) :"" ,ooled ~
O· C in an ice-bath. The m,i:dure"'WlI5 stirre~ fot 20 b~urs at 0-5· C after the
, addition of 1.1 molar equivlI.lents of Dec (5.29g, 25.~mmole). The reaction
.' I ' "
mixture Was filtered to remove the ncv byproduct and tlie solvent removed on a
. .
rotary eYaporiltor~ The product 'was crystalliied Crorn a. chloroform-petroleum
ether mixture (S.Olg, 13.1 mmole, 56.2%).
2.3.2.•• NQtBocProDAlaAiaOH
N°/BocProDAlaONSU (S.OOg, 13.1 mmole) was dissolved in 100 ml dioxane and
stir.red. A 1 J;ll.olar equivalent or AlaOH (1.I6g, 13.1 mmole) .was 4issolved in'
)
water with 2 mol_ar equiva.lents oC N~HC03 (2.1gg, 26.1 mm~le). Tbe second
. ( ,
solution was added to the first and 1 ml oC diOKtioe WlI.S aodrd ror every. ml orJ water~required ror the second solution. The reaction mixture was stirred ror 20
c- h0l:ll'S Ilt room temperature, cooled ~o O' C and filtered arter 10-15 ~iDutes. Tbe
solvent was removed to dryness 4pd the residue extrncted with ~thyl acetate. The·
nqueouLlayer:.vas concentrated to 40 mis, adj"usted to pH '21 and then hr<?ugbt .... -.J'
'--) . .,', ~
bacltulJ to 100 mls with water. The solution was slow.ly saturJied with NnCl and
I •
then extraded 3 times with 'chloroCorm. The chlo~oCorm Ia.Y~TS were drr with
Nas50., filtered and eopcentrated on ~Y"tvapora.tor The product was
• e..: ) ,
i/~
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crystallized rrom a chloroform-petroleum ether mixtu;e (3.68p;,' 10.3 ~mol~.
78.6%)
2.3.2.6. ~;tBocP,roD,AlaAlaNBCB3
, N,cPr~DAlaAlaOH (3'.68g, 1O.3~mole) was dissolYe~ in a minimum :lmount
of cftlorO[Ol'rn and placed' in a salt-ice -mixture while stirrin"g. One molar
e·
equivalent or ~-m~~bYI~rpholine:(1J.3 mil Wll5 added aDd the solution~tirred for
~o minutes. A 1 mol~r :equivale?l of N-metbylamide hydroehloride (O.60~ . \
10.3 ffiUlole) and N-metbylrnorpholine (Ll3 "mls) was a~d "a'Il,.d the 5Olu'tion wns
~\ allowed to cqme to room t~perature in the salt/i~e bUlb whil~ stirring.fot Ii
I minim,um of is 'hours. The solvent w~ remo\'ed to dryness, the residue.
redis~tved in chloroform and wt4bed successively with c~ld iM Hel, !-1.turaled
bicarbonate.soluti~n and saturated N3~1 ,sOlutiO~~~a.()icPh~ dried
with anhydrous Na2S0~, riltered aDq concentrated on a rola.ry evaporator. The
pro~uct was crys~a.llited from a ehlo_rororm-petrolC!um ether mixture, U:60g,
4.3.1 mmole: 41.8%). The over311 yield o'r the synOtesis hom Nlll&cPro to rinal ,
peptide was}1.6%.
Th~ melting.P9int was de,termined tq be 216-21i~ "C. 'Amino acid lI.naly~i~
y·ielded a 2:1 ratio of aliJ.nine to proline. The ~/nd L e.na.nlioOlcu of alanine,.
c~not ~b~'~isti6gUi~~e eiemental anal~sis 'indica.~~d a ;~rcent werght .
di~;;;-bution IlS follows: 5S.1)~'-farbon, 8.1~% hYdrogen/~I.7,')"O oxy.ge: and
.. I, ,} -
l~,oi% nit,rQgen, The calfu13te~.Values fOf CnH3jdOsN~ were 5,'j.12%, carlllln,
. \ ."
8.15% hydrogen, ?1.50% oxygen and V.12% nitroge.q: The result.s or a former
elemental an~lysis !Jrered fro'll th~ caleulo.ted .values by an uno.ccept:able Ilmount:·
'.
..
peak on HPLC. (
3.
However, wb"en onc water moleq,ple was introduced into the calcula~ion the
discrepancy vanished. SubseqJent samples were accompanied wit'h'instructions to
thoroughly d~and there was no rurther proble~. Each sample yielded a single
(
2.3.3. Na tBocProGlyAJaNHCH3
The melting point of 'NO'tBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 was determined to be'
167·168· C. Amino acid analysis reve~led a 1.:1:1 rati~ of proline .to gl~ciq,e to
alanin'e. Th~ elemental 3l1'l1rY;is indicated a percent weight, distributioD as follows:
53.79% ·~3rbon,·f.g'j%. hydrag-en, 22.65%., OXyg~~··and l~.SQ% nitrogen. ~be
c:llcuiated values for -CU~HZ80sN4 we~e 53,91% carbon, 7.02% hydrogen, 22.44% ,
OX)'p;eD and 15.72% nitrogen. The samp~e gave \single puk on .HPLC.
• D'
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/.,,:. Chapter 3
'-NMR Characterization
"
3.1. .Introduction to NMR
-
,..
~ des~ribed io tlf .iotrodudory eh,apter, nu'den ma~nctic: rcson:mCl! ha.s been
a? extremelY,. use"Cul too1ln the study of the moleeul:l.r structure or both"linenr lLnd
cyclic: ,:alcium-binding peptides in either the cornplexed or uncomplcxed sl:l.ll'll .
• What roll~~ & detailed study 00 t,he '~OQrOrm:llioD of th~ lincomplcxcd
tetrapeptides NQ IBocProGlyAlai\"HCH3 -and iu D·alllnine· annla.gul!
N°tBocProDAlaAlaNHCP3 along with the lWignme~t of reson:l.nc~ whirh are
u~d to monitor the erecct or calcium ion' 00 lb~ conrorml'llion or the peptidn:
The Ca2+.induced conformationl changes wjll be dealt· willi i~ Chapter 5. Both.
:arOOo-13 a"od prot~D mm o",",he twb P,tptidn were run in DMSo-do'
acetonitril,:,"d3 (used for the Gly.pePl~~~IY) and :u:elone-de1ustd r~r the DAlll-
peptide only). Proton mm of both ~tides in COCI:] and the (,llrbon.,13 NMR
spectrum of NlilBocProDAJaAbNHCH3 in CHCI3 w~re also run. T~e ('hoice or
the; solvl'nls used wo.s bo.sed upon the rollowing ('oosidtrations. Acetonilrile-d3
and acelone-d tl were used prifllarily because lhey were useful in the sludil!S 00
.calcium.binding by tbe peptides (see Chapter S). Acetone-d tl W/LS used ror the
DAJa-peptide ~ince il was only sparingly soluble in acetonitrile-d3, These IOlvenLs, "
~
as w.ell as CHCI3 ~nd ita deulerated 'form C~CI3' were used since tbey are
'r-=-.'
1 •
V
\
"
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rel:a.tively Don-polar and bence would .Dot he expected to disrupt the
inlramoleculnf hydrogen bonds within the peptide (Bayrey,.HJ80). This is Dot the -
. .
case with DMSO-dll which, being relatively polar, co~1d inter:l'l:.t with the polar.
peptide bonds. In r~ct, ;ne usually Iser~es two isomers of pep tides containing
the sequence X-Pro in this~ent (Thomas and WiJli:lms, H172; Wuthrich d ai.,
.1072; DormllD and Bovey, IOjJ; Smith et al., 1073; Young nnd Deber, IOi5).
With th. N.'Bo<p,..oontain;~•.~ptfd", th. ,.tati., .hout th. u,,,hn.. ~nd
results in' a ci, isomer (or rotamer) and a trans isomer. The cis isomer is
~. '. ~ I " •
norm~ly fll~e exc:ept in. the elLSe .or:;,r~oJtbe-eontain,ing peptides (R.:lm:lc:hnndran
and Mitra, 10;6).• The dB ~~.<l ~,:,~'n8\conrormersor proline-c:?ntaining'pep~ides
hnve beeD extensiy~ly ch~rtL~teri%ed by both carbon-13 and proton 1'I~m (S~mSon .
tl al., 1077; HigtLSh,ijimll. d al., ~077). When proline is in the (i+l)thO position of
the ,8-lurn, only t~e lrar)/J isomer is cll.pable of fonTibt.g the required "' _ 1
~ydrogen bond (Brabmacbll.ri d al., 1982; 'Ramapr3Sad d alo\ 1081; Boussard, d
ai" 1079). Data on the cis aDd I~n.! populations, ° usually obtained from
carbon:13 NMR data, would therefore give an estimate or the population or the
hydrogen-bonded romi vcr8UI the non-bonded rorm or the peptides (see section
..
3.2.2.1).
\
\
,
I'2
3.2: Carbon-13 NMR
3.2.1. IntJ;oductloD to Carbon·13 NMR Studies
The'. assignment of the carboo-13 resonances of small peptidc!l can hI'
accomplished relatively nsily through orr.rcson;nce prol,.dl,cOIIPling
experiments and the compn.risoD of peptide analogues altd precursors run under
\he same conditions (How./uth and Lilley, Hl7'8). AI~hflu.lh sl"qlience effects ore
gen~r311y small (Grathwo,hl and Wuthrich•.107~; Christi nod "Roberts, In721. lhey
, do occur. t:bese shifts, along with those due to secondary structural erreets slIch
as hydrogen-honding, make'dired applienlion of resonanccs. determined from
standard random-coil peptides intLpproprinte {Bovey I Hl~.~l. The Intter' pcplides
:ere obtain'by Grathwohl and Wuthrich" (1074) by substitutin'g X. in thes~q~ence ;t~AGIYGIY-X-AlaOC~13with various" amin~ acids. The; used this
particular sequence because, "With the possible exception or the bulkiet amino
acids, it see.med to be representative of an extended random-coil. T~andom·
coil values were used ror the assignment or the resonan~esof the initialtecl:rsor
which, in the case or the t~o peptides studied here, was N°tBocProOIi. Excellent
discuss.ions on the theory and applictl.tion &t carbon.~3 NMH arc available
t (Howarth and L~ley, 11178; \'v·uthrich. 1076; Lev.y, 1'076).
" "
';t".
./.
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3.2.2. Ca.rbon.13 NMR of N°tBocProGlrAlaNBCH3
3.2.2.1. Studies Using DMSO.dc as Solvent
Tne assignmeD'tt.. of the carbon-13 resonances of the peptide
NtllBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 in DMSO.de was made through a direct compariso~
with the previousiy assigfled c.ar~on'l': spectrum of NQlBocProGlyAlaOH in" ~
DMS"-.dc (Attah·Poku and ~Jul.nthll.n3.ra}·anaD, to be"1>ublished). Their
llSSignmenls were built up {tom the ·.carbon.::l~ spedr3. or NQtBocProOH and
~ NQIBo.cProGlyOH in DMSO'~6' The sp~trum or NQ/BocProGIY-4laNHCH3.is
sh~wn j"n Figure 3-1, ~nd the explloded spectrum is shown in _ure 3-~. Tables
. ~l and 3-2_li5t the peak assignments or NlttBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 ~nd its
precursor NQlBocProGlyAiaOH, respectively. The two speetf3, correlate"·\t:ery
well, there were no ambiguous peaks; the peak at 25.58" ppm, wbicb did not
correspond to any of the resonnnces assigned to the" carbons 6f tbe peptide
. -- .
NQIBolj'roGlyAlaOH, was assigned to the NH.QH3.
The differentiation of sign:l.1s due to tbe cis ana Irans isomers' of the peptide 1
. "
• relied on other eonsiderations "besid~s position. Earlier stud\i!s by others have
Shown" th:y the b=.st method for determining the cis or trans isomer populations is
..by. the anl11ysi~ of the proline ring ~ and :carbon resonances (Dorman and
Bovey, tOn; Somorja.i and Deslauriers, 1976; Deslaurii!rs d al., 1076; Deber tl alfil'.
lD;S). The c.'ts and IraM resonances of these atoms are well resolved and are
therefore useful in tbe detection and initfal estimation of the relative populations
. of the two iso~rs. 'In tbe'peptide con'laining the metbylamide -group considered
hore, th. toH'; ~",bo. re.....". w.i. ro••d ~t 30.03 aod 20,01 ppm ro' th•
..
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Figure 3-lt CarboD-13 NMR Spectrum 61 NO'lBocProClyAlaNHCHa
, m" DMSo.de "
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ExpaDde"d CarboD-13 NMR Spectrum or
N",BocProGlyAiaNIICH, m DMSQ.d.
( 4.
Carboo·13 NMR Puk Assignments or
NQlBocP~oGIYA.lILNHCH3 in DMSD-da
Pro Cly Ala NHCH3
/
Table 3-1:
Resonance 180<
1£H,I,'C.O. f~:~~
ICfI,','Q-O ,a.9l l
".SOC
'C=O :~:~~.
\
~C
/>C
,.C
'\
.C
liZ.31 lGa..&S~
. 168.28
.G.70l
.BAlie
,g~:~~~
.a.24l~8.Hc
18.I:lt
18.35(/
.'...
chemical shift values io ppm, t _.lra~4 isomer, c c:i~mer
.. -
•
•
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172.30t 16U4l g;:~~17:!.nc IA.3~c
::::~ 415.84 t 47.5:!4G.40c
29.06: 17.37l
30.08 11.4Sc
~::~.
-41.62t
4I.77c
Table 3-2: Carbon·13 NMR Peak Assignments of
NlItBocProGlyAJaOH in DMSo-d6
Pro' Glyl Aia
I
Reso03Ilce(ppm) ,80<
{£Hala-C-O 2!.O$lza.:!Ic
(CH,),-!<-O 7a.sl
t
71.a~l
·C=O 154.38
l
1~.34c
.) ~C
..C-
.,.C
.C
iran" isomer, c ci8 isomer
v
, ,
..
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dtl alid (tlln.t isomers, respectively. The ct. and tr~, resonances or the proline
ring 't"carboo were found at 23.14 and 23.93 ppm respectively (see "fable 3-1).
. These nlues correspond c1os~ to th~J:(Ju~~ io othe~ proline-·ront:a.ining
peptides (Young and Deber, 19,5; Ricbau and WuthrlC:b •. 1'1.8; Lon~n d al.,
...
H~j81. With bo~h the prQline ring ~ and ;-c:a.rbons of. the
. N°tBoeProGlyA1~NHC~3' peptide, the cia i~o.u::es 'were ""ound. to be
s~gniric:mt1y more dominant. \ Based on this>,' ~he ~i' isomer reson:a.Mes· of o~~er
carbons (besides the ~roliDe ring IJ and 'J) were.d~tingllished from thei~ rcspecLivc
trans isomer resono.nces through the me~urement of pe:1k ,heights. Most of ~he
"" ," " .
reson3nc.es we.~e resolved into ci8" and,iran" isomers, the exceptions being the
.. -
prolyl a-etLrbon, the prolyl carbonyl and the NHQH3.' In th.: case of ~he precursor
peptide NO"/BocProClyAlaOH, all car~tls except·. t~e al:1nyl g-urban. were
resolved in terms of the cis and trans re59nances. The cis isomer was the major
conformer and its precursor
:r..
NOItBocProGlyAJaOH. Th~ relalivF p(;sition5 of th~ cis ~nd tran! reson:l.Oces
were the same in both tbe peptides with the exception or the tSoc urbons. the
alaDy-1 earbonyl and the proline ring s,.carbon ,,:,hose Iran! isomer resoPances with
l:'lOltSocProClyAJaNHCH3 w~re uplield rrom their respective cis isomer resonances
in contrast to their downlield positions with NOIIB~cProCIYAI3.01l~
Altbougb it hos been common practice to quantitat! the ci!/!rdtlll r,o t1lrOUI;h
the measurement. or the r!lative intensities (heights) or the respeclive signals or
single carbon atoms such as the proline ring ~ or '7 (Young and Dcber. lQ15;
,,--London d ~;., 19781. lbb in,.lve. lb....umplio~ lbat lb. nuel... O"'b;u""
;-
",ohaneemel'lts and the spin.lattice relaxation times are equal in all the carbon
atoms COt cie and trans isomers. This is not necessarily tru~. Mintr dirrereoces
have ,been observed in several pepiides (Deslauriers el af., Ig74i Flrmandijan d
al., 1075). To correct for these potential differences, all cill/trans assignable line
intensities.o! the title pepyJe were take, i~io account and the menD value fOt the
" . ,
reJ:llive intensities or the two Totamer signals was calculated. By this method, the
peptide NQ lBocP'roGlyAlaNHCH3 was found to be 53.0~ % ci~' and'
~7,O ± 3.2 % tran.!:- Tabl~ 3-3 list.s the individu::J.l cisflran/J ratlO~.Note that the
dlllrcma rntios range from 1.06 to 1.20 with a meaD of 1.13 ± 0.07.'
t
The ~3.jority of the chemical shirts in the carbon·13 spectrum of the title
peptide W:l$ very c1ose.tO those obtained with the random coil pe~tides~-Figure
3-1). The exceptions are a) the glydne a-cl1rbon which gave a. value of 42.10 ppm
for the ;;n.dom-coil peptide (Grl1thwohl and Wut~rich. 19j4) as compared to tbe
observed ones for the Gly-peptide at 46.79 ppm (lralls) and 46.46 ppm (cis) and
b) the proline' ~nf 6ocarbon resonances which ga.ve values of 42.23 ppm (trans)
and 42.10 ppm (ci,,11LS compared totte litera.ture values or 45.8 ppm (trans) and
• 46.8 ppm (ei"). The pe3~seen ill Figl:lre 3-1 between 38.5·1 and 40.25 ppm were
due to the solvent DMSO.d6,
3.2.2.2. Studies Ualn,g Acetonltrlle-da as Solvent
The carbon-13 spectrum or NCZtBocProG\rAJaNJ:ICH3 in acetonitriJe-d3 is shown
,I.rl' Figure 3-3. The peak assignments are listed in· Table 3-4, Unlike the
carbon-13 NMR spectrum of the title peptide in OMS.O-d6• there were no spectra
~f precursors run" undet'tbe same conditioQs from which to build up the
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Tab'e 3-3: . Ci!/Trarl8 Ra.tios or Nct tBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 in
DMSo-d6 as De~ermiDed by Carbon·13 NMR
Resonaoc:e IBoc Pro Gly Ala.
..
(£H~.C-O
ICH3J3·g·0
C~O
.·C
~C
~C
.C
UR. _ unresolved
\.~
..
1.06
1.20
1.17 UR.
UR
',./i- ~::~
1.1.2
/
1.00
1.1-1
1.13
1.15
1.13
_.
...
- '\.
:H :
-U..l.-....i..
~
~J ":,sJ h;
j
'"
a:> 6J
C1l.ta1call;lI1ft
., . t..
Figure 3.3: Carbon~13NMRSpectrum or ~cProGIYAJa.NHCH
, in Acetooltrile-d
a
3
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Table 3-4: Carbon·t3 NMR Peak Assignments of
. N.:rI~PfoGlyAlaNHCH3 in AcetonitriJe.l3
Resonance tBo<: Pro Gly Ala NlICII3
___--'0...- --:- .-;/
IQH3)3-C-O 28.60
(CH3kQ-O 81.0~)
C=O 1S6.3~"
..c
rill" chemical shift values in ppm, t
c.
--.:-
..
./~
- ..
.,
o4l.
-, .
S3
lWignmeDt of resonances. .Ho:wever, the spectrum w&! similar eoolflb to that of
the peptid..-in DMS(}.(\.(1 to ·allow gCbenl assign;'~Dls to, be ~ade even though,
'due to saivent errect.s, specific wignments were Dot alway,' identical.
The carbonyl resonances were found in the region 155 ppm t~ 175 ppm. The
. • ! ....
t~mk31 sh.ih qf the 's,oc urbony', WOJ; expected, as with the' peptide in
,~ . I.
\ D~I~()'d6~o be highly upfield frQrn the other car~oDY1s. TherefOrt"ltlbe peak at
156.3·1 ppm W3S assigned ,to ~be floe carhoDy!. OH~e remaining three carboD)'1
fcSoo:mces, lWO were found gro~pe~Jlose. tOlet~er. ~~.e ~,!uped resonances at
.. ,. 1.3.1-1 ppm nod 1;5:25 ppm; were assigned. ~O.• trgl~.eYI and' tlaDyl residU~" .'
, ~ r('5jll~ctively. This distinctioD was m~de 0.l\.tbe basis or the'carbdii'-'l~peClrumor
•
, the peptide i9 DMSQ·4e, I,n that' ease, th~ glycyl carbonyl reso,oance was u~(jeld '
, '. ",,' ,.,../
from the< alanyl carbonyl resonance, Tbe resonance at 16g,gj p~m was attributed J,
~, ., \ '
to the _prolyl carbonyl; the difretence from the oUler amjno acid ear~onyl
'resonancf!S W3.S att~ibuted to tbe erred, of tbe proiine ring, None or tbe carbC:nyl
, 1
resonances was resolved into d, and Iran" isomers, T~~ was probably a function
or ~tre number or" a:ccu~ulations sinc=e their pe;ks were not very intense,
.~~-., ,
. '
of ~ ~The remaining assignmen,ts followed-dosel,. tbe model provided by the peptide .
in.'D~SO-da' O~ly tbe peptide's It-ci'rhon resonances and tberesonances 1e to
the CArbo,ns or the prC?liD~ riQf w,ere resolved.. into 'cia and ~. iso1rIfs, The
distin~ti~D betwe'e( tbe resona~ces .due to the d" iSomer and' those tkJe to the
~. .
'ran" isomer relied, as with tbe peptide ~D DMSO-de; 00 the fJ- a~d Tcaijions of
the proliDe'ring:'1'h~ prOUD!!! ring ,6-c8Ibon resoD,ances were (ound at 31.Qa ppm, ,~/'
and 30,82 'PPo: 7~r tbe cia and Iron,,' iIo~e!s..re5peC~I~, The cIa and 'ran,
.\
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resbnll.oees of the proline riog T"tuoon were round at 25.28 ppm and 2-&.32 ppm,
• respedively (ste Table~" God FiKUre 3-3)~ With both the ~ !lnd\~:t.rbons. lb~.
-......... ,
_,-,,"ani-Corm W:l5 significantly more popul:a.ted. This is in mnrhd contrast to the· ~ -
situation prevailiog in DMSo-ds described in S«tiOD 3.2.£1. The ci,/'ran,
assignments of'the rem:lioing t!SOlved resoo:tnces pro~eeded on the b.::L.~is of pC:lk
height.
,
The determination of the cilJ/lranlJ rll.ti~ wu des~.ribed in section 3.2.2.". Tnt
NQ tBcxProGlyAlaN!-ICH3 peptide in aretoDitrile-d3 was found .1£1 be 16.2 ± 4.5
percent d. llDd ~.8 ± 4.5 percent Iran" Table 3-5 lisls the individual cil/tran.-
ralios',The ci, r~~io faogt'S (rom 0:14 -to 0.26 with .. rne:lO of O.lU ± 0.06. The
~)':drogen.boDdedCorm {iran. isomer}. predominates in acttonitrilc-d:)..
3.2.3. Carbon.13 NMR of' Nltt~ocProDAI~laNBCH3
3.2.3.1. Studies UsIng QMSO-do as Solvent
Tbe assignment or carbon-13 NMR resonances, the dirre.!.e«li:Ltion or cis anti
trans 150mer peaks, and tbe determi;UioD or cis/tr<Jns 'ratios ronowed tbe
procedure .described in tbe previous nctions on tbe c:Ltbon-13 mm d3ta on
....
N(ltBoeProGlyAlaNHCH3 in DMSO-d~r,
Tb;·· '~is:nment m.. c:arooD-13 NMR resena.nees,· or the peptide
N~IBoePro1)AlaA1aNHCH3"in DMSo.-d6 proceeded through a direct eomp3rison, . .
witb· tbe previously a.ssigned carbon-13 NMR spl!etru~ or NQtDoeProDlllno'U in
, , . '. . (
DMSQ...do (AnantbaDarayaun aDd Attab-Poku, to be pu~lisbed). FIKurc 3-1
',boW> ibo m~n-13 ~ ,p".'rum o~~~~.:rAJaAl'NHCIl3 ;0 DMSO:d,
. '. ,
",
Table 3-.6: Cie/TNfn« RatiO!! or N12IBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 in
Acetonitrile-d3 by.CarboD-13 mm
.
Resonance
a-Carbon
p-Carbon
Proline
0.10
0.14
Glycine
0.10
Alanine
0.25
0.17
\
..
,..Carbon 0.16
6-Carbon 0.26
\
•
I ..
i
..
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"lure 3-41 C.rboD·13 NMR Spedrum of
N°tBoeProDAla.A.laNHCH3 in DMSQ.d15
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• Tabl~ 3-6 and Table 3-7 list the peak 'AS5ignmenls ror N~tBocPrlDAJaOH and
N"IBocProDAJaAlaNHCH31 respectively. Their assignments correlate well w'b
the c;rooo.13 NMR assignments of NOAcProDAJaNHCH3 (Ramapr:JS3d d al.,
10SI). The assignment of the .. carboo·13 NMR resooances of
N°mocProD~laAI.1N1-ICH3was Dot as straight rorward !IS those of the Gly-
peptide "in DM~O.d6' The problem arose benuse of the ~esence' of two
enantiomers of alanine in this peptide. It is reasonable to eXpt!ct their resonances
to be close to ea.ch other.
·.
. ,
The teblive intensities of the cia and Iran8 "isomer resonances were determined
.. through the ~. ILnd ..,..carbons of t~ proline ring. The proline ring ~rbons
rcsona~c~}w~e ro~nd a~. 3l.01 ppm -tor the cis isomer and 20.84 ppm fot tbe
trans isomer. T~e resonances of the p~oline ring -r-carbons were found at 23.18
ppm and 2·u8 ppm for the cis 'and Irana isomers; respectively. There W:lS tilile
I
• ~eviation of the above resonan:es trom the respective resonances ot the precursor,.
N°lBocProDAlnOH. In both cases, there is signil'iga'ntly more of the trona isomer
.\ ~h.an the ti~ iso~er. The dirterentiatioD of the r:mainmg peak; into 'dB and
trqol isomers proceeded on the basis of peak intensi\y.
The carbonyl of the tSoc group"exhibited a reSObllnee, as expected, far uptield
(rom the other cll.rbonyis. 1'he peaks ~ 153.02 ppm and 153:6." ppm were
assigne~ to the tBoc ca.rbpnyls ot the trans ~J;l;d ti, isomers, respe~tively. The
.' . \
proline and alanine carbony\ assignl)lents "{ere a problem due to the ,limilarity
between the two alanine enantiomers and a general crowding 6f' the resonances.
", . ,,,! -
Wit~ carbon·13 NMR .peetrum of NQ/BocProDAJaOH in DMSO.d8 -the D-
,~
..
Reson3nee(ppm)
Table 3-8: . Carbon· 13 mffi Peak Assignments or
01 W'IBoeProDAJaOH in DMS0-ds
fBr' Proline D·AI3niM
'.
I£H3)3·e-O
ICH3I,£-O
1"C).
'C,
Z7.87
~.35
t(': trans isomer, e _ cil isomer
.'
'r'
..
.--
\
,',,"
I
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Table 3-'1: Carbon·13 MYffi. Peak Assignments or
NO'tBoeProDAlaAlaNHCH3 in DMSO.de
Resonance "tBte' Pro . DAla . AJa NHCH3
..
(,,",I,-C-O 2S.OZ
t
'\
28.llc
I~H,I,-£-O 711.10'7a·50c
C=O 1S3.02
t
111.55 173.26~ 171.8'9'IS3·f{ 171.26 172.00c
~C 50.43' -lO.oe'" 48:33~S9.73c -l8me 47.88
,,"C ~:g1~ 17A2 t 18.57~I7.Bc 18.42c
.,.C 2U8
t
23.ISc ,
sC 4l1.O7'
"USc \
/
NH!;.H,
chemical shirt values in)ppm, t trans is3-mer, c' d, isomer,
. \
";. ..
\
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alanine earbonyLs resooated"rairly far downfield aL 174 ppm while the proline
carbonyls resonated relatively far. upfield at 172 ppm. Hence. ~ith ,the pcpiide
NQ l8ocProDAJaAlaNHCH;, the single large resonance at 1101..55 ~pm Wll.S
assigned to the proline carbonyl and the resoonoces at li3.26 ppm and 17:!.:!U
ppm were assigned\.lo the D·al::aoine carbonyls of the Ira ",, and cis isomers
" .
respectively. "The.. intermediately placed resonances, at 172.00 and !71.8{) ppm
were' assigned to the ds nnd trans .isomers of the title .p,lI~tidc·s, L-alaninc
carbonyls respectively.
The penks between 47 ppm and 60 pp~' were assigned to the Q-carbon
JeSODn,oces. The resooanceni.t 50.43 ppm 'and S~.;3 ppm were I1SSign~~d, to the·
proline '.!hearbons of the trans and c:i~ isomers, respectively. They compare well
with the proline o-cnrbon re~onances of the preeursor and the'~ly~peptide..T~e
assignmen~of the two alanine Qwcarbons W3S made more ditricult by spurious side
"peaks tha\ can be ll;SS0eill.led wi!h the la,rge sOlveyt peaks found around -10 ppm.
The use of the ci~/lran., ratio of the· proline Q--carboo resonances (0.821) as a
rere:ce' .!as useful i: se~~;atingQut the peaks. The alanyl ~cllrbon resonanCC.!1, \. .
of the qly-peptide and -< 'the lp:alanine o-carbon resonances of _ thc
NQlBocprof~laOH peptide indicat~ that the o-carbon ~esonances belonging to
the D-alanine are downtield. from those of the L-al:l.nine. gy using expected peak
I heights and ciallr(Jn~ ratios, the resonances at 48.00 ppm nnd 4Q.06 ppm were
( assigned to the cii and trdn~ iso~ers of D-aillnine respectively. The resonance lit
48.33 ppm apd 47.88- ppm were. then assigned to ~ L-alanine (J"Octl.rhon
resonances of the trane and cit. isomers, mpectively. Because of the ~tiIL-possible
~ \, -
:; "
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~ . tuncertainty in the assignmellt or tlie D· and L-alaDioe a-carbon r :l.Dces due to
their overlap, they weie oat used in the final calculatio~~r the cis!1 ns ratio.
. The D-alanine J-carb?D or the precursor peptide NQ:lBocProDAJaOH resonates
. ~. .
at 1?.41 ppm (lra~'l BInd 17.27 ppm (CI"). The alaolDe ~carbon or the glyCine
analogue tes~ales at 18.12 (tran,) ppm and 18.35 ppm Ici3): Hence, the
resonaftces at 17.14 ppm and 17.42 ppm were assigned to the D.ahl.nyl .8-ClI.rbon
resonances or the NQ:tBocProDAJaAJaNHCHa . peptide, ds and Iran". isomers
re~ctively, and the pea~8 at 18.57 ppm and 18.42 ppm were assi~ned to the'lr
·~Innyl residue p-carlxm resonances, ci" and Ira~s respectively.
The remaining peak assign~elits correlated well'with the .pre~ursor peptid~ and
the glycine analogue. The'peak It 25.70 ppm was assigned to the NHCH3 methyl
. ..
carbon or the trail .. iso.mer and the resonance at 25.79 ppm was assigned to the
corresponding cis isomer. Unlike the precursor, the ci8jlrans peaks or the lBoc
• carbons and the proline cr-carboQ were resolve,.4 while tlre proline car?onyl.
resonances:.were not. The serie", ;rpeaks centred around 40 pp"'m, as stated
previously, are due to th!! DM.S~d6 so}veo(Jl'The ~arboo'13 mm spectrum or.
,the OAla~pePtideis(~~,si~ilar to.its glY~ine II:nalogue.
. r
The ci,,!'rans ratios or the individual carbons or NlZtBo~Pro?~::LAlaNHCHaare
shown in Table a.a. Although the ni.et~yl carbons or the lBoc could be resolved
into ds '~d lranlisomers, the pellks wele broad and overlappe9.~·Hence, tbe
. .. . ( - .
ci,/tron" ratios iou1d not be accurately calculated. AJ mE!~ioned above, the
Q-carbops or the alanines were not ,:!sed in the calculation because or some doubt
..
.
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Table 3-8: _Ci,/Tranl Ratios or NlItBocProDAlaAlnNHCH3 in
Or-.-iS()..deby Cll.tbou-13 NMR ..
Respnanee lBoc Pro DAb Ala. NHCII3
ICH,l,-Q-O
C~O
~C
~C
,·C
." '&-C·
NHl:<H,
00.- unresolved
0.63
0.7& UR.
0.82
0.68
0.64
0.66
0,74
0.7-1
a.gO
0,82
0.55
O.SU
0.70
'-.
.F-
,
,oJ
I-'~
.1 ./~__.J~
.J
(
•
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with JJteir assignment. In DMSO-dll , the peptide, N°IBocProDAlaAJaNHCH3 was
.round to be 47.6 ± 4,9 percent ci~ and 52.4 ± 4.9 p{,cent trana. The cis/Iran: .
ratios ranged from P.63 to O.g~ith a mean of 0.75 ± 0.08. ~beD compared to
the glydne analogue, t\.Yo observations stand out. First, the rlmge DC error Wll.S
. .~ .
. greater with the D-ala;ne anal~gue (± 4.9 %) than with the glycine ,alngue (±
3.2 %) and second, more importantly, tbe percent cia was signifig:uftly' lower.
" Toe amount of peptide in the ci, eonrormation deereases by _lOA percentag~
.J
points upon the substitution of a glycine with a D-alanine. This would indicate
thnt the D-alanine in position (i+2) oC a sequence bas a somewbat"aUf.6rent eUecl
on the ~ot,tion around the u~e.than.e-prolinebond between reSidues i and" (i+l) or
'the Silme .sequence as-compared to glycine in the (i+2)tb pOsition. Tbe
conformationally restrained nature oftbe ProDAJa sequence could force tbe
peptide into a position more favourab~ bYdrOge~.bo-;ding than js possible
with ttr( glycine. I am unable to explain the increased range of cis/trans ratios
) seen with the DAhl-peptide in DMSQ-dc as compared to the glyCine analogue in
I
DMSO-dc and can aply refer back to statement! made eiltHer on. the invo!vemellt ...
. ~r unequal nuclear .over~user enhancemen~d sp·in.lattice ~el8Xation times (see !"
".. .
seeUon 3.2.2.1). Tlie phenomenon is probably not just a function of sequence
since with the Gly-peptide .. cb~nge to a more Don-polar solvent r'?iQlted in an
.increllSed range or dJitran. ratios atollg witb an inereaAed proportion of traDS
isomer (see sections 3.2.2.1 and.3.2.2.2).
,"
3,2.3.2. 'Studlee Using CHCI3 u Solvent
The carbon-13 NMR. spectrum of NQ tBocProDAlaAlaNHCH3 in CHel3 is sho:.vn
in F'igur~ 3-5. The assignment.! ~~re curied out through, a aired comparison I
wi~b the carboo-13· N:vffi spectrum or N/lIBocPro,?AlaOH in CHela (Atli1h·Poku
and An:lDthaoarayanaD, to be published) whose peak assignments llrc }isted in
Tab~ 3-0, They built up the resonance llSSignment rrorn~the c:\Tbon-t3 NMR
spectrum or N°IBocProOH in CHela' Their assi~nments 3fe very similar to those
by Ramnprasad'elal. (1081) or. N/lAcProDA1:l,NHCHa in COqI3" 'ne clltbon-13
NMR peak assignm'tQts or N°lBOcProDAlaAlaNHCH3 in CHela nr~ listed.' in
Table 3-10. Only one isomer appears to exist. Sin'ce the_mlljority or the:DAla-
.:peptide exists. as the trans ·2;\mer in the more polar solvent DMSO-d(l' it is
extre~~ly likely tha.t the peptide in CHela is 1111 Irani rl1,ther tha~ 1111 cis: •
. Cblorororni,~ unlike DMS0-d6, tends to sta.bilize intramolecular hydrogen bond!!
aDd bence the Irans form t~ayleYI 1980). In contrast, the major iscimer of the
peptide N(rIBoeProliA1~OH in CHCla is the cis form. In thnt C:l.'lC, there nrc not
eQopgh residues to form a hydrogen-bonded 6-turn. The addition of the
Ala~H3 group to tbe C-terminal end of the sequence llllows the Cormation of
sueh hydrogen boods and henc~ stabilizes the tran.! isomer. The peak
assignments were relatively straight forward with".only one point of additional
interest. The .s-earbons of both alanine enantiomers do not resolve. This becomes
more interesting onee the peaks are assigned to 'the D-Ah. peptide in ll.cetonc-de
{see section 3.2.3.3). Solvent peaks are expected and found nround 77 ppm'
'",
\
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Table 3-G: Carbon-13 NMR Peak Assignments of .."
N~tB9cProDAlG.·OH in CHCI3
Resooance(ppm) .tBoe Prolio6.. ~D.Abni~1'
(.QH3j3-C-O
ICH~,.fi-V
C=o
~C
..c
~c
28.38
--I
,
S1.2~1
81tBt
1&S.~1t • It2.3fj\ t;7\~}Is~.g{ IiI.OSe
:'I. SMSl ~7.(,; ....61.~6c
:!'),53l
~
31.21<: IS.:'!'!
~i.15 ~
~3.:IOc
"=
.;.08
~hemiel1 shift values ,in ppm, t _ Iran! ismner, C _ cis isoml'c
(
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• i.ble 3-'101 CarooD-13 NMR Peak Assipments of
Ncr~.BocProDA1aAJ.NHCH3in CHCI3
Resonance. . lBoc Pro -DAJa. Ala. NHCH3
(Q"31,'C-O
~IC"AQ-O
C=O .
;r
,.C
"'C
:NIIl;H,
28.,~.
80:83
~S5.04 111.33.
60.53 -.
~.85
24.87.
<74'.
.173.gj
!O.3-I
17.03-
1;2.40-
. 48.n
17.03-
~ 26.21 )
•
cbel11ical. sbift values in ppm "
• -The lW~ ~'e:lks were unresolved.
"
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3.~3.3. Studies UsIng Aeetope-do u Solvent
The assigt'lm~nts or ... the carbon-13 NMR r~nan{~ of
No,EfcrrJoAlaAlaNHCH3 in acetone-..de are shown in T3ble, 3-11;The spectrum
("~shown in Figur~3-6., Acetone-de ~BS used ,since. the p·A~a peptide w~only
spari~gly 'soluble' 'i~ acetonitrir~rl3 8'1 the concentr:l.tions rc.quireJ fur c~rL~1l'13
miR'(~5 mg ml"l):· However, acetone-de is n~t'thetes~ solvent,for c~rbon·13
NMR', especially 'if one is concerned with the cis and. tran, isomer po~l3.lions,
"" ' . I '.. :.-
Solvent ~:l.ks occur at and around 30 Iilpm, an area useful for deternlining
,whether ~he ci, or tran' isomer is the most populated.' The spectrum was r:l.irly
o \ oJ. 0 0'
noisy and although there were so e indications of ~he presen~.e of a minor specie3,
the level was too low to q~antitate.• Since the D·n13nine peptide is mostly tr~'It; •• ~..•
in'tbe more ~Iar solvent, DMS.b-dtl~ it was considered un~ikely .that the' major "
species is the d, isomer. Also, "the 'r'carboD"~ the proline riog r~sonatcs at 25.31
. " ... ;.....
ppm ,which is in the area expected for a signal corresponding to the Iran' isomer':'
hi som'e f"~~ects, the spectrum was :ery similnr to th~ ones~ the peptiCe in
D~ISO-dll a:d C~~';3 and therefore 00'C3n ree; rair;y cQn~dent with IF.neral,7" 0 '0
assignments. One would, because of solvent errec19, reel less confident" with the
mojt'specific wignmenu.
."'" - '
•. ·The tBoc cnrbonyl resonates hi"upfield in relntiorr to other cnrbonrls with a
., v4de.ty or peptides in a variet.y of solvents ls~e above). ·;h·C!r{'f~~(!, the resonnnee
at t.!iS.-&5· ppm was lfS!i.gned to the lDoc carbonyl. or. the r(!~nininl thrll(!
. fesonllntts, 'two were co~p~d felati.vely tlose together. ~be:,'wo e~d f~n~ncC!'
at nisi a~d '1;2.33 ppm wue wlpMl to the t~q al~DIDt (D.and LI c"~~·~nyi. :
..........
/
"0
,j
'. ••
Table 3-.111 Carbon-13 NMR Peak As!igqments of
NaU3ocProDAlaAlaNHCH3 in AcetoD~d5
Resonance "Bot Pro' DAla J. Ala. . ~CH3
.'
lQH31"p-O
(CH3)3"g.O
C-O
~C
/>-C
..,.Q
·~C
N!I!2H~_ .
.28.53
80.28
··155.45 17&..21
.0.02
un.
25.31
48.05
172.87.
51.16
17.06
172.33
40.57
17.48
26.18
"
chemical shirt values in ppm:
UR. = Ullfe'solved.
.~
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"
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v )-
'--bas.ed upon their similarity. In both CHCI3 and DMSO-da the D-alanine carbonyl
/
3.2.4.1. 'Introduc"fton
< "'-';. •
lJy ebnngin0bl' sOlvent .00\ may be able to alter the chemical sbUt5 of, t~e
C:lr~n"l~ resonances IHo"wartli: and Lilley, 1078). 1."l1e. cbaoge 10 chemlcallbirt
1.&11)'arlle' through "alterAUoftl In solute ,charge dlstribuUo~ spa.ee Ibie~~ing .n~
eon;ormatioD (Lyerla d a/., 1973; Moon aod ·R-ichard,. 1072). '. The extent to
.'
resonance is do~nfield (rom the corresponding L-alanine resonaDce. Therefore the
resonance at 172.87 ppm ~''Ssigoed to the D-~aniDe carbonyl aD~ that at
, I
172.33 ppm·was assigned to the !ralaoine ,tarbooy!. The peak at 175.27 pp,m was
lWign~d to the protin,e carbonyllo.in this caSe dow,nrield·,.with respect to lb, alaniD~
ca~~nyls 85~ to the peptide_in CHCI3,aDd -DMSO·~a' ~ .' '. .
The alllhyl·.8-~8rbon reso.DllDces ar~ mU~los\l.r to e(l,(:Q aUier thap in ml'fSO·:6. '
The distance l)etween tbe two seems t~be a function Or-!OlveD~ polarity (see
3.2.3.2j. The D·alanine· .8-carbOD was ~assigDed t~the more UP~I~ t,eionance at
. . \ . -
17.06 ppm and th$ .6-carbon of the L enantiomer to 17.48 ppm, on the basis ot-the
, ~Ia~ive position of the two resonances in DMSO~d8: The exact ert~ct of the
solv;nt WlLS unknown and -therefore.ooe cannot be sure'or the validity of the
as,ignment. ( • "1 .
. : ..~, /'
The remaining resonance' pe'a~ assignments were relati;el~ straigbt"/orwa~D:cr.-."'" - .
foVowed the pll.Uernsobse:rved with bOth the ely"peptide aod t~e pAJa:peptide in
a ~4ri:~Y 1~lve·~t5· (see above): ~ ..
·..·3.2.4. Solvent-Dependence or Carbon)') R~s~nance. .~
,
(
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wbi,b , ."'iOUI'::'bo'YI is ,rr,,',d by , ,b"" in oolm' d,."d,. i, • .,t, to ..
wb,tb" 0' not 'b"t ,~,bonyl;, bYd,0"n,b06"'1.,A ",ios ol.n.,,, by Uny .~~
co-workers have ~?wn/that in t~e case or)~ra~, pento.- and bexapeptide models
,r ,I';'tin; tb,. ".,?,;., 01 bYd<o,...b;'d'd mly,,'yb ·,.o~ ,ba"i,g tb, "'I") •
from DMSO·d(l to either water, 'methanol or trinuoro3.celic" acid is less tbaD hnlr
'I' ,r'
".,;hen compared'~ those carbonyls which are Dl?t ~Ydtogl!n-bondcd (Urr)" and,
Mitchell, !triG; Ut;,ry el at., 1974:l,~,e; Khll.led d 0.1., 1076; Okamoto nnd Urry,
197~; Urry el al~, l07S:1,b). The amouDt " particultL~ carb~:nYI reso~~Dce shifts j-.\
'* .~<
(~. with a. change in solvent depends on oth~r r;ctors besides hydrogen.bo~ding lI,nd
-"''''- thererore a direc~ comparison between two solvenls b~ only a limited use. The
. studies cit'~d ~bove used II. SOlvent.titratlo~ .~hich is the method or' choice, What
• follow.s is a 'eomparison of carbonyl chemical shifts of ' the tran" isomers of
~ N"'tBoeProGlyAJaNHCH3 and N(llBocProDAJaAlaCH3 in vll.!ious s,olvents., rh,p,
tran. isomers ar~expected to be the hydrogen-bodded form (see' section 3.1)
~ - ,,'" ..
.(Bo;ussard et-tJl., lQ7Q; Brabmaeh"ari et at., IgS2).
. ,
3,.2;'11.2. N(ltBocProGlyAlaNH6~3
The chemicn! sbifts of the carDonyl resonnnces 'correspondi.~ to th'e Iran.
, ....
isomer of NalBocPrOG1)'AJaNHCH~ in the relatively' polnr DMSO.de nnd tbe'
rel.'i',I,Y non';!;, .."to.:ttdle-d, wm .,"m~""d, Th' dmt,"'" ',n t'"m' or ,,\ :
~'He as !~~loWI: lBoc 2.42 ppm, proli!le ~2.3" ppm,\g!ycine .20 PP,m and alanine
2.41 ppm: The ca~b9DYJ of t~e... g,lye>\ 'res'i~ue,'. whic! WlL5 not' e~pected t~
, hydrogen bond, 15 found 'to show the largest shift. The two carbO~yl5 which were
expected' to hY'drOge\.bo~ (t~.iN Proline) 'showed a :cbange in .hi~t ~f
apjnolmatelY hair that .e.en with 'he i:l~cine e.rbonYI~ The abovlt restJlti.re. in
;
/•
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line with the obser~ati~.n!l or Urry and elworkers (see I~oduction,. However", ;
the ;Inoyl carbony! raises-an anomaly. ~ts A6 value wu ~ot signifig~t1y greater
than lb."! or the iBoc. Does this me~n that it was hydrosen-bonded or was it less
attecte~' by tbe..sol:ent, change ror some reason other t~an ~YdrOgeD~~ding!
The ,distinction between _these two possib,i1ities canDot be made on the carboo-13.
solvlmt-depeopence data alooe.
3.2.••3. N°tBocProDAlaAlaNHCH3
. The -chemi't:a~ !I~irt5' due to the carbonyls or NatBocProDAlJJnNHCHa in
DMSO.dq~ac~tone-dG and CHela were complred. The r~ults were round to be
connicting aDd could not be used to delineate hydroge~-bond.ing patterns. They
do, however, emphasize the diUerent,interactions the peptide bas wjtb the various
• solvent;. Although both'CHCI3 and' acetone-d3· are considered less ~olar ~han
DMSO-d6., their errects on the carbonyl chemical shirts ,were round, to be
dissimi1nr.
~> '.•
,,~, " .. '
3.3. Proton NMR
~.3.1. \n(r~d.uc.tlon 'to Proton, NMR St'i1~le8
Proton mm is. 0. 'unrul technique in the deterinin~cfo'n oi- peptide conrormJion
o.nd .~Yd~~en.bonding paUe:rns. Once the assignment or' the individual pr?to.~
resonanc~ is completed" Mdrogen.bonding patterns 'can be elucidated by
•~01l6wi~g the te~peratur1pendeneies or the NH reso~aDtes. The charaderistic
: s~ting p~Uerns o~ser\led ror Indivi~ual ~ protons cnn yield couPl~ng c.s~o.nts •
~",:hlch ire related td ,tbe 4ihedral aosle of tlie' N·C'a bond (, angle), and can be
• used ror an esti~ati~ 01 t~e.pe~~lde" 'ce:D'lorJllatiollo. The as~ilnment .ot the
, \
/.---
"
., ," '''~..'''' ora pwton NMR spe<:trnm "ly oo.'h' int,nsi'y, I"'a<io. and ,plittio,
palt~1S oC the proton peaks as. well as on the results of decQupliog'experiment.s:
The pr~ton(s) on one atom aUee{(s) the resonance patt:ro of the P;otOD(S) on a
neighbouring atom.
I
.....,
following formula:
The spl~tting pattern expected can be determlned by the
/ ,
..
..
..", wbere', i~ th~pin number or the,particular nucleus being cxa.mined and DA noEl
De rere~ to the \u'mber oC magn:tic~IlY equivalent nuclei. Since the sp\n oU,mber
oC hy,trogen is ~ the. above ror~~la can be simplified to (o,,+i){oatl) (Jnck~an
.:t and Sternhell, 19(9). Hence the N!! proton,~r an ala~yl residue yields a doublet
since the neighbouring a-carbon btlS ,8 single proton while with_a.glycyl residoe,
. '. ..
whose a-carbon bas two protons, the N!! would be expecled lo give rise lo '0
• .f ," .' ,
trlpltit. TNe ,neighbouring carbonyl group has no protons so DB = 0 in this
i~staDc:. The ~a.tteros 4escribed above relate ~ first order'condilions. The'two
Q-carbon proton~ or tbe glycyl residue produce no ABX system w,hich ~an prod~se ..
. secondary splitting pattefns. 'Ins,tances w~ele' secondl1ry s'p1i!ting p.attern~ erred.
the interpretation or a proton NMR' speclrum'will be pointed ont in .. the courseor~
the di~cu~ion. Oecoupling "of a proton resonance wo?'lld tend lo o.r~ect tho~e .
protons of the same molecule closest to it causing eithl!r 11 colll1pse or lhll peak or
fl!moval or the coupling.eUect (i.e.·a triplet be'come! a:singlr.t). ·The locl1tion or
penh roilows a general pat.tern w~th minor vo.riations. These Pll~lern~~Iong with
'. . .. • C o ' •
an excellent discussion on the theory aad wadlce or proton .NMR ar round .IV
monograph by. ~~thricb (1016).
c
."
\
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.3.3.2. p~n NMR of NCltBoeprO~IYAlaN;BCB3
3.3.2.1. P~ak Asalgnmenta In DM§.C?-de
T.he protoD mm spectrum of NCllBoeProGlyAJaNHCH3.in DMSQ-de at.24· C
is shown in Figure 3-7. The p,eak assignments are listed in Table 3-12.Through
carbon-13 NMR it was d~termiDed·.that... i~ DMSO-dG• there exist two .isomer
populatioD~ (ei.! and trans) of NCllBocProGlyAlaNNHCH3 witb the ;Ii.! isomer
b'eing the' more favoured (see section 3.2.2.1). On thl! basis of this observatioD, in
. ,
instnnces where the, re,sonaQces or~r the two isome~ populations of a parti~'ular
proton were resolved, the res<anance with the greater relative area was assigned to.'
theci8isomer.
feptide NH protons ILre expected to resonate io the 7-10 ppm regi~n. The
expanded spectrum of this region is shown in Figure 3-it Glycine with two
protons 00 ils a-carbon is expected to yield a triplet ror its NH proton,if the two
-'" . 1-'( .
a-car~n pro~.ns are equivalent. With N(lItBocProGIYAl'~CH3' two. well '.
" ':\.:.: r~olved t~ipl~ts.wer~; r~u'nd with cbemic:al,shirt5 (oS) 'of 8,07 and ..8.24 ppm:. 1.'h~
"~eater relntive area of the rormer Iuds t6 its assignrrieat ·to tbe glycyl N!!'
corr~pcindin~ to th/cia iso~er and that..at 8.24 ~ c~rresponding to t~e. 'rllnl
isomer. ·The oc·currence or the triplets Indicates that the two'o-cnrbon protons are
. , • J-#. . ..., .
equivllle,ot.. The alanyl Ji:'ll!'prot9n resonance wo.s expecte'd to 'yield a doublet
.;~,< . ~
bec:l!s~:.:"the single ~ro'on ~n,-:\ts..~u.rbo~ •. 1'he.c1enr ~ou.ble~ centred ~t 8..~1 .
ppm was tbuerore ~igned ,to the *:_oyl ~~.. The pro~ons'of t~e NHC~ methyl
group'are e~pected &0 couple to 'tb~ NJtCH3.,r.~Dance ~hi~l;"'woUld r~~ate a."~a
quartet.. "Wh&t .p·p~ared t~ h~:. 'p~ri~ re.oived qu:rtet at 7.70·ppm was ~igned , ..
• • .', ,I" .. ", .,." ." ••:"
....... ;
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Table 3-12: Proton NMR Peak Assipments of
Na,BocProGlyAJaNHCHa in DMSo-d6
Re30nance tBoe Pro Gly Ala NHOOa
(C!J,13·C.O 1.30~1.32
(tOeH 4.21 4.l0 3.•0
'II-C!!, 2.07 1.10
~CH 1.81
~CH '!t"
NJ! 8\z~t "",'8.Q7c 7.8Zc
NHCtl:J 2.55
Chemical shift va.l~es in PP,m, t _ tran8 isomer, c -:;:fisomer
\
/,~
"
"
/;, , !<'
,·'Y
'I.d
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FIgure 3-8: Exp:mded ':'\1! Region or the Proton :'\~m Spr.rlrunl
or NO'I60cProGlyA.l:lMICHa in n~ISO.do
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to the NH proton of the NHCHa, Unfortunately, the two remaining resonances in
the~ region· overlapped to some degree. However, it."a.ppeared that the peak at
7.80 PRm was part Qf a doublet ceotred at 7.82 ppm and tbe,peaks around 7.83
ppm ~ere a composite of a 'quartet ~Dd the other baUe'r"the doublet. A
- "", comp.:uisoD of the integra,ted peak area of the do~~let at 7.82. ppm with tlie
doublet at 8.01 ppm allowed the assignment of the former resooa.Dce as being due
to the alanyl N!! of the tran" isomer and the latter as correspondi!lg to the( .
resonance or,the, alnnyl N!f of the cia iso~er.· By an identif~1 proceSs, the. quartet
at 7.70 ppm was assigned to the NHCHa,rl!so_ce of,th'c trans. resonance while _ .f
tb. qua,t,.t at 7,8) PP: was ""ign.d to tb. NjjCH1 ,,,,nnan~. nr tb. d, ""~",
The :'urboo proton resonances are located In the region rrom 3.6 to 4.4 ppm.
.
The ciaj/ranNomers were found to be unresolved. The individu()~ignmeols
. " rely he:1vily on the peak splitting patterns (see Fjgure 3-7). , Tbe proline a--C!:!
. resonance was expected'to be a triptet becaus~ or the 'twO proline ~ca~bon
protons The well-resolved tnplet at 421 PPl1l W/1S tbettrore assIgned tO~be
pro~ lJ-carboo protons. The alaoyl (l"cathon 'rotoo is couple~. to three methyl ~
ptoto~s. and ~o the N!! proton and bence would be expected to reso:nate as ao
.. (--....:(
Electron-withdrawiDI lToup, .uc~ U OXneD and nltrolC!D bave a d~bl.ldID'
.. '
?ctet. Th~rcrore, the multiplet at 3.70 ppm was assigned to the 'alanyl tr-C!:!.
Glyc)'1 lJ-CH resonances may'nJ occu~ os a doub;let if the ·.t~o lJ-cllrbon prolo~s
on the gl)'dne' are no·ri-.equivale~"t. ··NOD.cquivale~t protons would be'expected to
proJuce ~ quartet. However,"there w·ll5.a ~el1 resolved do\ibl(ll.at 4.fO ppm ~~d it "
WllS esslgt,~~ ,le. tb~ glyeyllci.rbon protoDs,
I \.'
. ,I
,
,
efrect on 'neigh!>ouring pt6tODS'lLS does' \he prolln'; ring. Dl'Sbieldt'd prot,*,~ ten~
to be ~hifted dow:afield .(i.e. to ll. liigher ppm). lu ,Addition to the st3ild:ud !
m"hod'""d~;tb' r~ll~w;•• "';'om,"~"H'd •.' tb,,!, 'd~ii;';'I'r~:~
Both tbe proline rio5 "s"earhOA and NHCtt, metbyl protons wer~e {,x'pl'et~t1 ~o .
resonllte at ~ position aPPl'Opr,i~te 'to th: deshielding drc('t of the n~ighbollring . l
, ." .
nitrogen. The multiplet at'3.3S ppmWM ~huerote nssigneJ to the ' ....·0 proliM
&oCRs.. The multiplet aro!le (rom Uie {'oupling errect of the twu neighllOlIring
~ ..
, I
:,.~
--,
.\
t-eus com~0unded by the non-equivalency of the ,tW,.o ~C3rbon prolons: 'fhl' nl'xl
. farthest uprield peAk was a do.ublet_c.,tr~d at 2.56 ppm which ""ilS ilssign'ed til
tbe i"IH;!!a methyl prolons. ('the peilat 2AD.\ppn; W:lJI due to nO~'d{,llt~/tl':r
D~lSQ tonbmin3t}on.) Th~"~oublet ar~~1! rrom the' coupling ~rle('l or lin: pill o~ .
the near equ.i,alent methyl prolons. The rdntivl! nrl:3 or thl: d"llhld inclieilte,1
that it ~ll.S' composed fJr the reson3oce contributions 01 three protCl.n~. ~ Thr' --
. multiplets at 2.0; and 1.8'1 ppm were aSsigned 10 the prolint' ring ! aE:1/,.~r~tlln~ ...
• • # .. '
Tesp~ctivel)·. The /l-c:u'bon prolons were expt'clrd'io rl'$(lOl'te :l.~' =- milhiplrt
because'or tbe errect qr,the two protons on the prolir(e rin-t..~u,hon. the:sinRIl!
'" ! '" ",' ~ .'--'
proton oir the proline ring ~(:HI)OD I\nd the non.l!quivnl~nf'~ or nUjinwJl,veil •.
proline ring protons. The Sl'me eUtct ~w:LS seen with l~ "f"C'l'rlmn p~"IIJn:l: l!X(,l'pl' ~
thnl ~hese protons were s~n.~ollpled '0 th~ 'two pr,;!ons or t~'(' 1-c~;hun in~Il!~,1 0; ~
the ,;ngle Ct-carbon r~UltiD-I';n II Olonr'-ttfmplrx m~itiplel. ·l'ht j.(.'ti~·~ert' .
'.' , ,.\ '~I ~.: ;. • ""\ ....
ditrerentMI~d rroln' the "f"C~S, o~ the .b~S 'of lheir ~re311~'r 'i.~~Pliti,lY.IID1I th,t'~
. • ~dd~d .!rrtllf, ~r the, CIlTboDYI.~bO!l.Il. ?X~g~: ~Ch in ~.:imnllr ~AY ~t' ...\be ,n.it~~~n,
Doth urbona .,,, the same ,distance Ir~m the proline nit rOlen' I() tbe j')rotun;'
'. dc:.uL to the d~hieldiol ox'YleD ~;, expe<:ted to be lb', 1.,lbfSt dowpfieid.. • .
, i:. 't,\" ........ v· " ';.' ~.. ~ •• ' •
'. ,J., '1: '.f ~ ~'.
'1-:", ".'C---:: •.. ,
, .
.• I
"
The remaining peak'assignments we~e.relatively straighT'rorward. The relative
inlen~~ty" and 9ositioD 'allow ·th~ 'assignment of ,the resonances at 1;32. nod 'Lag
'. --'.. -,. .
ppm as belonging to the methyl protons oNhe cis llnd ,trana isomers of the tOoc
\ respectively, The' nine lBoe methyl protons produce b.'"'c.e~n:l.nce which 'dominates
- . I'
t~e spectrq.m.: The·al~nine ","carbon' proton reson::mccs are' !oJ,lnd at 1.10 ppm._ . __
. .
~.~Y; ,are u~ual1y the ~ost.u,pCield resoo~'oces of ~11 (Wuthrich, Igj~)"
.................
~:3;-2.2.~~~k ~si8J1~ents In CQQla J " ~ .
:~J The fr~to:,NM;;sp;t:um or ~,~lBOC~rOGIYAI::t.r~:HCH~-in CDCI3 is·'how~,.,
Figur~,'3~g: The p.!a~ assignments .ue listed in Table 3-13, Only one isomer
:-vas r~und' to 'exis,t. ~ ment,ione~. in the iritr~duction to ~his c'haplcr, CDbI~.
", '.. ' .., . . " ' ~ .
because it is relatively non.p~, is Dot expecled 10 _disru~:.. intramolecular
hydr~gen bonds and. heJ].ce ¥~e :!r~~S 1~mer is expected to b~ ,predominant: The ~
stabili'zIng efrect of chloroform on the ,:tran" i50mer'wtl.~ dtmoostraled wtlh ,the .
,,! .
cl1rbon-13 data or·t~e ·DAJa.peptide. yorhich' in !Cf:lGI3• existed nearly '100% as the
tran" is6mer. Therer.o.re..'-:'it wa;/ ~ll5Sumed . that in .CDCr3,
_ Na;BoCpr?GIYAJa.NHCH~ exists onlr as'th~ Irans'isomer, The relLSOning'bchind
tbe ""igDm,n~nluob, tblt...m.... Wb~\DM~O'd'w" ""d" tb;,,,1:,"'-
Expected pea~ spH.tting patt.e~Ds ~re identical lo those des~ri~ed in l)te s~clion on
the title peptide in .oMSO.ds (see section 3,3,2.1),\ .' ..
\. The peptide NH. proto~s or the pept~de in· cDcl; rcso.nate between ~8 and 1:5
~;'nt. The exp;nded'~pectrumar.the Nfl region is shown i.n Figure·;'10,Ala~\ne •.
~ith a single a'-carbon proton is' expected to yield II. doublet. 'The well .resolved .
doublet ~t 7.45' pp~ was therefor~ ·o.ssigned .~e alan)'l NIl. The remaining two
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N!:! resonances.:t 1.26 p~m and:r.sl ppm ':Vere ~ot well resolved. The glycyl NH,-
because, or ib. two o-carbon protons, 'was expected to. re~nl1te as 'e. triplet. The
.. Sig~al centered at 7.26 ppm could be considered a triplet and was assigned to the-.
N!:! or the glycine. T~,e NJ:! proton or the NHCH3 is coupled to the three protons
or the NHCH3 methyl g,roup, The broad'singlet at 6,81 PR~ was'considered
representativ~ 'or ,an U1~resolved multiple and wnS. ihe~~.ror.~ ~ig~e.~' to the
M:!CH:r -The lack ~r ,resolution could be due to 'a ',Yeak rour bon'd coopli~g ,to'the
alanine o-urbon-proton, In DMSO-d6 the ~ resonance :corresponding' to the·
NHCH3 ,or the: title peptide was al~ ~ot very wetl'r~l,:,ed'(see se·hion.3,.~~.ll,'
. .-----The peak at 1.2i ppm is.due to.~on.deute~llted.GHCI:i'_ --.....--..~
,
'Th'e <:rcubon.proton reS?n!Dces, are.~ound b~~ween 'J.g, llnd 't.~ ppm: ',The
proline o:-carbon 'proton is coupled to the two' proto;s or the pr6line .s-carbon.
. ..
Hence the triplet ;t 4.29 pp~ was' assigned, to the proton or the..,prolyl.o:-c:ubon.
An octet )y'u'-expeete"if'"rOTthe al~nyl,o-c:uboD proton and therefore .the multiplet
. .
at 4.46 ppm was tentatively' assigned as being due to the o-carbon prot!ln,
Decoupling, expe.riments show~d ~hat the al3nin~ (I-carbon proton was 'coupled to ,
,both the' alMine N!:! at 7.45 ppm and, th~ alanine .s-CH al 1.42 ppm. J\j'in
,ftMSq-d6, the alanine .8--Cltwas the; most' upfield r.esoolloce.. The decoupling
'. .
observa~ions ad.~;,rur~or ..st~~?gth ~o th,e assignment or all the. alaoin~ protons.
There ~as,no (urth;r inrorration deriyed rrom the decoupling experiments. 'The'.
,remaining ~ultiplet, at 3.ga ppm,_was easily assigned to glycjlre if one'considers
tbe t~'o lI;-carbon protons to be slightly non-equlvalen't.' Th-~ non.equivalency'
would giye rise t~ c~,inple~ second order splitting p&.!t~tn8·which would3Pe~r as
.'
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8 m~ltipret; The sligbt n.on:equivah:DCr m'ight 'also explain the iII·r~lved n~ture
of the glycine. N!! resoDa~~~:
••
Tbl! rem~ini~g r~naD~es follow "a pattern very similar to that seen with the
. peptid~ i~ DMSQ.(IG' Th~ .s-CHs of t.b~ proline are,'.M expected, 'shi,rted f~~Dfield ..
,'because of the 'errect of the proline nitr en..and were rpuod 11$ a multip[~t at 3.50
/ ppm. The',dO~~~:_ at 2.7~' IS re~.res~.~t~ti~~ or, ~~~. NHCHa-m~thyr~
protons. The peak at 1A6 ppm be,longs to the methyl gro.u'p protons of the I~e.
. ,. ;' .
publis6 ). The fact th:lt this type of pattern waS seen with both peptide'
~nalogues in CDC13 dem~~strates .th~i it "is" not a. Junction of tiB/tranS
is?m~rotion (see s.ection 3.3.3.2). Proline ring puckering cannot be 'wholly ruled
~ut but pne ould, expect to ~ee an eQhance~ effect .with th; FH..s closer the th'e
.".
The. reso~3Dce .at 2.25, ppm .':'Ias assigned. to the ~roliDe-.ri~g ,/!-carboD protons.
'Those -'of .th~ ,proline _ring ,...C!:!s were, found as a co'mposit,e of two br,cad
ffiultip.lets at, 2.07. and i.94 pprTh Both tl;J.e lat~er peak,s(are bro~~, the' edges. of
one c~nt~ihuting to'. the size of the' other. The 'errect results fro'm the non~
':-"..... equivalens::~ .of, ibe proli~e :r-CHs, .&:nd ca~ also ~e seen 'in the spect~um of
NQt~cProDAlaOH in. DMSQ-d6 , (AUllh·Poku and AnanthanaraY,anail, to' be
~~in / .of th~ pepti~e. . .
:.t, ~ 37 2:3, Peak ,Asslgnmentt,~nAeetonltrll~d3·. '.
/ The' proton mm. spect:um cir, NatBoc~roGIYAJar-:mCfl3 -is show~ jn Figure
"'l.~.' Th. p..k "'i"m;D'~ ·"'"Ii.t.d \D ·T.i;i'(~l'>·?b: t~~~·.~,..... ')
.~ignm_ot.s were:ma,~~ thro:gh"'tbe ~.03ition a~d,sP.1ittin~ ~~,~en\k~ ~ ou(l;ned ir ) <.
the previous s~ctions ~n ,proton NMR (see above). Carbon-I;'! ~m. ,indicued ,that
\ .
~, ",
..,
'. -I
',:. \ .'-"'""":.'---"--'-
) , l
., '\
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Table 3·14: Proton NMR Peak Assignments or
Na lBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 ill. Acetonitrile-d;
. , ~esonance IBoc Pro <)Iy AJa NHCH3
(C!:!,,13·e-O
a-C!!
N!!
,NHC!:LJ
Chemical shirt values in ppm
iii du~ to non-equivalency or tbe two glycyl a-C!:!s
\'
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in acetonitrile.d3 the peptide existed 16.2 ± ,t'S percent in the ci.t'rorm a.nd 83.8
± 4.5 percent in tb!"lrans form.
I'
~ 'Tbe NH.~totons, resonated between 6.5 an~·7.5 pp~. Fig~re.3-12 show's tlie
expanded spectrum -0.£ ,the"N!! regipn;. As-'C~3.D be seen:, the reSon::mccs were not
. "
. ~'~~i~~I;:~;hl:r:::~;~':h;;:~:~;;'::I::~lk:;::::;':':I:,"::: t::,:~d~:::
,""m,ly :'Il-'''.IV'~'~h; .ddltio, 0:;1 I"",'io", wo"ld;' "p"','d ~~ ,,1..,. ,
the chemical shift'of a 'resonance but, generJIIy,.not its splitting pattern since the \,
.,mb" of p,oton~ nn~ "1'hbO",i,gl~,om, :hO~1d "m,i, th, um"
Conformational chll.oges maY, arrett coupling CODstnnts wbich, in extreme cases,
" I .
'lIay arre'ct 'splitting patterns. \It is, howeveJ, highly unlikely fOt a triPlet to occur
.lPwh~re there are oot at least'. t~o proto~s on the neig~bouririg:a.tom. The
increased ..esolution mil.Y be a result or c~nrormational chnnges or the pcptide
and/or a decrease in tne number or avail.ab~ conrormations. The nexible Dature
,o(ib~ 8,lyd.. mid.. ,~"ld .,i~w ,~vor.l 1'P'id' ,~n(orm.tio .. ov'" within ,h,
restrictions or a hydrog'Jo-bonded Ira'{l~ isorer, The titr3Jeion or calcium ion. was ,
orifina~IY an eXP~riment .in calcium-bindi1g whose ~esults will.!Je· d~scribed in.
Ch'il.ptcr 5. Although the chemical shirts 01 the NH resonil.nces do ch3nge upon
,~, .ddition of eal;ium, ion, tb,y do no: ,I" ovo:..dhone, th, "1.,lv",ord,,
r/ma.ins the same. Figure 3-t3-shows theex~nndcd N!:! region or, the proton NMR
spcctrlJm or'N(JIBecProGlyA!aNHCH3 ID acetollltrile-da with a (CIl2+I/JPeptidel
/:
ratlO or 6 5 1 • The doublet round at 7.56 kpm on the spectrum of the calCium-
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Fllure ~121 Expanded NH Region or the Proton NMR Spectrum
or NtrtBocProG1jAl&NH<;:~ in Ac:et.onitril~3 .
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/ FISUl'e ~n: Expanded NH Re~oD onhe ProtoD l'f.\olR .
, Spedrum or tbe Calcium·Perturbed
.I NlIteoeProdlyAJaNHCH~'iD AcelQDitrile-do/
---I
.;
I
.,
\ . lpectrum of the calcium·free peptide solution. Therefore, since the alanyl N!:! was
exp'ected to r~llate as a doublei, the spectrum a(7.31 ppm w~ assigned to the
alanyl~. The resoD3Dce at 7.45 ppm on the spectrum of the peptide in
.etonitrile-d6 aloDe became a triplet at 8.09 ppm UpOD the addition. of calcium
-. ion. The glycyl N!:! r~nance was expect!'d to occur as a-triplet and therefore
the peaks at 8.00 ppm and 7.45 ppm were 'SO assigned. The., remaining NH
r~ooaoce, centre<l 31 6.85 ppm 00 ,.e spectrum of the calcium·free pept~de,
appenfS as a poorly resolved 'quartet centred 7.36 ppm with the addition of
iC;lcium ion, T.~ererore, since th.e NHCH3 was. expected. t;o resonat~ as a quartet,:jth; resonance at 7·.3~ ppm on the spectrum' of the ~~erturb~eptide .was
wigned·to the NHCH3. The two smpll pea.~s' at 1.06 ppm and 6.74 ppm seen~ . \ . .
with the spectrum of the calcium-free p'eptide disappeared upon the addition of
, They~were attributed to. t~~ cis isomer'~~Id not be specifically
~C3rbon p~ns reson3ted betwee~ 3.1 and 4.3 ppm: The multiplet at
ppm was lLSSigned t6 the alanyl (ioCR which' was 'expected to resolve as an
~ i" -
oclet. T~e two doublets which occurred close together at 3.1 fiiid3.75 ppm were·
\I~ - . .~,i~ned' tb t.he two glycyl (IoC!:!s. The complex. multiplet was a.ttributed .to
i secondarY'splitting patter,ns .arisitrg- tp,rough""th; non-equival~ncy of the (toc.arbon
·~tons. The r~~nance at ..,t.08 ppm, .hroulb the p'rocess or elimination, was
,: ;:~"\ assigned to tbe.,prolyl o-C!:!, .
:'\'l ' \./.. . -
. L1 . .',
. I) The remaining r~soDances followed closely' t~e pattern seen wIth the pr~ton
NMR spectrum of the Cly~pept~de in both OMS'O.d
e
and CDCI3. The resonance
. I'·
.' ~.
at 3:45 ~pm 'was assigned to the' prolyl 6-car~D proton and the ~oublet at ':!.66
ppm, was ~jgn.ed to the N!::!~Ha: The resonances at 2.47 ppm ~nd 2.10 .ppm
'were,assigned to the prolyl IJ- and 1"carbon protons, respectively, The large
resonance' at 'l:a5j)pm-was assigned to the 'methyl prot~ns of Ih'~ /Boc giou'p ·and
the doublet at 1.33 ppm was' asSign~ci to the altl.OY,\caroon, .'Ptre-~esotll\~ce at
.U6 ppm was attributed to non-deuterated acetonitrile c~ntamination (J~li",n.o.J
and Sternliell, 1(69). . .(. ,:p'
3.3,2.4. Temperat~re-DependeDceor N!! Protons I
. " .. '- .
The temperature coerricients or botb $OlveDt-s.~ietded and solvent-exposed Nll
protons h'ave' ?Jen ext~nsivety cbllrae~erized and documented (Stimson ~/ ~/..- ,
I~Urry ahd Long, 10j6; KOPRle, Hl71; BrJt?macbari t/ al., 1(82). 1311.st'lI on.
tk argul.nentlS or the above au'thors, tem1erature eoefficie~s or ~2xlO·3 ppmj·. C
and ~6xlO:.a ppm! ~ .C are expected ror hydrogen-bonded and no~dr~gp.n-·
bonded N!::! protons, rt!!spectively. t'l0n-hyd'rogen-bonded refer to Nl! protorf!l
which are ilOi' I'nlramoleular hydrogen-bonded and whic m:l.Y in (act ,he
~!,,/ermol,c~lar bydrogen-bonded to- 'solvent mole<;~I~s. The reslllt!l of .. _'
temperature-dependance experiments on NG:/BoeProGlyAl:1NIlC."3 in OMSO.do
. . .
are plotted in Figure 3-1.1, the.slopesare presented in Table a:-1~.Unfortun:ltely.
with this particular system the reslllts were not definitive: All..the Nll peaks or
. the glycine peptide have slopes above "4:<IO'~ pp~!' C. Only the alanyl N!!
slopes ~re etose to the'-6xlO-3 yalue or a Don-bonded N.!::i'p~oton. The slope of the
.N!::! proton ,from the aianyl residue of the.frana isomer may i;'e q~estioned since it
was dl;lermined fro,m ooly three data poio(s as opposed to a larger Dumber (61,
used for the other ptOtOD~.~,88The peak collapsed in~o the Iran. ~omer', Nl!C"; .
. ;._.
-~-
.,.
'4'
Table 3;,1&: _ T~mper.ature:-Deptndence of NH P.ro~ns of
. ~a~~Proo.IYAJaNH?H3.in DMSO::dll
Residue .f'! . Slope (x103 ~~m/' C)
Glycine-trans .. ' ".
Glycine-cis
A1aoiof'-traD5
AJ3nine-ds .
MlCH3-tuns
. NHCH,.,"I:;'
•
•3
•
•..
-4,38
-4.15
-6.og
·5.62
-4.19
'-4.61
','.
.N = the number of values use4 to determine ;Iope
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\ Figure 3-14.: Temper3ture-O~pelldell;ceor;"1! Prr;ton~1f
. N°t8Q1:ProGlyAlIl.NHCHa in O,\IS9-du
g6
. ..
peak after only two temperature changes. Tile followed peak. was alsO' ooly one
hair of the doublet attributed ~to the ~:r(Jn, isoIn,er's 313Dy1 ~, the other hair
bein~ imperfectly resolved rrom the NJ:!CHa of tb~ Irllns isomer. Hydrogen>
bonding does occur as was shown by carbonyl solvent shifts (see section 3.2..4.) and
inrra.r~d dnta (see section 4.2). There are two possible explariations to '{ihy the
'. . - .
results are: ambiguous. First, the .pe3.k ass~ments could be i,nearrect. Ir this
were so,' there would' have .heen one "to toree peaks whose temperature shirts'
would have heen sUb~tnnlial1~ lowe! th~n the ~the~s. This wa: nol the.case. ..n-e
. .
'alternative reason revolves,around the nexi~le nature of the glycYl residue. The
CO~rorml1tion of the bydrogen.bonded.slructure may he more -Iocise- and bence
.. , .
_ be more subject to the effects· of temperature. This 'woultl~tben serve as a-·
contr3St to wb:t.t·-w:ts·observed with·tbe more conrorin~tjon3.11Y .restrai~ed pAJa-
peptide which· g:t.ve mucb more definitive resul.~ with the ~'ernperature­
dependance studies (see section 3.3.3.4).
3.3.3. Proton NMR or NO'tBoeProDAlaAlaN;HCH3 .
3.3~3.,1. Peak Asslsnm~~,In DMSO~dll
The ptot~n NMR spectrum or W-tBocProDAJaAJaNHCH3 in DMSO-d6 is sbow.n
in Figure 3-15, T~e pe:t.k ~ig~ments'arilisted 'i~ Table 3-16. The re3So~ing
behind the peak assignments was similar to that emplo.yed with the qly~peptide.
Thus, the expected splitting patterns were analyzed 83 outlined in the sectiori' on
. .
t~e proton NMfl or ~he glycine analogue in DMSO;dll , l:Iowever, ihe assignment'
or penks hlLSed upon spliUing patterns was not as 9uccessrul IllI with the glycine
aMlogue· bec,!'use of the presen.ce or the two ,alanine enantiomers in,. the D.A1a-
0;
Figure 3-16: Proton~ Spectrum ot
. NGtBocProDAlaAla.NHCH3 in DMS.O-d6
t
I
Il8
Table :J.le:. 'Proton ~m Peak Assign';;'~?ts or
N(I.IBocProDAl~aNHCH3 in DMS~d5
tBoc Pro DAh Ala' NHCH3
, .,
,
...:., .
_.IC!!,,)3'C,O 1-30'1.31~
ere!! '.33 4.11 4.10
~C!! 2.07 1.15 1.)9 .. -
,...CH \J,BI1.00
6-C!:!. 3.JS \ ;7.06"- 7.5S~, 7.301N!:! ",-- 7.88e 8.55 ?SOf.
NHC~ 2.55
Cb~mic:ll.shirt valun in ppm, t _ lrans isomer, C=- ci. isom~r
99
peptide. The trons COli former was delermioed to be the more abundant species
tI tht~U~h urbon-13 mm {see section 3.2.3.1}. Hence, in instlloces when the
resootl.nces due to the cis and Irans isomers are res(Med .. the peak with. the "I
greatest rehtive area will be !ss!gned to the trana conformer.
The N!! protons resonate between 7.3 and ,s.6 flpth. The I!xpnOited spectrum of
this region is 'show? in Figure 3-16. Although splitting patterns (in this set or
. experiments) were less inrormati~e when compared wi~b the proton mm data on
ihe gly'ein,:.~nalogue.inDMSO.do' lb~~ ,=gion was much b~tt,er re~olved afld
the decoupl~ng experimeots wefl; much more successful aDd iDr~~ma.t~~e. The
llSSignm~nt or the N!! resonances of the NHCH,3 was relativ.cly,stlii'igbt forward.
The NHC,H3 was e'Xpected to reSoute as· a quartet :and thererore the two non-
doublet resonances at 7.30 and 7.80 ppm were so assigned, ,The larger rcsonanCll
lit 7~30 ppm was assigne~ t~ the N!:!CHa co.rreSponding to th~ trans co~orm~,
th~maller t~ the ds eo~rOl'mer, Both the alanine en~ntiome~NIls were expected
to resonate as 'doublels, ~Tbererore, the remaining assignm'ents had.to rely' heavily
on the resui~ or the dec~)Upling- expe~iments. Unfo;tunntely, 'lleitbrir or the
NHCHa roso~ance:fWI13 coupled to a~y or the dO,ublels. To begin 1th, one or the
~oub'ets hild .to' !;Ie 'assigne;f. Hydrogen-bonded NJls te~d to. b shielded to a
greater extent tban non-bydrogen-bonded NJis and tir~ expecte to be rarther
uprield, An exa!'Dple is dc;ived from the NtlCHa resori~nces_or t e title peptide in
~ .
DMSO-d6, ,This need Dot, however, aIWa!5,be' the .clUe;· One 0 Iy h3S to look 115
rar 83 ,the glycine aoalogue in DMSO-l:Ie ror a contradiction. 10' ~he .PO!l.tul~ted..
double ".turn model (see ~llction 1.5), the NHs belonging both the l;-ala.~iDe
, ,
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Figure 3-18: Exp:lnded!'lll:! Region. or the Proton ~')m. Spectrum
01 i'l°IBoc~rol?A1lA13.;'\1tCH3. in DMSO.do
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~nd the NHCH3 of the Ir,ans pepti~: are expected to be h:drog~n~bonded. The
N!! or the trans peptide NHCH3 is already .the Carthest upHeld or all the NIl
re.so.oatll:es. The next mos\ upfield. doub'let r~nllted at 7.&5 ppm ~nd waS
-:""tentatively assigned to the N!:! of the tran, isomer'~ L-~Illnine. Thi, resonance
was strongly coupled to the doublet at 7:05 ppm and therefore -the latter was
assigned as the N!! of the )Q,alanine belonging t~ the trans isomer. Thc two
rem~ng doublets at 8.~5 pp~ an,d 7.88 pp~ are strori~ly coupled t~ each -other .'
• and are not. coupled:,to any or the reso~~c~s previously 'lLSsign~d to the ..trellls
isomer. This, along with their. relative inte~sity, indjca~e tltllt 'both belong to the_'
alanine ennntiomers of the ei,. isomer.. W~ic~,.~belongs t9 D-il.lanine and which
.' to,L-alanine .requires 'more p·robing.(see below):.
I
The .o-carboD proton resonllDces were found between 4.1 and 4.4 ppm, They
.were not.. re~olved inlo ei, and Iran' iso~,ets. The t:rcarb~n p'roton of proline Wl1.S
"p,<t,d to '"00''' as 'tripl", Tb, l~i'l,t at 4,33 ppm w" Ibm],,, ."-ig'-'d-,~-'­
to the proline ~.cnrbon proton, The prolyl a-C!:!. WlLS sirongly" coupled to tlie
resonance at 7.88 ppm but not to the resonance ~at 8.55 ppn:a 'and therefore, sinte
the D-alanine residue neighbours the. proline r~idue, the resonance at 7.~8 ppm
was assigned to the D-alnnine NH of the ti, isomer and, throu.gh the proceS! of'
elimination, lbe resonance at 8.55 ppm WIlS assigned to the L-lllanin~'NH or the
. d, iso.mer, The .t:rCH resonance',at 4.10 ppm1wllS couplcd to t~sonance at-
8:5'5 ppm which had previously been assigned to the L-ala.nyl N!! of the ci, isomer
and waS tbereCote assigned to 'the l.,.alanine o-C!!. Elimination and- the fact tbat
!; .
deeoupling or the resonance at 4.18 ppm affects the resonances of both aJnnine, (0
102
and L) or the traM peptide allow! the assignment of that resonance to the Do ~~"('t"
alanine a-carbon proton..
The "_above -~signrneDts rely heavily on the .assumption· that the initia.l
assignment of the resonance at 7.55 ppm to the L-alany[ NH of $he trans i$omer
was corr-ect. The relative areas of the couple~ sets indicate th3~ ~he ci~/tran8
llS5ignments were correct but it is poss~ble "that a C1 ~iD~ can lorm with the t~c
carbollyl and.the ~N!:! or the D....ala·Dinle~. The decoupling experiments could D~i..-,
Jul.e this out, there being DO contradieti,oD ir. the resonance at 7.~5 ppm is assigned
y; the· N!!6 or the o:.alanine. ~owever since the C7 (+'turn) has more
conrorrriation~l.straiil than the CIO (p..turn), especially with the proline'residue in
the mii1dle, its ~xistence is i~probable. For the Cf ring to form the proline
,
carbonyl would have to be cia to tb~ proline ring. Temperature-dependence a.nd· '
: infrtlreQ studies add further support to the existen,cloC..the C lO ~Dg as opposed to
the C7 (see sections· 3.3.3.4 and 4.2).
The remaining assignments correlate very well with the glycine a~'lo~e. The
rellSoni~g remains' the s!1me. The multiplet~at ~.35 ppm belongs to the proline
~CU In addition to. 'the nOD-deute~ated DMSO contamiD.ll.tion at 2.49 ppm whicb
was also found in tbe proton NMR spectrum of the Gly-peptide in DMSQ-d&1
there is some H20 contamination seen at 3.30 ppm (see Figure 3-15). The methyl
'Pi-otollS of the NHCH~ occur as a doublet at 2.55 ppm. The p~oline .8'C!is a~e
found at 2'.07 ppm and those of tbe T"C!is are found as a ,mall peak at }.gO ppm
and· a I.arger peak ai 1.81 ppm: ~at~r p~aks ate broad, the edges or the
former contAbuting to' tb.e size or the latter. AJ mentioned before, this '
103
/";
-'phenomenon is due, to t~ non.equivaleDc~ of the proline ring 1 protons;
integration results support tbJs interpretation. ',The I!.~nances at 1;31 and 1.36
----- .ppm c?rrespond to the ~group protons ~r the tBoc group 'of the cis and
trans isomers, respedively. The most interestIng thing a.bout the region below
the o--carbon protons is the assignment of the two triplets at l.17 and 1.25 ppm.
i .
',They ,are both due to \be alanine p-catbon protons but CMoot be accurately
I
. ass~gned to eit~et the.D or tb.~ : enaDti~.fnet3 WIth the datn aD hand. The fact
that they were 'lairly ~ell.resolved suggests tlia.t there is some dirrerence in
. . . .\ .. .
enviromenls. ·The glycine analogue's L alalfine ,8-carbon pr9ton reSoDntes at 1.10
. ppm a~d therelore I ~ould suggest that it is ;ikelylto be tb: L-3lrmine-,8-Clfwhich
resonates at 1.17 ppm and the D-alanine ,8-C!:! at \.. 25 ppm,:,,-£onfirmation would,
however, require selec'tive deuteration experimenls.:
3.3.3.2. Peak 4stglfments In CDC13 ' ;;-.
The proi~~~~ spectrum or N~1BocprODA1aAfaNHC~H3in 6DCl3 is shown in
F~gure tIt. The peak assignments are list.ed in Table 3-17 The :wignmenls or
the proton mffi resonances or N(lIBo~ProDAlaA1aNH9 3 in CDCI3 were made
through the position and splittingOfp\~aks a~d t74h decoupling exp~riments,
as outlined in previous sections (see above). As' indicated in the section on
carbon-13 NMR oOoly tbe tran6 isomer ~r't (O~~.F,l!Ptide exists in cbloroform )"
(see s-ect~n 3.:,.3.2). M with t ~ptid 10 DMSO-de, One or th~ major problems
was the existence -o\.~w? enanfo e'u·..itbin the pe~tide. Beenuse or this,.~-"-:­
splitting patterns would be I tt1.rormative and problems with resolution rJ!ny
occJr. ~ortuDately with tb' particular system the decoupling experiments were
particularly .suceessrul..
r:· .!
j
."
I'
LtH
t ~ .
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Figure 3--17: ProtoD NMR Spectrum or
NDlBocProDAJ&A.laNHCH3 in"CDC'3
'.
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Table 3-17: Proton NMR Peak Assignments or
NlllBoeProDAlaAh~NHCH3 in CDCl3
tBoc Pro DA1~ AJa
(C!!"I,-C-o'
a-C!::!
1.40 ~,?,-'
~4.0S
2.17
2.07
W
<.5, ~.:!9
I.H* <~."8·
7'~ 6.66 6.70
"2.71
Chemieal shirt values in ppm
• Unsure of assignment
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The NH protons resonate between 6.7 and 7.4 ppm. The exploded spectrum or
. .
this regio~ is shown in Figure 3-1~. The two alanine enantiomers, D and L,
were e~pected to yield .,.doublets in the NH region or the spectrum. Two such) \
doubl,ets are round a.t ,39 ppm and at 6.66 ppm" The specific assignment of the
doublets ,to either the I).. or 1.- ,Ianyl Ni:!. relied on the decoupling experiments. ", 't
:An ili.r~olved qU:1.r.tet was round at 6.70 ppm llod , attributeil..~ the l'o1:! ~~
the NHCH3, The' peak at 7.~1 ppm was due t~CHCI3 contamination.
The o-ce.rbon protons resonated betW;en 4.0 and 4.6 .ppm. A triplet
expected for the proline oo-C!:! lod therero.re the well-resolved tripl:l 3t·4.05 ppm
was assigned to tbe proliPe Q.carbQ~ proton. The alanine a-cnrbon prolons was
. .
~ expected .to resonate as quintets. TflU,wo quintets at 4.29 :lnd 4.53 ppm .were
assigned to the 0- and L- lI130yl a-9~ aiibcmgb""; as with the torrespooding NB:
reson:lnces, the dirrer~~tiatioo relied d~:the decoupling experimenls.
The decoupling of one proton a.rrects ma.inly those protons closest to it througb'
~ckbo~eor t~~ pepti.de. The quartet at 6.79 p~m, ll~tr}but~d to the N!!CH3,.
(WllS :oupled Jo the doublet at 6...~6 ppm and the _QwC!! resonBtlce at 4.20 ppm.
Both of those rtsonances were therefore assigned to the L-alanine. The re,sonance
·a-t"""6:8e ppm ~/l5 coupled tothn.t ~t 4.29 ppm leaving little doubt that .they bel'ong
to the same eoo.ntiomer. Th'e other N!! doublet o.t 7.39 ppm WI1S coupled oni:y~ .
I .
the quintet at 4.53 ppm and therefore both were assigned to the 0 enlliltibmer or
alanine. The quintet at 4.53 pp,:" was also coupled to wbat b3d previously beeA
. - \
.&ssigned to t~e lralanioe or-oC&rbon proton' resonance. Tbis indicated that they are.
neighbours and the initial "assignment or the cr-cllrbpD protons was correct.
-
::7 ~.-.---.--.
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Tbe remaining assignments were relatively straight forward and cl0gely fQllowed
th: pattern seen~with both peptide analogues in the'. various soivents examined.
'The resonancc#t 3.48 were attributed to the proline ring ,s.carbon protons. The,
doublet at 2.71 ppm belongs to the proton5"l;lr,tbe NHCH3 ·methyl grou~. The
peak at 1.40 ppm w~ jue to the m~tbyl protons of the lBoc a'nd the cluster of •
- . ..
pCllk~~at 144, 1.46 and 1.48 ppm were due to the unreso!;ed ,8-carb0,!l protons of
the two alanine enan~iomers~' The three b,road multiplets a~. 2.17: 2.07 ·and 1.8t ,
ppm·~.re'due ,.,the prol~ne ring" and "tprl?tons.' the pattern is representative of
no·n-e.quivo.lent ·~roio~~, -:I'b.~:ll pe~~~ .~r· tb:~_.group1fa~~he~ 'down~ield are due to
the protons of the ,8-carbon, bec'ause they" are closer, to, and .bence more arreded
br, ·the deshielding carbonyl thaD th!?se of the 't"carbon:"
3.3.3.3. Peak Asalgnments hi Acetone-do
The proton m.-m· spectrum of ~al~pf.oDAlJ:AlaNHpH3 in acetone--d6 is-
shown in Figure 3-19. Tbe peal/~i~nmeDts ate listed in Table 3-18, . The
resonance aSsignments were made through the position and splitting of peaks as
.. 1("',--..
outlined in the .previo~s section on m.-m (~ee above). As :with the peptide in
~Mso.ci6 and ,CDCI3• the,as,s.iSI!-ment of NMR resonances was made'ditricult by
the presence;of t~(l.alatiine ,enantiometll. Carbon-13 ~m. indicated·that only the
tran6 isomer exi5t~d to 'any significant extent.
. ~he. ~!! p'rotons resonate between 6.IJ and 8.2. ppm. The expanded sj>ectru,m of
t.bi~ ~egion is shown..in Figure 3-20, Tb.e N!:! protons of ~be two o.:lo.oyl residues
.(D a~d L) were,expeded to.resooate,~ ~outilets and th~~~ore. ,a well:r~lved
doublet found ~t 7:43 ppm woS assigned to one of the alanyl NHs. Neither of tbe
, ~. ..
)lc
~_... ,
"
".
---
...
\
Fllure 3-1D: Proton NMR Spee~rum or"
.N°lBoeProDAJaAlaNil?H3in ~e~tone-d~
. no
.Table 3-18: Proton NMR Peak AslIi(llmenu of
N°tBocPro~AJaAlaNHCH3i'n Ac~tone-d.,
Reson:l.Oc~ tBoe Pro DAb Ala f\ltlCH3
(C!:!,J,-e-o ,.39.
O;-C!::! 4.11· 4.3< ".11·
lJ-Cf! 2.18 1.3g· ,.39.2.00·
'''ref! 2.00'
" 6oCB; '3.44
~!::! 8.. 12 7.~3 6.08
"
NHCtL,
Ch~mieal shift values in pp,m, t 'ran, isomer. c ci, isomer
• peaks with .s3m~ chemica.l ~bifi. were ll,Dresolved (rom ~acb other
III
I'
_ E .;). 7.'5
Cn.llIica! Shift
,
7. :::
Fig,ure .3.2p/ Expanded ~1! Region or u.; Proton \~rn Spectrum
or ="iClIBoeProDAJaAbNH~H3 in Acetone--d6
~'.
~.
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two remaining NH resonances at 8.1~ ppm aDd .8.08 ppm were resolved' into a
doublet Dor a quartd which was expected Cor the N!! of the NHCH3 In both
Dlt·ISO.da and CDC13, t~e r.eil1tiVt order,. d~wDfield to upfield. of the NH'
resauDces was D-al:l.nine, ab,oine. and NHCH3,;"-- Tb.~.rerore. the resonance at 8.12
· ppm W3S .assigned to the D-alauyl NH. the doublet at 7...3 pp-rn W:&'s .&$Signed to
the al:10yl N!! and the peak at 6.g8 ppm ~as assigned to the NHCH3"
. .
T~e crcllrbon protons resonated bet~~en -4.1" and 4.4 ppm. The resonance
ceo'lred at 4.34 ppm occurred Q5 a quintet wbicb was expected (or an alanyl (toe!!.
The .penks centre~ around,4.17 ppmappenred to co~sist of the quintet expected
Cor 'the ollier ~laDYI '~CH nod the' tri~tet expe~ted for the pralyl ere!!. Based OD.
the ~ata in DMSQ.:.dll · and CDCI3•.where the [)..alL\nyl <rCH resonance, was
'ownrield rrom the respectiv, lralo.nyl ·resonance, 'the qUi~teL at 4.3" ppm was
assigned to the <ref! or the D-alanyl aJtd the pe3ks centred at 4.li ppm were
&SSi(ned to the <rCf! ot both the L-nlanyl and proly! residues.
The remaining p"t{lks .followed closely the' pattern seen ....:ith both ptptide
ano.logufS in various solvents (see above). There were, however, several unique
\
fea.tures. The "tesooance at 3 ...... ppm was assigned to the proline vcarbon prot6n.
The protons of the NHCH3 me!yl group were expected to reson~te as II. large.
· doub.lct between 2.5 ppm and 2:8 ppm aDd tb.ererore, the lo.rge doubl~t at 2.61'
· ppm WM wigned to the NHC!:LJ or the iran". peptid'e. Tb~ very small doubl~t Ilt
2.68 ppm appeared, with the exception or size,.tp be very similar to the doublet Ilt
2.61 ppm aDd' was therefor; ~igned to the ~C~ of the ci4 isomer. The
am~II':1L or ci, ison:"er was, as with th'e cnrbon-13 data,· too low to quanLify. The
"'.
). . 1~3 f _ .
peaks centred around 2.18 ppm were assigned to one or the proline ,8-nrbon
protons. The mass ~f peaks a.ro~nd 2.0 ppm were attributed"t.o-the other proline
,8-carbon proton, ·the ,..C!!s and the non-deulerated acetone which was expected
to resonate ~t 2.07 ppm (Jackman aDd Slernhell, }960). The pa.ttern is
representative of non-equiyalent protons. :the resonances due to the tSoc methyl
~rotQP~ !lnd both the al~lIyl 6-urhoo protons were oot resolved (rom e.:Lch other.
They occurre~ as a large noisy multiplet centr.ed ar9uod 1.30 ppm.. The two
pea.ks at 2.91 ppm and 2.88··~p.m showed a m~rked solvent·dependel'lcy upon the
' ; . . .
additi~n. of hy~ra.ted calcium perchlor~te. ~th p,ea.ks were shifted drllSticly
.. downfield 'to the point where../ca~~um to' ,pepUde ratio, or rive, .ther :w:r~
.found as a. large peak at 4:3)'()pm. Since the proton m~ resona,nccs due to 1129
contamina.tion a.re very JOt~eDt.depeodent, the two peaks'were ~ttributed to 1120
/ .
contamination. The sharpoes3 of .the two ~gn,.l, indicated. that there WIl:S a slow
exchange between two populntions. EI~meDtal Aoalysis indica.ted that the DAla-
peptide crystallites with one molecule of...water (see RetieD 2.2.<1) :lnd the pea.k at
2.01 ppm.~roW5 in intensity in relatiol\ to the pea.k at 2.88 ppm upon the ~dd!ti9.n .
. .
of the hy~rated ca.lciu~ perch~r.ate. T~ererore, the resonnnce at 2.88 ppm W:L'
attributed to water mol~llies hydrogen-honded to t~e peptide an.d the re50Da;y .
at 2.91 ppm W:l5 attributed to water moleculcsJhydrogen.hondl!d to ~cetone. ./
.'
.\
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3.3.3.4. Tempenture-.Dependence or NIl Protons
Unlike the temperature-dependence data obtained with the glycine peptide the
results with the D·alanine peptide were unambiguous; The results of the
temperature dependence. studies in DMSo-d~ Afe plotted in Figure 3:-21 and the
slopes are listed in Table 3-10.' Both the NH proton resoDO;Dces assigDe~ to the
alanine and NHCH3 oC the trans isomer sbC!wed a large dirrereOce io the extents
t~ which they were aCCeded by temperature as compare.d to the other fetlcllilLnces..
&ih had ~Io;es in t.he -(2.31xlO-3 ppm!" C range exp~cted for hydrogen-bonded
~ protons (Stimson el at" 1,077) The re~aiDirig NH proton resonances all bad
tempe~ature-dependeDce 'slopes grellter than _5xlO,3 ppm!- C which was
indicative of nOD-hydrogen.b?Dd~d NH protons (~timson t"l ai.,.lg77). The NHs
or the nl3D,yl and NHCH3 rro"m the lrans is~m,er were the "",0 NHs expected to
hydrogen. b'ond ir the peptidii::-\~kes on: s'double ".turn character (see seetidn 1.5),
, .
Nooe or the. ci:$ isomer NIls nor the D-alanyl Nfl or the trans 'isomer were
expected, or wofe round rrom the present data, to·be hydrogen-bonded. Tbe fact
that ther'e were two hydrogen-booded Nils added' rurtb~r strength to th~
. stat.~ment made earlier that ~he C7 ring rormed between the N
a l80c C=O and.
the NH 'or the p-alanine W3S improbable (~ee se~n 3.3.3.1). Ir such a
conr?rmo.tion did occur, the 'hydrogen Mod. between the NH or the NHCH3 and .
. the ear~onyl or' the pr~l.ine could ~ot have formed since the C=O wouid he
pointing in the w(ong direction (see sections 1.1 and 4.3) The peptide bond must
. ' ' "
remain, in a planar Irans configuration. This, however, v.:as not proof since the
second bydr?gen hond 'could possibly have tormed betv.:een the NH at the NHCH3
and the ,urbonyl or the D-alanine the;reby producing, ,two hydrogen-bonded C1
~ .
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Table 3~1O: Temperature-DependeDc'," of NH Protons of
NQ'lBoc:ProDAJaAlaNHCH3 in DMSo-dr
Residue N Slope (XUF ppm!" el'
D-AJanine-trao5
o.Alanine-eis .
Alanine-haD!
Alanine-cis
NHCH3-tr;ftl ..
.NHCH39Cis
"
"
"
"
",,"
·6.1)0
-8.06
-2.63
·7.69
-2.~
-5.14
,- N the number of valuu used in the determination .of slope
-;,
.- _.
7.6
7.4
,..
8-----<;QI----g-0---/B9---.c!---!Jo B 0 liIi-ll
25 30 35 40 45
TEMPERATURE I'C)
50
I
Figure 3·211 Temperature-Dependence of N!! Proto,os or
NCf lBocProDAlaAJaNHCH3 iD.P'MSOode
lIl7
rings. Altbough possible, this is highly unlikelr. especially when OM tak~ into
account that tbe ProDAla sequence ha.s been shown by hoth crystal llnd solution
sp,.irroscopic methods to contain a Type n 8-turn configuration (Aubry e! al.,
191'ii Rao e! ai., 1983; Anantbaoarayanan and Cameron, to be publishedl. The
·L4roline--D'lI.lani~econfiguration provi~es enough steric hindrance to s:IPpOrt the
statement that the Type 0 .s-turn configuration was maintained in' the
NQ tBocProDAla.A1aNHCH3 peptide. The infrtmd dat3, to he discussed later (see
section 4.2), ~i11 show that neither of the C, rings exis~ and ~:~:rptt"';th/l.t the\ ..._~
proton NMR peak assignments or t~e DA1n.-peptide in DMSO.d6 llre correct.
3.4. Conformational Information From Coupling Constants
3.16.1. introduction
As stated in ~tbe introduction to proton mffi, the cbaracteristic sp~
patterns observed ror individual NH protons can yield coupling constants which
are related to the dihedral angle 6'r t~e N~Cn bo, an.gle} and can be used to
estimate a pepti~c's cOllrorm~tion. In an amto acid rll5idue, the r~sonance ~r. the
NH proton is s~lit due t~ spin-spin coupling with he proton{!) alt~ched to the
. adjacent carbon atom(s). The_coupling constant .(3JNl .eli) do~atcs th! separation
between the split resonance (measured in Hz) ar' mg rrDm~the N!!·Cnll coupling..
The coupling eonstant un be related. to th <l.ihedral angle 8 by ll. Kll.rpl'ls-type .
equatiol!:
\
~wbere At Band C are constants. !fbe, coefficients depend upon the particular
"
: 0"
-........
liS
model sy!tem used (Bystrov d til., 1969, 1973; Ramachandran et of.• 1971).. For
;..... "
the purposes bere, the values of Bystrov d aI, (1073) were used {A= ItS, B= -1.1,
~O.4J. The resulting eKarpll1S:"Type C~rve· is SbOWD ~ Figure 3-22. "The
convcniob of 8 to the. ansles used in the description of peptides (see section 1.1)
is achieved tb;rougb 9+60 rOt lramino ac:icb and 8-60 fOt 'D-amino acids. The
coupling l:oDstanl c:lnool be derived directly from a triplet as obsetv~ with the'
'N]! reson:&D,ce or a elyeyl residue (ABX system) (see·s~tion..373.2). In such. a case
l.be ~epa.f3tion be~weeD the two outside pe~ks ol the,ttiPl,et ~~.a~s..l!!!..s~~.:r twO) •
coupling conS~3Dts from which. the • dib~draJ, angle caD b"e obtained. directl)'
through ~ modified' ·~·nrplus.tY'pe eq.ual.ion· (A~ ,6.0, ~::'·~1.5, 9=' 12.5)
(,Vuthdch,lg76). The rnnge for '.and ., angles.is -ISO'. t~' 18:0° (Ha.ndbook ot
Bi~chemistry and Molecular Biology, igj6J, all ~ther ""lues (i.fl.. lQO") are-hot
permitted botations. The coerricients hav.e be"n determined through experimeotal
and theoreti~a.1 studies and have to be expressed in terms' of ·.permissi~le ranges-
due to various ertKts such as electronegati~e side chain (roups, rotat)ona~~eds
of the Co-C' bond and deviations of the·peptide bond (.om pl:t.o..arity (Wuthrich,
1076). The above :SJ~.C!!· values were in Hz alid'were CQIlve;ted from p~.m ~y
. t~e equation JHI=~J~pm ~ince a 360 ~z in·strument was .used. Because of
,q~adrupolar relllXation of the UN nucle~s and, less frequently, to proton excbange
the N!:! signal.s tend to be broad and.can overlap. The overlap causes contr3ction
of intercompooez;'t spncing corrections for which are baSed on' the peak-to-trough
rafios of the double~ (Bystr~v, IQ76). The qU,oted ~oupling constants ~3ve been
corrKted 'with the exception of ~~e glyci~eN!! triplets. The derived. angles· are
ac·cilrate to ± IO~.
lUI .
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Figure 3.22: Rel3.tioDShip Between tbe,f\l1i·CH ('ollpling'
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3....2. Conformation or N Q tBoeProGI;yAlaNBCH-1
In DMS0-dCl , the coupling constants from the Nt! resonances could only he
obtained for the glyey! residu; or both the cis and trans isomers, and the alanyl
~csidue ~9r the iran8 isomer. T~e otber N!! signals d!d not yield coupling
constants ~ecause or the overlap or the ill-resolved 'nature of the quartet due to
the-NHCH
a
of the cis isomer'(see sedion 3.3.2.1 and Figure 3-8}. They were
therefore not very helpful in st~uctural determination. The 4> artgles, compu~d
from the observed 3JN!!.C!:! values, ~lo~g witb ..the actua:I coupling constants arc
shown in Ta.ble J..20. The value of '194-"202· tor the' 4>, angle of the ala,nyi
residue is not permitted.
The tetra-peptide NQ lBocProClyAlaNHCH3 hIlS been presurned to take on a .
, ,
double ,8-turn conform,ation. in solution (see Chapter 4). The glycyl residue would
act as the (i+2)th r:sidue for th~ first ,8-turn and the {i+iltb. resid\1e for the
SI!COn~, The, f a.ng[~ of the (i+~)th residue of a ,8-turn must he close r ± eC"
(Venkat3Chll.lam, 1968), ~be value of 63" for the f ~ngle·or the glycyl re~idue
.. .
(see Table 3'20) is seen to provide the best fit, The positive value means '~he
second ,8-turn could be either TY2;_. I! n' or m', The proline ring restricts the
...-._. :C-:eSidue-. 'angle to ·60", Tberefore, with a • angle of 63" for tbe (i+2)tb (
'd ,pmli.. ,t po,i'ioo F+l), tbe 0~1y. po"ible ,o?'o,m,tipo foe tbe Ii", '.
,8-turn 15 a Type D. .Both solution and eryst(l,l studies have sbown that ProGly
containing ,8-tUrDS tend, to be Type U (Brabmll.cbari et al., ,1919, 1981; Boussard d ~.:;
aI" 1919), Although &3" for the f _a.~g!lr~r thedklycyl residue is d~)Se·to the
\xpected... 60" of Type I' and Type m',. both these conformations require. a 0
"'.
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Table 3-20: NCIl lBocProGlyAlaNHCH3 f Angles Derited
from N!:! Resonance Coupling Constants in D~ISO.d6 ..
Residue 3JNlj.c!::!(Hz) 6 1 9:2 "'I •.~ (
Gly-trans
Gly-cis
Ala-trans
Ala-cis
NHCH3-traos
NHCHi-cis
5.22
5.22,
7.56
(1.00)
00:
00.
00.
"8-25'
63'
63'
t34-1·12' 68-85'
(....- .-.
13-1'
13·1'
19·1·202'
UR. ..;.... unresolved (Correction Factor)
Coupling constant of glycine residue N!! are uDcorre.etctr.
~
.~
~
' .
.-
..
... '.
,
.
,
~,
/~,
-~~.
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resjdue at the position" occupied by the L-proline (Ven~t3Cbalam, lQ68;
Cbnndrnsekaren el af.,lg73) and hence, only the T)'p.e"0 p.turn for the first p.turn
is compatible with "the experimental-data.
~ ,. .'
An examination of a. V.:unacband~3n map elimlna.tes the'Typ,e 0' ,8-turn as a
p6tenti~Ls.econd .'~~urD' ~~tI.~a:ehandt~n and ~'~isekh~r~n, H168} (see seeliOD
1.3.2). Only 11 Type (,'.or m' ~turn can tollow .'~ overlap II Type D ".tufn. The
. ... . J .. '
aillnineresidue acts" ~ .t~e (i+2Jt~.(esi4ue of the second ,8-turn. The'computed
mote o(68-85~ (see.lble ~O) ~'equa.lI~ do~~ to the ~ angle of the (i+2)tb
; resjdue o~ a Type I'J-tuin (gO·) as t.o t~at of a Type m' .s-~urn (60·). Therefore,
a definitIve statement'unDot be made.
In CDCI3••Dly the,,' fot the ~Ianyl residue of the: trona isomer coul.d be derived
i (ne figure 3-10). As was menti,oned earlier; the alanyl resi~ue correspo~ds to the
(i+2}th r6idue ({the seci:lnd~~turn.-The obseJ:Y~d,couplingconstant was 7.45 H~
(c?uedion fllct~:,~,i5) whi.ch.corresponds to 8 1 a~d 92 ranges of g 0·26"· and
/'
l~,~~,l.u-"':. These ,translate ~DtO • angl~. of 69 0 -86· a.Dd lQ3· -20~degr,.
.....-1c3pedivel.y.~latter set can be diseouDted,.wbile.the ror.mer se~ is in the raDge~.
o.seribed to either a Type I' or.,a T~'pe m' ,IHurn.
The ab~ve data and discussion allow onb to state rnirly 'coo'ridently thnt the
" ';\ .
; peptid~;NntBocProGlyAlnf\;"HCH3 (orms a Type n p.-turri rollowed immediately by
(
1
. ~.
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3.4.3. Contorma.tloD or NlI'tBoeProDAIILAIa.NHCH3 -
In DMSO.d6• the well-resolved NH region of the D·AJlL peptide allows: much
mor~ complete u!;c of the coupling constant data tho.D WM possible with tbe
glycine ll.nnlogue (see Figure 3-16). The computed" angles along with the IU;hl~1
. .
'coupling co~sta.Dts ar~ shown in Table 3-2~. A3 with the glydne nnal?gue, the
DAb·pepticie was showD to ta~e,on a"double ,/Hurn conformation in solutioh (see
'section 3.3.3.4 and ~h.~Pter 4). The" cl\leul:1le~ ". angies of the .~.:lIa~ re$id~l~
fit the requ~~ed , angles· (or t~e (i+2)th residue of ,8-1urn types n, III and "
(Venk&kacha!am, 1968, ChaodrasebtaD ei at, 19i3): lIoYo'e,:er,' thc"L-I. and D·D
nature of tbe-lattef two P-turl!~, respect,ively, and the presence' of the stericnlly
restricli'ie pro!yl residue (. angle of -60') make the Type U ,8-turn ('\i+'2)=SO')
. the most likely conror~atioD .for the first /J-turn. Solution an4 cryslnl studi~s
ha'(e shown that ~turn~ ":,hich contain proline and O.nlnnine. at positions (i+W
and (i+Z), respecttvely, take on a Type·n ~onformntion (A~bry el Ill., 1077;,
Ananthanarayanao and Sh'yamasun.do.T, lUSI; Rna d !J/., 1083; Cri~ma el at.;
IgS-lj,Anantho.nar:i"ya,:\an and Cameron, to be published).
\ .
The 80 '\.. 89' D-ala~ine • angle fits comfottnbly into the allowed region for lhe
(i+l}th resid e or the Ty'pe n, OJ' and I' Hurn~ (Venkatnehainrn'i IOll8; I
. ChandrllSekafAD till., \073). Therefore, the above three p.turn types nre
. . \ . .·
pOfSibie for the second p-turn. The alnnyl residue nets as the (i+2)th'residuc?t
th~ second ,8-turn. Even with one ·set immediately d~ollnLet.I (105,'·207') the
... . ."
field of choice for fh~ 'l!I~c'ond .ttu~n is uot ~Jrrowed. The 60' ·81' rnngc
encompasses the. aogles of all three ,8-turn types. The Ramachandran pl~tl
'.'
"J
·f,
12.
Table 3-21:' NatBocp~oDAJ:aAJaNHCHa.Angles Derived
. from~ Resollance Coupling Coutant!! ill DM~O.d6 -
Residue aIN!!.Ctl('Hz)
,"1 .,
" '2
DAia-trans S.4S ()..lO' HG-14g" (-60J-HI)" .So-Sg"
(L03)
DAla·cis 5.7S 2..35' 128-130' -31-(-25)' B8-70"
(LOS)
A1a·,trans 8.29 0-2/'\ 135-147" 6D-81 , IOSo207'
(!.05)
ISs-I0?:'Ala.-cis 5.tl7 29-35' 128-130" Sg..95.'
I (1.10) -,
NHCHa-trans UR
NHCHa-cis UR.
UR. _ unresolveq(CorrectioD Factor)
""
o
..
,
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show that the Type IJ ~turD is most e&Sily followed by a Type I' or , Type III'
but Dot.a Type IJ ~turn. IRam3-cbandran ,ild Sasisekb:l.ran, IQ681 (see seclioo
1.3.'2). Therefore, or·the thr~ possible ~turDJ, only Type n c~n be disrounted.
')
In CDCI3, the protoo Mom spectfa of NatBocProDA~:l.A13NIICIl3 yit'ldN
coupling CODSt3-0l$ for the NH re5?nance5. of both the (... llnd the -D'lll~ninCs (see
Figure 3-18). -0nly the lrGn, form of the peptide W3:S present. The coup.linK:
constnnts along with the calculated. angles are shown in Tilble 3-22. The first'
.tJ--turn had been show!1 previously to be a '1)-pe II Hurn. The ~ angle of.thc
)+2Iti 'residue of n'Type D ~lurD is expected to be 80· (Venkntachnlnm, IOllSi.
The D-a13nine heing the .li+2)th residu~ of the tirst .6-turn mnkes the -60' to
. -52' • a~gle range imp~ible. The question 'which remained nrter the llnal)'sis of
the coupling constants derived from the protOD NMR dllt3- or the Dr\la.peptide !n
D~IS()'d6 WllS whether the second HurD, W;l.5 a~~,e 1'- or a Tne III' tJ-tur.n.
Tbe~gle of the D-alaoine residue can lit eithe; but the. an!le of the t.-
ab.nine C3n not. Of the two al30yhesi4ue • angles which present themselves, the
183·-101· raDg~ cnD be d~UDted .immedi3tely. The remainin« .ra-nge of
~1 •-98" is very' much closer to the gO" npected for the fi+2lth residue' ot 3-
.!ype I' ,8-turn tb3D the expeded Type ID' vatue of 60: .
B~ed ,lrf . above' considentions.) the stTlicturc of th~
NQ l8ocProOAlaA[CIIlNHCH3 peptide was assigoed as II. Type II .6-tllrn rollowed
by nn overlapping Type I' ~tutn.
Tbe'similarity between the two peptides f&Voun. the as.sigllment. or the seeond
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Table 3~22:- NO"t.BoeProDAlaAlaNHCHs. ADgJes Derived
rrom NH Re§ODance Coupling Constants in CDC'3
Residue 3JN!!.C!!(H:) ., 9, ., \,
O·AJanine 9.07 0-8' 146-158' (-~OH-52)' 86-98'
(LOS)
Alanine &.78 31·38' 124-131' 91·98" 183-191'
(L01)
(Correction Factor)
..
r
\
I!
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~turn of NlltBocProCl)'AJaNHCH3 as 3. Type I' ~tlJrD. Since. the j+1.. angle of
.,.
6--turn types t' and m' are identic:~l (Venbt3.cbalam. 1068), the roupling const::t.nts
may ten«l a minof dis.loftinG from ideal dimeosioos or a ren'!Clion of the
preseDce of mul~ple ~Drorm:t.tioos with (be Gly-peptide.
.. .
...
..:.-'
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Chapter .4
Circular Dichroism, Infrared
'and Model Building
4:1. CiT.eular Dicbroisrit Characterization
4.1.1. Introduction
As_desc~ibed in the introductory chapter, circular dichr~ism (CD) ~pectroscopy
is a sensitive tool/or examining cba"n~es in peptid'c contormationiinduced by the
addition or pert~rbaDts. The use of CO'in the study of the effecl o'kbe addition
of metal i~ns will be examined in ~apter 5. What follows here is a study of the
dirrerent types of spectra produced' by the tw~ tetrapeptides in a v,ariet)' of
solvents. This type of study' can provide user~1 information about the structures
and relntive stnbilities of the peptides in tb,eir uncomplexed stat~. -
The CD spectra of the peptide- N(lt~ocPtoGlyAlaNHCH3 and its' D-o.lanine
analogue NQ lBocProDAlaAJaNHCH3 were obtnloed .iD water, melhanol and
. .. .
acetooitrile at am~ient tempera:ture. In general, the Cp spectrum of a peptide
may be co~sldered to ·be the su;:f the _ec~ra 'of iodividual cpofor·matioos
.(Chaog tl at" 1078). Hence, a pluticulaf IJpectrum would be represented 'b"y:
/
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. .
where (BIres is the me3.O residue ellipticity expressed in uniu of de~rees em':! dmol"l
and I refers to the fr3.ction of a partieula.r structure (i.e. Type I J-lurn. Type D
..
p..lutn, ra.ndom coil). Th"e meaD molar e1lipti~ity 'W:lS derived from the origin:!.1
spectrum through the formula:
.•Wher~ X.equals tbe"pen den~ction in em, S is the scale ~sed in ~illidegrees per
em, c is ~OIi.cef1tration in mg rnr:1t an~.J refers to path length in em. ~mw or
mean residue weight denotes the molecular weight of the peptide divided 1:1)' the
number of peptide bonds.
The pep~ide amide bond contains occupied non·~onding In) and II orbitals.
When excited, an electron in a D or 1I orbital caD be promoted in~o n vaenol
. '. .
Dntibonding 1Il (If-) orbital resulting in n-lI- and II'-/r- transitionr. With an
asymmetric peptide ,'molecule,' the amount of energy absorbeod-because of .tbese
transitions dirrers between left· and. right-banded drcularily pola'rize~ light. The
CD spectrum is derived from this dirrerence over tL wavelength ran';e (~rown,
1080; Bayley, IDSO). Woody (lg74k using theor~tical calculations bast!d on the n
to If· and ;II" to Jr. transitions at the peptide group, assigned eigM classes .of .8-tur~
. -./
spectra' (A through D and th'i!i~ mirror images (A~ through 'D'). Altb~ugh bis
calculations were b~ed in vacuo they of~er a good initial ref~.rence point,. By
altering' the peptide backbone dihedral angles by 10' ,at a tim~, he eX.llmined .1111
possible .8-turn typ.es as defiae4 by Lewis d at. (~073). T'able 4-1 lists the maxima
(
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and minima of the spectral classes A through 0 as defined by Woody (1974)1 The
spectral classes A' through' 0' are mirror images and dirrer (rom their roots bf a
sign change.Table 4-2 correlates the ,lJ-turn typ'es as defined by Lewis et at (1J73)
with each of Woody1s sputral classes. k Class B spectrum can be
representative of nearly all ,8-turn types and c0,rerscly the Le~is' Type l,IJ-turn
tn give rise to either Woody's Class A or B spectra. This becomes important
when one considers how similll.r fl-turn types' could kiv.e rise to ~merent.CO\ .
.speer f. --.,~)
4.1.2. NatBoeProGlyAlaNHC~3
•4.1.2.1. Speetral Data
The spectra or the peptide in all thr:ee solvents arc shown in Figure 4-1. The
ffillXima and minima are listed in Table 4-3.10 all three so!v;nts, the spectra w.ere -
c.hnracterized by a strong oegative baod. to water tbe baod was fouDd at 201.5
om but with methanol and aeeronitrile the peak was red shifted to 207.7 om. The
i~t~nsity of the band increased as tbe polarity of the solvent deer~ased with the
. .
gre!1.test difference between t.hat of methaom. (fBl res= ~l.glXI03) and acetonitrile
llBlr~,= .2.8lxiW). . ~he 161m . Qf the 'Peak. io ~ater was .1.63x·io3. The
acetonitrile spectrum exhibited a pronounced sboulder at 235 nm. 'fhis shoulder
oc'eurred at 221) nmbut to a much lesser extent in methanol and was oot observed
in water. ThLC~ s~!ctra or the title peptide in metb~nol and acetonitrile shared
_IL .eo?,mon crossover point at 203 Jim, wbile the CD slIcd/lIm of the p.eptid~. i!L
water crossed over at 11)7.5 om•.
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Table 4-11 Maxima and Minima. of ,lJ-TUfll CD Spectra.l
Classes as Defined by Woody (1974)
Class Sign Wavelength Range (nm)
A
c
'. D."
210-220
"+ H~5-200
<UlQ
/>22'
+ 200-210
<UlO
\ 20().210! + 18D-100
>225
+ 210-220
100-200
+ <tOO
----
.',"
"- .
~
132
0'C'A'ocBA
Table 4-2: Predicted CD Spectral Class~ (Woody (1974)) tor .8-Tufn
Types as Del'intd by Lewis et al. (1073)
'"'-Lewis
Types
I
I'
n
01
01'
lV' "
• indicates"tba.t the Lew~al structure caD be round lLS that
part~cuillt spec~~al c:ID.S5. .'
' ..
•
..
Soh·eDt
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-~&ble '-3: Cif(:ular Dichroism Spectr:l or
. N°IB<x:ProGlyAJ&NHCH3 in V3.riou! Solvents
M3...·<ima Or 161m Muima or 1(61,n
~_Iinim.(nm) x 10-3 Minima (om) x10.J
'1
/-
Water
..... MtOH
A"
\-
. 220 / . -0.37
235 +0.&3
201.S
20•.7
20•.7
-1.01
-2.81
,. 10
laI,t$ = mun residue elliplicity ill degr~es fm:! dmor l
/ .
'.
.....
\
l
'\
I)
~.. "..( ~ .~
.p
0.0
-0.5
...;.,,/-c.(
. / \" .,
: /' \ '
: 1
:,
.,
i
(-
"I'
,:
,:
~'v :
260230 240 I 250
WAVELENGTH (nlTj>
1
220210200
-2.5 ~
f
Figure 4-1: Circular Dichroism Spedr, or N(lIBoeProGI~rAJll.~1iCH3 ia_, •
. ,
water;-~-_ I metha.oolj ·.·····.,.celonltril':
.,.' 1:-..
.,
\
\1'
·i
'4.1.2.2. AnaJ1,l! •.
The contributions of t~e various component parts or the $pe~tt. were elucid:ll~
from the ,,?-ulls ~r Btlh~:lcbari d (d. (1982~ NIIAcProGlyAla0J:l. slu~i~b,
tbese ,thors, product<! a.... Cl:lSS B CD sp«lrum ;Il' Tf"E. Its 1l1l;'1loKue
W·A~oGIYLeIlOH·aJso produced a...class B ,p,drum (WQOdy, UIi·I) ib TfE :and
b.d b,.. sh"·~ to. b. ",,;f-100 p",..' -irP' II "",.,, fl'\ow '~mp"'IU'M i,
TFE (Brabml'thari d~ 01., 1:079). Proton ~m coupling cOIlslinb of ."
. N~IBo<P,oGtYAJ'NHCH3' p~,o,.d'i, ·'hi, ",,,is (,.. ~'C<'?' 3....21 i,d'c,tol . \ .
~. - that ~b~ first ,6-turn. Wa! a.~ Type n. Therefore"; it a;~'Ted 1.3" be rell500able 10
as.su'm", that tbe first .,.turn of the tetr3pepl;d~ would produce :1 ClaSs n
I ' .,
spe~trtim. The second ,8-turn W, characterized by "'MR, to be a Type I' (see .
section .3.4.2!. According to Woody 1-1074) a Type~rn is c:lpabte of produdnl: .
a Class B.speetrum simillLr to that ,pr04uced by ~~Ty~tllrn: Tb~CI:u:s B
spedlilm p'rodllced by. Type.l tJ-tufa-bas. positive b:and which is slil:htly lew
.in~eose and blu~ ·sbifttd in eomparisol'. to the positi,e band ot. the oCliw B
sp~tfum ~.ru~ed by tbe Type'O ,&-lu,rn. The s~lLllef-~egati:e baad;a~ 220 am ..
orabe Class B sp~trull'" P~IICed by a Type I ~tUfD is a~ blue $bi~cd ~nd i:t
'twice as larse in intensity 1lS that 01 the Clus B SPJ:c'ltUm produced by " Type IL
~~ (W~y, '1~7"J, """A T~pe to .&-lurn· would prod:ce a mirror im~!e spectrum
t,·~ '"~b., :, ;i.'Typ. I. Tb~. dirr""", ,,~ ,:,,,,, ,'ba'"d sia<. :lb. ",,,,I •
_-:xperimen~"1 values~m~ch greater ~f less than tJvls~ p~edieted by, tbe'I'n
vocua calc~ll1tions or WoO'dy'{U174) due to'err~cts of the solvent. T~e magllitudJl,
or tbe positive band or N°AcProGlyAJaOH ia TFE, even. at ·20' C, W:l.5 less thcn
the tbeoretical ,v!ue (Bra~mAChili" ~l., U1821. la co~trlJt, tbe magnilb"de ,of
. . .
..'"
.'-, .
..
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)he values· or a Class B spectrum producing Type I .s-lutn was'much larger than
t'b~e prediC~ by Woody (Kawai and Fasman, lQ78). If the ,:alues or Woody
wet,· used, th\ ~ddition 01 a CJ3SS B pro~ueing Type U ,s-turn and a Class ,8'
producing Type I' ,8-turn would effectively cancel each other, out since their
dirrerenees are relatiVely minor. By allowing IC?r experimentally obtai~~d
vnriations the 'resultal!~ spectrum would. rav,pur the contributio.D 01 the"' second
.. '.
,8-turn. Adding.the erred or random';oil, one obtains a spectrum which would
look: like ·t~at. o~ained. wit~ N(I~rroGIYAJaNHCH3'in 'acetonitrile. TI!s ,G",y•
.-.., peptide. was;'sbo~n b.~ c~rbon']3"NMR to, be ,only 83.8 percent. trana' in
••.• acetonltrlle (see seetloD 3 2 2.1) ; The ci" ISomer (non·hydrogen-bonded) would be
",,, '
eltpeeted to eont3.in ra~dom ?W variations..'None· of Woody',; ,otb~r Type I'
llllowed c1ll5S~ would produce the ob~erved spectrum:
,; ..... j . •
'. In wllter, Nll'IBocProGlyAJaNHCfl3 wli'·found to be; predominantly in tbr
r.,dom ,oil form•.Th, CD ,.,,'rom w" ,i';ilar ~·'hos~:;.o with 'h. ProGly.J!.;" .
tripept'des. i,n wat~r (Brllhma:ba~i ~ d ..at., H182) ,which were considered
represe~ti;e or a random eo.i1: Wat~r is" ea-poble or formi~g flIi'!rfllolecular .
h~ragen ~nds with the pepf.id; and wOuld be expected to_disrupt any structure'
.. wraith, is based primarily Oil inlramblecular hydrogen bonds., Glycine, being .
confotfl\3tfonally very n~ible. wbuld not ~e ~ected to act as a .8-turn stabilizer
. as would D-alanine.
The CD spectrum of the Giy-pep~de l~ m,etbanol appeared to have' less' of ...
. .
~ont~~tion from. the ~yp_~ I' ~t~rD than :~he spectrum in a:~~~itrge with D~
parallel lou of the Type D ,.turo. 10 other' words, tbe ,s8ct:.nd p.turn of the
•
..~, <'
\
. "~
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tetrapeptide seemed to lie disrupted more e~ily (i.e. was less stable) than the first
6-tUJn. AJso, t,h~ double ~~UfD conformation of the Gly-peptide (a." de~~d in
section 3.3) apt?e'a~ t~ be more stable in 'll.cetonitrile than in either methanol or •
"-
wjter. \.
~ . .
4.1.3. N CltBocProDAlaAiaNB6U3
~.1.3:1. Speetral Data
.' 1-' .
The C? spectra or~tBoeProDAJaAJaNHCH3in all three solv~nls are shown in
Fig{..,e 4-2 and the m::LXimll afid minima are listed i~ Table '4•.1. The CD
• spectr~mn~er ....:II.S char~cteri:ed by a weak positi~e band, centred iLl 236 om
lIBJr~s= O.63X103),.~ weak negativ~ band ~ound ~23 Dm ,((Bl ru=' 2,13XI03j and a
strong positive band ~bout iO$ nm ((Bl ru= 12.ixI03). There W:l.S a relatively
large change in the CD spectrum in going irom water to methnnol which W:lS
greater than the cbange observ.ed.,'witb the transition from meth:ulOl to
aeet:nit'tile. With't~e Change--f"m "(ater to methanol, t.~e weak posi~ive band'
disappeared, the negative band~ ,223 nm was sign~ric3ntly enhanced
{(B/ru= 14.QSxI03) and the ,st~1 positive band decreased l~ intensity
'(f8frt.= 5.70xl03) and exhibited a rather IBtge, red shift to\207'5 "om. In
co~parison, the, change from methanol' to acetonitrile was ~ccompanied by a
. .
. relatively sma,lI red shift ,of the negative' band prom 223 ,to 225, n~) with no
ehBnge in its,intensity and a slight blue shift by about I nm or thu positive bnnd,
'.
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Figure 4-2: "(::irculo.r Dichroism Spectra or NCflBocProDAlo..Al::l.~·HCH3 in _•.. ',
wo.terj--, methafiof; .... " I acetonitrile. \
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Table "4: Circular Dichroism Spedra or
NQt80~roDAlaA1&NHC~ in Various Solvents
Solvent Maxima or let,n Maxima or 16I,n Mnxim3 or 18\,n
Minima :::JO-3 Minim:a. 110-3 Minims 1:10-3
Water
MeOH
A"
23' +0.1\.'3 203
223
225
-2.13
·1·1.05
·1·1.05
108.0 " +12.;0
20i.5 +5.;0
206.5 +6.35
•
Maxima. and Minima values in om
IBlr~ = meaD res~due ellipticity in degrees cm2 dmor l
"
, .~
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".1.3.2. An~I,.... ud COmparison
" "I
,
The CD tpeeltal contribution or the individual ~turn.. wu elucidated along the
. .. " ...
,arne lines ~ with the glycine analogue (see ~tiOlt,4.1.2.2). The contribution ot
the fint ~turD was derived from the work or Crisma d aI, (I08,t). Several
inleresti~g ft:Llures we;e obs~rved i~ their CD 'studies~r PivprODAlaNHCH3."
T" CO ~eet~um. in IMeOH was ehara-defiled by two muima, a minor ~De at
230 om and a large one at 202Dm; The spectrum does not beeo[Jlt negative
. . ~' ~ . .
.between 195 and 260 om. Additi~nJorw~ter up to a v.'!17etb:mol ratio or 9:1
did n~l alter the s_l!e~trum to any significant ~xtent. The imporlance or this
observation ~ that the Type -0 ,/J-turn structure WtlS maintained in wat~r.:.... This ~
~rrect was also seenwith the peptid~ NCltBocProDAlaA130H wbose CD spectra. in
waler and in tbe ,6-turn stabilizing solvent TFE at 5' C sbo~ed no a.ppreciable
~iUe.nce (Ana1illiib2rayanan and Attab·Poku, to be pUblished). In botb tbese
c;a.sts, as with the peptide NO'tBocProDALaAla.OCH3 in water, the CD spectra
. showed the same type or posit~vity as was seen with PivProgAlaNH~H3' ~6.e
,speclrum or NO'tBoeP"lDAJaAJaNHCH3 in water, (Figu.re 4-2) W3,5 very similar to I
tha.t orJ>ivPr~DAJaNHCH3' It, ion. sb~wed a hump (~6 nm), but c~ed over
·the base line to pve rise io tbe weak mini,!: at 2'24 om. Pro.to~ mm coupling
constantS blLd sh~wn tbat. the J'oturn d~e to the ProDAla scquenc~"':
NO'l8ocProt!AlaAlaNHf"3 was a TYI~e D (se~' section 3.4.3). None or the above
mentioned ProD,Ala containin~ ".tU~DS could be placed into any or the spectral
c1wes of \V~dy (1074).' The large dirrerence seen bet:ween the CD .,spectra ,or
NO'IBoeAoOAI.A1&NHCH3 upon ~IiDDging the"·solvent from methanol.. to .waler
was most likely due to tbe destibililatiOD of the,.etoDd ~turl1 while maintaining
.'
the structure ~f the first. Unlike the glycine peptide, the first .8-turn dOH not rely
prima.rily on the formation of hydrogen bonds but is -forced- into the
conformation by the sterk restrictions of .tbe D-alanine and bence is likely,to be
maintained even·in water. The preferential destabilization of the second ,d-turn
over the first was also seen with the glycine analogue.
,\ "
The CD spectra of NO"tBoc'ProDAlaAlaNHCH3 in met~nnol and acetonitrile
were very .!J.mil~r (see, Figure 4-2). It appeared that only asmall proporli~:m ot the
~' . , .- .\
second IHur~ was destabilized with th~ change in solvent. This was in sharp ~ \-1
. '.
contrast to·the telatively large chaDge that was se-en' vi'itb the glycine an[l,loguc
...,. (s~e. Figure 4-:1). The sPi~tral contribution ot the Gly.peptide's seCOnt! ,d-~urn
appeared to collapse entirely with a change in solvent from acetonitrile to
methanol-(see section 4.1.2.2),- 'This sur;gested that the second .8-turn or the'D·
\ alanine analogue was more stable than ·th~t or th/[Iycine analogue:' The 0-
alanine thus appears to force the entire pepti'de into a more "complletfl. strllct'}r~.
This fLSSertion was lurther b9rne'out through ohserVllti0ll:s in the NMR (see
section 3,3.2.4) and the m (see section 4.2) spectra.
The minima seen at 224 om ,i~ the spe~ ol the title peptide in w«t'l!r was
not due to the random coif"'contribution or th~ sequence r:sponsi~le lor roriing
the second ,8-turn in._the more non~r solvents'. T~e oolY dirrerence'betwee~
the title peptide and ~BocProDA1aAJaOH, which produces a completely
positive CD spectrum in waler, is a methyl~mide attllc~ed to the C-terminlll end
~r the peptide sequence. It ,;as more.. likely d~e to a small. pOP~latio~ o.f the ;.,
second ,1J-turn which ma), etill exist,in an equilibrium heavily shifted to Jie
denatured torm in water..
;.
I.. - ,
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In order ·to· produce the observed spectrum of the title peptide in either
acetonitril~ or methanol, the speetraJ cootribution of the seC()nd. ,6-turn would
/
,...
iequire a negative band around 225 om, a small positive band around 210 nm and
a la.rle oe~ive ba.od at wa.veleogths less than 205 nm. This pa.ttern was found
with the Class D speetrur'{l·, which, according to Woody (1974), C3n .represent a
, Type I' ~turn. The Typ.e I' was shown througb proton NMR. coupling consta.ou
.to be the most 'likely eonforma.tion of the DAJa-peptide's second 6-turn (seeo
section 3.4.3). ~one of the other classes, as described by 'WOody (1974), could·
"
produce tbl desired erred. The observed dirr~r~Dce seen between the. CD sp"~ctrn
of tbe'DAla-p,eptide find" its gl~cine analogue (see Figures 4-:1 and 4-2) is tberefore
mos~ likely due to tbe dirrerent spectral contributions or the Type I' ,S-turn.
/
4.2. InCrared StudiCtl
Peptistes and proteins pr~uce ~ spedra which eo~toin a number of
char3de.ristic absorption ba~ds. There are nine ·ami~e bands· (A, B. I to VD) or
w.hich only the two.hi~hest,.freqUeIiCY bands (A a~.d B) arjdue to N·H stretcbing
. (Tho~~ and-.Kyogoku, 1917). The length "and geom;>ry of a hYdrdge~ bond
effeeL tb~iaramete:s or'the Amide A band which oCcurs in tbe faDg~ ~qo to
3S00 cm·1 Warker', 1983). Henc~ Ol)t only can tbe' Amide A hand he used to
. I .
di~fer~ntio.te between NH, which are hydro\en-bonded and those which are Dot,
hut It can also be used to lOfer the particula.f tyPe of bonded structure Although~other a,mld: ~ands bo.ve been used to dete~t_ the presence of .8-turnS", m~t notl\blyI ~od m and to a,lesser extent D and V (Krlmm and Ban_dl!~nr, 1980, Fox et al.,lWH), the Amide A hand 15 hy far the mO!1t userul Free NH stretchlOg1 \ , ", ,
'"
/ (
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frequencies occur around 3430 cm'l while the elO {,d-lufn} hydrogen-bonded MI
frequencies. are found near 3300 em-I, The Cs and" C7 hydrog:e.n.bo~ded
conformers\..re observed at 3420 cm- t and 3340 em -I, respectively (~\vign~
ai., 1969; Rao ~tf~I., 19aO). Their red.ced shift relative to the frequency of the
tree ~ as corowued lQ that seen with the C 10 conrormer'w3S attributed to the
. lower stnbility o! the 'Cs llnd'";C7 st!uctures. B:~ause or their size, they are less
able ta tor'm a linear hydrogen,bond ~ with the ,8-1Ufll (Nemeth)' and Printz,
1072):' 'AltbOUgh s.en:ral frequency ranges CDD be lltt~ibuted ~o c~rt~~ or
hydrogen-bo·oded structures, "these ranges cao' be large and overlapping. For
"" example, rre~u:Dcies in the. ra~ge e~pected tor the 01 con'tor~cr h:lVI! becD
attrfbuted to the CIO contor~er (Annnthllnllrayailtl.D :md Shynmnsu~d:Lr, 11l81).
Infrared spectra 6f hoth NQtBOcProGlyAlaNHCHa and its D·a.!llnine ana,logue
~QtBo~Pr"oDAJ3A1a.NHCH3 ,,:ere taken !lot room tempCfl1ture in dry CHCI3 in
order to determine what type ot hydrogen-bonding occurred. Peptides Q-t
concentrl1tions 10 ~g ml~'1 to 0.625 mg mtl were run to determine which bands if
~ any were ,due t~ i,ntermolec:uhir bydr?~n-bODding. Up to 2.5 m~~mrt . tbtre
apP;.tred to be no i,:lermolecular hydrogen-bondins, The spectra of the Amide A
region or both peptides at 2.5 mg ml"l i~ dry CHCI3 are shown in Figure 4-3..•,
:The peaks are listed ·in Tnble 4-5, the resolution is 3 cmll , The .glycine .
'/
spectru'm showed some int~rest1Dg f~cets. The Amide A region contained three
peaks. The first at 3445 em'\was attributed to the free NH, the one at 3330 em-'
was representativ:e of ai>C 10 (~turD) structut,e. The third peak at 3385 em-I was
attr;buted ~~ weaker intramO~\Ulnr bydrogen-bonded !Itru,du~e. Although il!
. \. . . '\.
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Infrared Spedroseopy Amide Aland Carbonyl Bands or
(a) NO'lBoeProClyAlaNHCH3 and
~ Na!BocP~C!D~~a.NHCH3 in CHCI3
Gly,peptide~.' DA1a,pe~ide
/
Amide Al
AmideA2
AmideA3
Carbonyl
34-15 em']
3.185 em,t
3330em,1
1670 em,l I- .. 3-132em·
1
3368 em-I
I -' Resolution of peaks}s 3 em-t
i.
r
.. ~
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~ the frequency range attributed to the 07 conformer, the observation can also be
explained on the basis of a weaker "..tufn. The CD spectral datal'dicated that
t~econd .8-1urn of both peptideS' was less stable than the first (s e section 4.1).
Model building (section 4.3) will provide more insight into the .phenomenon. The
DAia-peptide spectrum ~ si"mpler"w~_h \be peak\at 3432 em-I attributed to the
free NH and that at 3368 em-I as bel~ngiDg to the p.turn hydrogen-bonded NH.
The frequency .. was reb.tively high' which may rened the presence of a less-stable
,hydrogen-bonded species. N(tlBocProDAbVaIOH ill Chlorolor~as an ~ band
at 3340 cm-I as does NtI'tBocProDAJaLeuOH. These values 8re also fairly high
but were assigned, to a 010 hydrogen-bonded, NH (~antbaDarayanan and
Shyamasundar, 10-81). The appearance of a single band a~ 3368 cm-} with the
DAll1-~eptide suggeSts that the two hydrogen bonds are more similar i!\lbe DMa·
peptide thaD in the G)y~peptide which shows two bands. This had previo'us)y
been alluded to in the sections on NMR (section 3.3.2.4) and CD (section 4.1).
There was no indication or a C7 conformer with the D-Ala peptide. Although the
stretching ba~~w.as in the C7 region, X-ray, mm, CD and other m data all add;
up against the Possibility)
Although carbonyl shifts have occasionally been used to determine the presence
of inlr:amolecular hydr~geD.bondiog (Kopple el al., 1075; B?ussard d al., 1914),
this was not possible with the two peptides studied 'here. The carbonyl pea.ks are
sltowo in Figure 4-4 and listed in Table 4-5. The carbonyl peak at 16;0 cm-!
for ~he Gly-peptide and 1668 cm- t far tp.e DAla·peptid~ were oot resolved into
bound and unbou~d car90Dyls although _the~~~eadth suggests the presence of
bo~h species.
."
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".3. Summary of Uncomplexed Peptide Data and Model Building.
This section summarizes the data obtained by NMR. (see chapter 3), CD and IR
(see sections 4.1 and 4.2) spectroscopy-on Na'BocProGlyAlaNHCH3 and-its D·
ala~ine analogue N"IBocProDAJaAlaNHCH3 in the absence of metal ioos. The
data ob.tll.ined OD N°tBocProDAJaAJaNHCHywerirTll1l::b more detinitive than thnt
obtained on the glycine analogue and will be summari~ed l'irst.
-' .. ,.The Na'BocProDAJaAlaNHCH peptide (orms two overlappi.og 4 ...... 1intrllm~ecular hydrogen bonds. '~ qrst h;drOgen ~ond is formed between' .the.
_car~nyl of the lBoc voup and the NIl of the alan;! residue.- The sec~nd
, .
hydrogen bond is formed between the carbonyl of the prolyl residue aoQ. the NH
of the N-methylamide. The ex:istence and pattern or the intramolecular hydroge~
bonds was determined through lR (see section 4.2) ~nd proton NMR temperAt~e­
dependence s~udies (see section 3.3.3.4).-D'~ derived from the coupling consto.nts
of the NH. r~~anc~ indlco.ted that. the peptide co~rormation is a T)'pe'n ""~rn
followed by an overlappinK Type I' .8-turn (see sectio'n 3.4.3). A schematic
C:.-~ dro.wing or the peptide is shown in Fi~ure +5. Figure 4-6 shows -a CPK model or
the NQtBocProDAl3AJaNHCH3 peptide. The .~,,, angles used in the'
construction of the CPK mo'if~~. were. as de.fined by ~tLto.chtLl3m (lg68) for the
various .8-turn types with m~or alterlltions dependent on the coupling COD5t:lOt5
'of the NH resonances and 3re listed in Table 4-6.
'Tbe most. interesting ~i~t, which was. easily observed with the CPK rJ:'odel. is
\
I(
,,,
Figure 4~5: 5l:bematic Diagram or l'ncomplcxcu
NQ tBocProDAIa.Abt"'HC'H,1 .
;.,
..,.....
..-.,
..
1:)0
Figure 4-6: CPK ~[odel or Uncomplexed
N·tBo<ProDAla.AJa:'<t1CH3
< Table "8:
ISL J
. ,{
I,. AnZles Usro i~e Construetionlol cpk
Models of NQt~PtoDAbAlllNlfCI13
;'-:1
.Residue" Position in Position in
rirsL~Tutn SeCond 6-TutD
Proline
D·Abnine
Alanine.
I
.. \ .
·1
i+1
i+2
i+3
••
i+1
i+2
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·w
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60'
120'
O'
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the almost Ii~r nature or the first I\Ydroten 'bood as compnred to tbe second
hydrogen bood. The second hydrogen bond has been shown through CD
spectroscopy to be less stable than the first hydrogen bond (see section 4.1.3). In
w3ter, the first ~turD was maiot'll.ined while tbe ~rnd /J-tutn was nearly
completely di!ru~ted. Waler, being strongly polar, would be expected to disrupt
hydrogen honds. Heote, the first ,8-turD is shown to be stabilized by steric
con~lra.i~ts in .addi~ion to the tormati211 or an intramolecular hydroJen.bond.
4.3.~: NQtBoe~GIYAI~HCH3 " _
The hyd{,Ogen~bOndi~g palterl;1s or, the NCl'IBocProClyAl3Nl1CHa peptide' we,re
no~ as clear u thoSe or the DAJa-peptide. Th'e replacement or D-alanine witb
glycine would be expected to result in "& ~~ti~e wit~ more sterk freedom and
Ifence an inerease in tbe number of ~tentt3.1 conformations available in solution .
. ,
• With the [).nlanine analpgue in DMSQ.de• the m,ajority of the iran" isomer or the
peptide wu in the double hydroge[;~bonded conrormatioD. This was made
apparent by lh, well defined hr.~rOgen.bo~djni patterns of the D~a.peptide as
determined~ temper~tu;e-dependence studies. On the other hand, the
, .
glycine analogue's t~mp~rature-dep;eDdence results w.re much more diffuse (se,
seelion' 3.3.2.4). \ The highe~ ei,,/trans ratio of NalBocProCIYAla~CH3 in •
. • DMSO.de '(l.13) compared with t~e D-alaoine analogue (0.75) is a further·
'. .... . r ..,indical~r of' the lowered ability of the Gly.pellide '0 form' intrllmolecular
\ hydlOgen bond~. mSP~OSCOpy ~(~ee section ~.2) nd so~vent-dependenlcMbonyl
shirts followed by. carb~n.13 NMR {s~e Be ti~n 3.2.4.2)ll'indicate that
intramolecular hydroKen bonds do lorm. .Th\.# angles of the va~iou.~ residues
.~:....
. .. " : , \. ' ..
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derived '(;om the coupling CODstants of the N!:! resonances suggest that, as with
N"tBocPrODAlaAJai:iHtH3' the Gly·peptide tnkes on a. Type D .6-turn rollowed hi
an overlapping Type I' ~tUrD~ conformation althouRb 3 Type m' ,Hurn is also
possible ror the second "..turn (see section 304.2).
, )
The" dinetto! CO curves of the two peptide nDalogu\s in identiool' sok!1ils
urdi~~te that there I1re some dirrer.enc~ between them lsel scel.io'n 4.1). The CD \"
dMll :1lso re~eal i,nrormation on ~he relative sta~i1ities of the vnrious ,lJ-tllrns. A."-
expected, the PrcCly containing ,8-turo is,less stable thaD the ProDAl:!. containi'ng .
~tutn. The first Hurn of tb.e glydoe analogue did not form in.wat~r while "IUlll
o~ the DAb-peptide di~.. Tbe second ,tJ-t~rn of the DAIn..pCPt~) ~33 more sl:lble (
than tbfYieeond ,p..turD or the glycine analogue, The maj~rity or. the second ~lurn
of NOIlBocProDAlaAlaNHC~ remained arter chan,ging: ,the solvent from
a~oDitri1e to 'methanol while the same change in solvents resulted in an .almost
. I .
total loss or the second ,8-tut~r NlllBocProGlyAlnNHCH3, The Aower stability
W33 also alluded to by the m data; only one type or hydrog~-bonded conformer
w~fseen in the amide A, region with. the -DAla.peplidfbut two well.r~lvcd
h~drog~n-bondeiNH... s .were round~.W.°th the .Gly-peptide (see section ".02)' ·The't"w~
'hydrogen bonds of NQlBocProD al'ol"HCH3 .w~re considl!red. to hI! simifir to
'. each other, mOre io thnD the hyd gen bo~~h of the glycine aonlog:e were to each
.othero As w~tb the tirst p-luro of the t.wo peplidcs, the gre(l,ter stnhilily or t~o.
DAlll.pepYde 'as compared to the Gly-peptide W33 due to the ,presence of 0-
alanioeo Both D-alani~e and ~IYcine. ao~ as °the (i+l)th residue of ~he aec?od
,8-turn oC"feir respectivel~eptides.
'~
.... '"
~":
."
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Althougb the Nfl lBocProGlyAJaNHCH3 is roulld in a greater llumber'"
conrormatiolls in solutIon and is less ,ta.ble tban its D-alanine aoalogue, the double
-hydrogen-bonded eonrormation or the tWa'peptides is essentially, identical. ",ence,
the schem~tic diagram a.nd CPK ~odel seell in Figures 4-S and 4-6, respectively,
can represent "tbe biLckbone conformatioll of 'the N°I~ProG1YAJaNHCH3
peptide as well_
.. ',!
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_Chapter 5
Ion-Bindio;
6.1. lotroductlon \
linear'he'0similar
Both carb~Ol3and prolan NloilR o.nd CD spectroscopy bave been usell lo rollow
'ion.biDdin.g. b,Y tides, Yishwana.~.h and ~aswara.n {IQS2j used th~se te~.h.niqlles
to exrioe the .omplexing or valinomycin with c.alc.i~m i~n, ..Pense and Watson' ,
(1978) also sed tbe above techniques to examioe the conrorthatioD;>.1 c,haoges .
u~ti ion~bindin~ to' cyclo-(GlyProGlyDAlaPro}, :T~e ·peptides.~tudied by the
I .
above authors, although. cyclic,
f\j'ltlBocProDAJaAlnNHCH3 and its gly'cine analogue NalBocPr~GlrA13NHctf3'" in~ .
~ that the only available ligands r':lr :c~tion.biDdiDg are backbone carbonyls, _
Therefore, the techniques and rea.sonin~~d in the delinetLtiog. of the
conror~ational changes induce,d on b<:,~h the Cly- and DAI.a-~eptide by the /f
additipn or calcium 10n Will follow closely those ,presented in the papers by . \
, V~bwan~th :nd Easwano ~19821 and Pease aDd-Wa~on (L078~, .. ' .;
Nuclear magnetic r~ono.nce -is capable or rollowing the change in environl11cnt
around' a ~ariicular nU'le~~, By f:serviOo,; the chemical shirts or nss,ned »!
r'elIo~ances by proton NMR or assigned carbonyl r~nances by ca~bon'13 N:-.m or
a peptide oDe can rollow.l.~~ ~aking and/or b'reakiog or hydrogen boods. -Ihe
..... -....
"l!
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coordiotltion of the carhoD)'ts to metal iODS can -also .reeet their carboo-13 NMR
. "
cb-:mical shitt. The main problem with NMR i5 the determinatioD 01 whether the
'\ .-.
observed changes are due to the change in hydr,en bood status, solvent erred, ;.
metal:bi~ding or a combination 01 the above. Circular dichroism is a vert. /-
~ositive technique for following cbanges in the conformation of the peptid':.
backbone.• Althoufbincap&ble of defining the exact coorormation~1 cbange, its
alvantage over NMR is that it Collows the conr~rmational chaoge ~r the entire
peptide. Hence, it is afrected.to a lesser extent than NMR by the peculiarities of
.-- eovir:nment ar~uod a particulll:r atom. l ..
,;~ mentioned io-the sect!oD su~ma;izing'cbaptel1 3 and 4~ the ~·alaoioe is
more e~fectiv. than gl;.dne in ·Iocking~: the uncomplexed peptide ink! a defined
conformntioD. (see ,se.ftion 4.a): Therefo;e, the eUect of ca.l~ium ion on the
conformatioD.o! NCttBocProDAI.1AlaNHdla will be examined "rirst.
5.2. NatBoePr~DAJ:At8NHC~a.{
6.2.1. Clrc'ular Dichroism StudIes
6.2.1.1. Studies Ullng Water as Solvedt
The titration with caldum chloride of ~atBocProDAlaAlaNHCH3and ~arious
of· ils precursors !n water w":,, rotl,?wed by CD speclroscopy. The CD spectra of
NQ:tBocProDAlaAlaNHCHa in aqueous solvenls "of various ICaZ+~/ipeptidel ratios
arC! shown in.~re &-1. The spectr4 became incre3Singly gOSi~~ve as the
concentra~~on of. caldum ion was increas~d to the point '7here at a
{C~2tIl(peptide) r~tio of 2000:1 it became" completely positive. Tbis was in
.~"
L,.l:',,";
- .
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marked contrast to tbe effeet of denaturants ~ueh as tJ.t:'! guanidine hydrochloride
and 8M urea which caused a coIlnpse or the CD spectrum. In other words, tbe
cbange observed. through the addition of calcium ion was Dot due to a disruptioD
. of the peptide struct'ure but a cODror;~al cbange induced by calcium-binding.
,
If a collapse oC peptide structure did occur it would be extremely, unlikely Cor a.
sign c,!lange\' have occurred. A plot of the mea~ residue ellipticity at 220 om
v~rsu8 ion to peptide molar ra\io (shown in Fi~.1re 5-2) indicates that a ·plateau·
is~eached at a ICa2+l/lp,eptideJ r4tio oC 300:1. There are two possible re:l5ons
tor the high ratio requir~d tOt the binding curve to level orr: Analysis'orthe CD
data oC the uncomplexed peptide sbow.ed that, in wa·ter, only a small portion o(
I .
the peptide in solution has both ,8-tUrDS (orm~d, Secondly, water iscapable,o(
(orming hydrogen bonds with tte peptide carbonyls and bence compete ~ith the
coordination of carbonyls to calcium ion, The importance or the formation o( the
second P-tufD was demonstrated by the total col.lapse o( the CD spectrum or the
peptide _NQlBocProDAJa.AJaOC~3:ith a \Ca2+Y\peptidel"atio of 4000:1 (see
Figure 5~3), This spectrum is representative o( a random coil structure, The
'same sort of collapse wns seen" with N(ltBocr'toDAIaA]aOH, The. removal of the
, unrestrain·ed tert1{il'ltlJ ala~_ine. allows greater access 0(· the calcium ion to the
peptide.' This ~~ferreq (rom th'e observed ulcium ion titrated sf)ectra 01
NQlBocPr~DAlaOH and N(l:IBocProDAJaNHCHa in wa.ter, There was no collapse
of ~be spectra. and at very high concentrations o( cl11cium Ion tbe.bands becnme
slightly Jmore Positi~e, . Under tlJ~e c~~ditions, any bindillf~at did'o<:cQr was '
not significant ¥ compared to .th,at obtained with NQtBo~~~ODala.A.la.NH.CH3'
The spectra. 0,£ the h~tt:r ~hre~ peptides in water, with and without c"~cium ion,
•
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\
;re shown in figure 50": These 9hor~ pep tides all bav~, carbony·ls which
capable of coordiiiatiog to the calcium ion. However, it appears t08.t a peptide·
requiresi~h.e minimum n~mber or residues to form a. double ,,"lurn ror errective
binding t.o occur. How effective is a biDding which requires 300 molar equivalenl.$
of calcium ion to peptide to reacb the" 'plateau'! Furtbe~ binding studie! would
have to be performed in a. solvent which di~ not disrup~ ~he b'ydrogen-bonding.
pntterns and which was uftJie!f to compete. with the ,calcium ion ror the'
·carbonyls.
.."
i,'
<.
6.2.1,2. Studies Usin~Acetonitrile as ~olvent I ,
Cp .spectroscopy. _demonstrnted tbnl the' double IJ-hirn conformer of
Nl>'lBocProDAlaAlaNHCHs Wll5 stabilized in acetonitdle '(see 4.1.3). Acetonitrile'
. , ........
would not ror:m strong hydrogen bonds :with the peptide <:arbooyls a,nd is th.ereCore
less likely to intera<:t with the p.eptide than water. Therefore tbe binding would
be expected to reach a maximum at a lower ICaZ+II!peptide] ratio than that (
required in Water. The results were n:tucb more oramati<: than -exp~ted. The CD'
speetn of N Q tImProDAlaAJaNHCH3 in acetonitrile at vatiay. tea
2+lI!peptide]
ratios-is"shown in Fi.gure 5·5. 'The portion of the spectrum due to the'ri-,..*
Iraosition.(215-235 nm) be,come! increasingly, negative. until a caleium to peptides
ratio of 3:1 a.nd thereatter slowly becomes more "positive. Figure 5-6 plo.., the
re{idue ellipticity at 221 nm ~r4U' the ICa2+JI!peptide! ratio.
Extrllpolation or the points indicate tbat a maximum is achieved at a calcium'
. / . ~
to peptide'ratio or 1.2:1, The bind\ng of the peptide to calcium" ion a~pears. to be
stroDgly. rav.~ur.~d when acetonitrile is the solvent &5 o,?posed to,when waier was
uled as solvent. TIe obse.rved _~tted iii Qot due to nOD-speeific bindiDg or a sal~ V-....
~:':.'- .,
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erred since ir the latter were~he case, one would not observe such a distinctive
'I \ .
curfe. The plot or 161;;'1 VI. [Ca2+)}(peptide) would in hath casel be expected to
~i-I remain linear rr?m Jer~ to a mu~h bigber cnlcium to peptide ratio.... The ~ape of
the .plc;>t repr~eDts ..a sp,eeiric sa.t~rable conforViatiolbl.cb:uige upon ttL~ addition
of calcium ion. Arter a {Ca2tl/lp.eptidej ratio pr 3 the meaT!' residue ,molar
e~~pticitx a~ 221 Dm slowly ~/comes more positive. ~imilar er~ect. wns' se,e~ with
th~ pe4de in water aCler a (Ca2+II(peptide) ratio or 300. !his represc' non-
specifre binding or the feneral ~tt-errecp on ..the s)'~tcm.
6.2.2. NMR Studies
Nucle:!.r magnetic resonance can be used 10 follow di:!.nges or the environment ....
surrounding a particular nucleus. ProtOD""'fR allows ODe to rollow t.he rntc or
. .. ' ......
the NH prolons while earboD·13 can be used ror the stlrne purpose with rcspedJQ
lb: • pepttde carbonyls. The I titration with' cnlciu;" perchlo;atc of'
'.' . ~
NQ lBocProDAlaAtaNHCH3 by both 4fbon-13 And proton" NMit" Wll.'l dpne in
'acetone-d!, $i~ce" the ~de Wll.'l Dot soluble to th~ extent required r:r: NMR
~o/tic!Jinr1Y the carbon-13. ,The uncomplexed peptide.~ ro~nd to be
pre(loD'li~ly in 'the Iran,' form in aeetonc-d& (sce seeli.on 3.2.3.3)ond hence the
2"'o<U'i'" ....um ,!rU"'" wAm'd '0 b, ,(obm",',i" 'b"' ",,[,,"I, .
, "
N"'.BocProDAI~loNHCH~ ill actltonc-dc 'wi'h,out Added cal~ium ion ~'(Ire mAll~
.In lIecti?n '3..3.3.3. Tbe Nl-j proloDs belonging to the L-llillnine and the' f"f1CII3'~.' . , J
,h~wed a liloincAntly greater cbange In ,che.mical ,hlft,. upon ealeium Ion addition, ~.-
'\ ~ (" .' ... /
",
, .j.,

J -
,
16?
when compared to tlle N!:! resonance eorrellponding to th~ D-alanine, The~
protons of the ,L-a1anine fIIr'lh~ NHCH3 were fourid to be hydrogen-bonded white
': . ~ ~
the NH of t~e D-a1anyl residue was not (see c.bapter 3 and section 4.3).
'. 1" ,/
Therefor:, tbe la~ge change in ct~ca.l.shirt was taken to be indicot'l)e of the
~>teakiD& of hydrogen-bo.nds. " '"
,-\ -
The ch'ange iIt clt.emical shift of the carbon)'1 resonances l'trJt,.. the cald.um ~
peptide ratio is shown in Figure '5-8.rh": car~n-13. reso~3nce lWignments of .the
uncomplexed peptide in ace~n~d6 had been made previously (s('~ section 3..2.3.3).
1.·.· . The ~a.rbonyls belontiy.g to the l~ group and ;he 'prolyl resillue (C=O' !lntl
, C=02, respectively in Figure 5-8) showed significantly less change in chemical
shirt, upon cal;iup1-iOh-addition, than ~e,corbooyls :orrespontling to tht! D- oDd'
.. I.
L-alnnyl reSidues (C=~3 ~nd ~-I. respectivery).The ,prol)'1 o~d tnoc
cnrboD)'1S were dete,rmined 10 be bydrogen-bo.hd~d wbile tbase of the two alanine . ('."
- eoanliomers were.oot (see eh:l.pter 3 and section 4). The eb3ngc.• wns not
attri~.d, 4S in "the C:l.Se ,or ,t,e N!! r~onanc~, to, the br,enking at hydr?gl'D
bo~s but to the .• eoordindion or' the etIrbonyls to the. ea~illm ion. The
environment surrounding tbe urbonyl· changes Iiule whether the carbonyl is
invol'..·ed in hydrog'~n-boDding or ~,dination 10 c:l.lcium i~n. t"w~ver, in tk
case 01 those carbonyls ,Dot previously involved in hYdrogen.~ the c~nnge
in surrounding enviroomeot UpOD coordination' to ~alci~m ~n it much greater"ll.nd
h';" lh, <han,: '" <h,m~\~1ri, I..gor
(
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6.3. N a tBocprOGIYAl8NHCH3j
, \
6.3.1. Clr~I&I' J}lehrolam Studt!:
A> With'h{;;.tBO'P'ODAlo";.NHCH, pfplid., tho lit..lio, 01 lh, G1Y.~'i'"
with calcium ion was followed by CD spectroscopy: The CD speclrn ·ofI .. -
NlIlBoeProOlyAJaNHCH3 in acetooitrile -at v}uious [C3~+'IIl~eptidel ratios ~
shown in Fi~re·5-g. Unlike·the DAlll.peptide the n ......·"p'ortion or the spectrl\
. . '
became ~crea.SiDgly positive with, t~e ll~dition or calcium ion until !l3turntion at ,.".
which .point it slowly becam:more D~g~lve. The diUerences in die relnti~e shnpe '
or the spectu and the wend upon the titration with cnlcium ion between the Oly-
~nd the DAln.peptide is not a. ~jO'r' probledt since the CD spectra or the
itncomple,xed peptide is also dirrerent. The plo't 'or the menn resid"ue ellipt.icity
~r"tl" ICa2+l/[peptide! ratio is a b~tter iiidicat<1f or tbe"similarity or the eFttct or
~alcium:ion'o the two peptides. t~e' pfotont,e ffi:3n resid~~'eIliPtici~ II.t.220
n~3ti; the cnjciu~ "tJ peptide ratio is" s~ow,~: in rigur!! 5.'10. The Gly-
. peptide rellches'cnlcium iOrl'saturntion ~t' a lower cal~ium to p!!ptide rntio than
the DAln-peptide. Tbis ffiILy indicate that N(llBocPr~C;AIILNJ-ICIl3 is more
eapa'ble or 'binding, ~Dleium is, than N(llBocProDAlnAlaNiICil3. The possible
reasons ror this will to-discussed in section 5.... The less tban I:; ~atjo or I\p~itle
to ~~Iciu·m required to "'enc~ a ·plo.teo.u\· wi~h NttBo~prOGIYAlaNIIC~3 in'
acetonitrile (0.6:1) Indieates tbat,.a \lmp"le 1:1 binditg does not exist.- Thi~ IL.'Ipect
or bindin~-t..\.11 be denlt ~i~h i; section 5.5.
.. II Jfr'
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6.3.2. NMR Studies
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i
A3 with the NCI'IBocProDAlaAlaNHCH3.peptide•. NMR spectroscopy w"s used to
rollow the change ,in eD.vir~,Dment surrounding. the N!! proton :fd ,carbonyl
carhops. The NQ'tlk)(:Pr~GlyAJaNHCH3 peptide was more ,solu/:lle in
, ,
acetonitrile:da than the DAJa-peptide ~d \ence the NMR studies were able to be
preformed in that solvl;:ot. The chang~ in the chemical shUt or th,:>NH protons
Vlf'U.f ihe calcium tQ peptide ratio 8.9 followed b)" proton MvlR" is shown in. Figure
I
5-11. The result,!, are 1101 as dear as those achieved with the DAla-peptide. The
... I
N!!. proton resonance wbJch showed the largest change in chemical. shirt f"
corresponds to the glycine NH which bad previously been pbstulated Dot to h'ave
been hydrogen-bonded (see section 4.3). { With-the" DA1a.pe~tide, the .M:! proton
which was pO!tuJated_ not to ·have heen hydrogf!'o-bonded, sbowed the s~3llest
ch:l.Dge in chemical shirt when compared to tbe otber, bJ'drogen.-bonded. NH
, ,
protons. --~wev~!, the N!:! corresponding to tbe 1.-a1ao\1 tjidUe, which W.8S
hydrogen-bonded in the uncomplexed species, bad a cbanie in cbemical sbift oolf
" ,
.The e(eet of the addition or ealcium .. io,n.'ob the ehemicnlahirt o( the. tar.boDrl
retOn~~ces,M roll~w~d by.,t~rbon~~ N~.is sho~n iy F'igure S·l2. As·with \he
.~ .' - . , ..
DAhl,peptide, the plot. of the .cbemif;t'l a~.itt wrua tbe ~alci."!.m to peptid.e"r~tio
hOod I~ of..an·Initlil.!op~ ~I~b .~b~ ~arboD;ll :orrespondi~( to, tbe ,~ Iro~p ,~n~ ..
- ,
slightly gfe3ter· thao tbe oon·hydrogen-hQnded D-o.lanine NH. The shape of tbe •
.....: "
r·-nlrntion curves is si~i1ar (r alLNH prolans whetber or Dot they are hydrogen-
, bOnded and therefore the shape o( the plot cannot be used ~ a criteriOo (or the
elutid~tion or hydrogen-boD.din~p~tt"'llS..
.~.
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the same.
"
prolyl residue than with L- and D-alanyl ,carbonyls. Th~drOgen-bOnding
p."e... of <he uowmploxed peptide .were ~ewmioed to b~ "me witktbe - j _
·WtBocProGlyAlaNHCJh pepti a!ld the N(llBocprODAlaAJa~~~3.~~::'tide
(see chapter 3, and section~ an~ ,ere re the itlte ~etation o~J~~e----~
addition of calcium ion on the ca-'nyls.of the twopep~ considered tQ be
..
(
\
The apparent contradiction lN~n t~roton a~'d c.arhon-13 NMR data, in
, . \
the case of the Gly-peptide altho'ugh unfortunate, is not unique to this system.
,
:
Visbwanntb ~nd Easwaran (H)82) stated that in instances' of sllch contradictit)n,
the reliance 011 ·the carbonyl shirts is more r~n3ble in the .:;!;u'idation of
bydrogen-bonding patterns than t~e NIj proton signals. the cha;ps in N~
proton chemic.al shift could be the .combined effect of the sto.t~·or two types of
hydrogen bonds. In o.ddition to the inframoleclllo.r hydrogen' bonds betlyeen n'
, _.lI
carbonyl o.nd an amld~, one can also have,f1termuleclIl:.u hydrogen bond~
inv~lviDg the N!! nod e~r the N of acelonilrilc-d3 (CD3C.t:!) or the 0 of lI.p.
..
~inee the calcium pe~lo:ate .b ~~drated molecule, there is I\n a,~ditioll of
. water into the system which parallels.the nddition of co.ls:ium ion, ...
r,
....
.•,'\
t. T.herefore, "bnsed primatij ~n the. cl.lr9.l~n·13 N~IR data: the
NQ '.BoeProGlYAIIlNHCH3 peptide undl!rgoes an Ilna.logflll§ cOll,fmhl3tionn,1 chn.ng~
to th"llt observed' wi\h the N"IBotP.roDAIIlAII.lNIICI1 3 peptide. Th.e rour peptide
clirbon)'11 cOOfd~il.te ·to the calcium ion Ilnd. t.he two i;llromoIJcul:u hydwgl!n
',\ ,I ,-"';
i>ond,'b., exol iOlb'J,om.Plexod ,p"i"ye bmk';.;.,'
"
"::r,...) ...
G.
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5.4,. IOI)·Specifielty Studies
To d~termine whether either of tne t)'lO peptides .a~.i0n-selective, the erred of '.
t~e,,~ddi~ioo' of various cations was rol~owed .by CD'spectroscopy in acet"onitr,i1e
ana .compared io' the eHect ob~erved. ~itb calcium ion. S~lutions with
\ionJJJpeptideJ ratio~ ?f 2.. wln prepared and in the case or-the mODova.le~t
c:\tions, 'a second set 'of solut~'ons were prepared ~iib ionic strength equal to that
of t~e' divalent cations. Figu~I~~~ 5-14 compare the dfect at. the.
per~hlQrll.te salis of calcium, n4'agnesium, sofJiu~ and lithium OR the mean residu;
ellipticity of"the 'Gly-peptide h~r[jAla-pe~de, '\respe~fiveIY. The binding ot
potassium ion to peptide was not explored since the perchlorAte salt was not·
solu~l; In' ."j'il<.il'.; I. bolb p,ptid';, th:_mooov~", sodiu~ ion binds
weakly it at all. The binding of lithium to both peptides is greafer than that oC
the sOdium~n but" still very much .Iess than the calc.ium ion. f(he en~a~ce~
bin'ding oC litbium over sodium is expected due to its bigher charge to size ratio.
I ".
Even.at twice mol~r concentrations;-"the sodium and litbium ions bind wel1kly
_, wh~n com~llred' to the calcium' ion. .The major dirtirence betwee~ it t"!.o" ...
p~~des is in the ability to bind magnestum fon. The bind.ing of magnesium i~
to tite W'tf:JocProDAlaAlaNHCH3'is at the level of the.monovalent cations w~ile ,J.
\\'ith the NQ tBocProGlyAIaNlICH3 peptide the level.oC bindin'g, alth~ugh n.ot as
"', - .
high'll$ wlth"tbe calcium iOD, is Sig,DinCllDt, With ca!rlum-bindtng, saturah9D IS
re4ched much ~O~UICkl; ~lth the Gly-peptide thaD With the DAla-pepttdc (see _
above) Both Pbenlenll caD be attributed to th¥"enhanced pexlblhy oC thl', '
t 'peJltld~,chllll'l wltb lb IlyelD\!! an,Josue as oP~ed~~~,~4\aIDe anaJ0lue
The Ionic radiUS of t e magDtslum ion Is smalle/than ~e io/lc:,adIU"o~ talchun
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Figure 5-14: Bar graph of. Ion·Specifid.~y of N~~BocProDA:laA1aNHCH3 in
aceton,itrile. Ban corr~PODdiDg,~o~ov.leDtiODS are.•~lit in two; bar 00 the
.right is equimolar to a [eat+J/lpeptide) ratio of 2, bar on the .len is adjusted lor
equ~l ionic strength' us- a ICa2t.I/(Peptid~1 ratio of ~ 2. Both cllc'ium .and
magnesium are at lioolilpeptide) ratios of' 2'.
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. .
ion. The calcl~~ ian also ,fequires rRor~ cr-ordjn"ation sites to be filled (7 or 8)
tha.n'the ma.gnesium ion (8);...-- The range of distances-for 6a-0 in "th~ primary
coordination sphere Are 0.220 to 0.2,65 nm and for Mg-O, "he much n:urower
:r;ln~~ of 0.200 to 0.216 nm (Campbell, 1083). This in ~onjunction with the more .
regular stereochemistry required by a coordil:lation. number of six compare~ to
. . .
::::::,::';'~~h::~~;;:~~:i':~,: (:o::,:~:::: ~Ol"Ule ;n:to~
. It .~s.. possible t~a.t the types <?f binding add tbe associated contorm-at~l".
ch~nges are different. If this were the case, the change in 90 spectra would, be ....""":....~::-
, .expected to be d.iUerent and hence, the yomparison o~ the ~rrect at one
'.," ~ f
wavelength woUI~ ~ meanj.ngl~. ,To examine whether or Dot the mode of
binding was the'same, the NQ /BocProGlyAJaNHCH3 peptide was titr,ated over ~
'. .
range ot ml1gnesium to peptide tatios. The mean molar ellipticitr at 22-1 om was
plotted aJllinst the IMg2+'l/[peptidel ratio. The plot!. shown in Figure S-15,
indicates th3:~ a higher concentration of magnesium iob fs required to reach
satutation. 'However, the errect do~-not appe:t.r to De.due to ~-Jdifterent. mode
of binding. The spectrum "of t-be .Gly-pcp.tide at a magnesium to peptide ra.tic of'2
is si~i1ar to th~-spectra or" the C[y-p~ptide at calcium t~' peptide ra.t.ios·l~wer\t~alJ,
2.
./
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FI8u~e' &.16: (8j~;'4~,. [Mg2+IIIPepti~e1 or
. '. N°1BoeProG.lyAlaNHCJ:l3 in AeetoD'itrile.
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:a.re deScribed below:
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5.5. Ion-lPnding CODat~nt8
Th.e binding c~es, as deter~ine4 by CD speHroscopy, 1M the calcium ion:
t\lrat1o~ of N:180CPr~GIYAJaNH,dH3were 8nalyze~ fot binding c~nsta.nts and
stoichiometries: T~pepti~e "'~olecule bas at moot ~our ligands-.eapab~e of
coordinating 1.0 th~ metal ion -and the ulcium i~n requires .seve!LJo eight
coo~diil:llioll')ites to be rilled by'either s?l~ent or ~ep~ide·c~rbonYls. Therer~" it
- i~ poS!ib'ie t~at'3 system of multL~le equilibria co~.,Id exist. With a peptide to ion' I
rali~ or-t:l the reJ!lll.ining cdprdinnti9D" sites could,ibe ml~d by either perchlorate
\' ions ~r water mole~ules, Wi.th a 2:1 p.eptide:ioD c~mplexl all·eight calcium ion
~e a ·sandwi~h·, c~nnguration similar to .t,hat seen with th\eald.urn ion ~omple~
oC valinomycih (VishwanaJh ·and 'Easwar3n, lQ82) where tbe c31cium ion lies
.' , - -',
between two peptide molecules..Tti~ two equilibria and, their assOci~tion cotrsl3.nt
.;
...,[p..!n '
K'':''IFI['''~
[P,
K,,;,,(p,,,~(
wjme P, M;.PM', P2M, K 1 an1 K2 stand for the·p~ptide, ca.tion', he,I:1 peptide-
cation compl~x, the 2:1 peptide-cation ~omplex, the s~~i1ii.y cons13 t rOt the 1:1
pep~ide-cation complex and the stability 'con's'tant ·COt the '2:1 p~ ~d~.cation
complex, respectively.· Tbe stoi~hiometry a~d stability C?~S~3n~ were cd~~~lnted
by Dr, SnsVi 'by fitting the iitration·curve to various comb~n3tiollS of ~qui1ibrium
.', '.. . :"~
.. f..
18~
. using the proceedure or'Reuben (lg13). The aoalysis indicated the coex'~tence or
, .. .
t;o equilibria and yielded the stability :colrstants o~ Kl~g.09xl03l\orl' Bnd ,
K.e=5x104l\or l. Up to a ICa2+lllpeptide! ratio'otO.5:1, tbe'2:i c'omplex is tormed; !
beyond tha~ point a 1:1 complex begins to ,p~edominate, Stability co_nstants,~
also be derived ,from a Scatcbard plot of the exp:riment31 dat3, tronhese plots
'., , .
were found ,to be bipbasic and noo·linear.
5.8. 'Conclusions and Model Building
\
/
The ~epti~~ .NalBOc~roDAh.AJaNHCH3" and" i\s glycine \a03.10gue
NQHj~cProGttAlnNHCH3 were shown by proton and carbon-f3 ~~iR;CD.nnd IR
. --~
spectroscopy to tnkeon a cO,nformation in solution char:l.cterizcd by n Type If--'
,8--turn· rol1o~ed :by ~J.l.overlappiDgType.l' ,iturn (see ~ec,t!ons 3,:1.1 and, rot.3), ,
Using ~m, all ,tour carbonyls cif both peptides, were shown to coordinate to the
, ' .. '.
calcium ion_res~lting i.D,the breaking,of the inlramolecu,lar hydrogen bond_'_rO~""_d-c-_~
iwith the uncomplexed, spe~ies, A. schematic, diagram o{ the complexed DAla-
peptide alongsid~ the 'uncoml>lexed ,DAla-pept.ide IS shown in Figure 5-16,
Figures 4~6,' 5:11 and 5-18 show the CPK models o! -the-lIncomplexcd DAb,-
peptide,' ,the calcium-complexed DAla-peptide, and the calcium-complexed DAla~
. '. ;,; - .
peptide with the calcium i,on removed for c.lnrity. Nole that the earbonyl~ are
orien,tated ,above. the _p_~ane. ,The binding _data revea!ed thnl ,at lower
concentrations, the pep~ide ,forms a 2:1 peptid~ to io~ ,comple:'!: resulting in" .
P'?te~tillllY eight coordination sites of the calcium ion' being riUed rrom above' and :
below the plane. The first aDd second p-turDs of th; Gly-pep,tide were shown to
b~, less stable than 'the correspondin~·~turDS ot "the DAlIl-pep'~ (~ee chapter 4).
ji
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Figure 5-17: CPK Models or NQ IBocProDAlaAJaNHCH3
in Calcium-Complexed Form
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Figure 5-18: CPK Models or ~olBocProDAJaAlai\:l-ICH3
in Calcium-Complexed Form Without Calcium Ion
/
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"1$6
This d~creased stability was attributed 'to an increased n~!ibility or the peptide
because or the replacement. or Q-o.lanine with·' glycin'1. The
NatBocProGly~aNHCH3 peptide is' .rt restricted t~ as narrow a range or"
conCormations lIS its,D·al~nine analogue, and hence, is more nble.-to ·fit~ to the
metal ion. Because of this increaseoi~ijt·, the Gly-peptide is able to bind a wider
r~nge of me~anon!;: This is demon~~ted by the significant binding or-t~e Gly-
peptide to ~'it.gnesiurrr·~· oppose~ toltbe DAla·peplide lL'~d the Cact th3.~ theN"Bo,p,rOG~Y~laNHCH, r~q";;",: :/Iowor 'on"n'rat;on 0' "I""m ion thno
W'Bo,pro\lAlJlaNHCH, to r",h sa,","tion. . J
. \ I '-'.
CD spectroscopy ~as also used to d~~onstrate that the double ,8-turn struct.ure
. I
was' the minima~ structural Crame wqrk needed for the binding or calcium ion.
,
The N(ltBocProDAlaAJaNHCH3 ;peptide and its glycine analogue
N(tlBocProGlyAlaNHCHa are the s~~rtest peptides yet to be shown' to bind
calcium ion. or greater· signiricancJ is the requirement or only the backbone
. I ..
carbonyls and' the absenc~ or ligands m0,re commonly associated with cation
complexi,ng (i.e. carboxyls 'and bYdrJXyls). There appears to be a relo.tionship
h,'w"n 'h, ab,ro,y 0' tb, p,ptld, t+orm o"<lappmg /1-'","' nod ,t, .hihty ,~
bind clllclUm ion The occurrence or consecutive tetro.pepttdes or high ~turn
rormmg potetttl co'!espondmg toIthe calclU"m-bmdlOg slle 'Or homologous
calclUm-bmdlO protems and the prJoffimance of 6-turns at postulated calCIUm-
bindin, sites bf protein and pept,ide !onophores in general (see section 1.4) sugg.ests
that the relatio~sbi"p i! more-than -juJt an interesting phenomeno~. This strong
• I __
correlation, along with the demon.strated i6n-selectivity of the tetrapeptide,
I
v .J
\
\
\
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discussed in this thesis, suggest to, th~ author that ~he jDsecutive p..tufn fOhnltrg
ability of a sequence plays an integral part in the binding of calcium ion to the
homologous u.~dum.bir:iding proteins. The fact that th" fiDll.r complex of calcium
ion with these proteins involves carboxyl a,nd~drOXYl'groups in a.ddi~ion to
carbonyls does not rule Qut the above menlb'ed r.elationsllip. The overlapping
"1" " •.8-t~rn'may act as an ,initial requirem~Dt for binding which toee aecomplishedoois
st~bilized· by the preferred c~rdioation of carboxyl and hydr~xyl groups', over'
'~'bonyt.. . Tb. lat.. ,i,t.ni.~t." pu" oo~j"t"" nod ~"'t b. vi.w.d~ith
:_ ~x~e caution. Its p'ur'pose
r
~as to point out that the two views on ca,l?ium•.
binding,are ~ot nece:sarily.cootradietory. The comparison of !~e. calcium:hinding
cap.ability· of peptid~ ~itb appropriately placed hydroxyl and carboxyl group!
that canoot f~rm consetutrve--~turn~with those p~ptides that :an ~ the next
.
logical step in the delineation o{ "t~e involvement of supersecondllry structure in.
ion-binding.
The . ~ork presented in this thesis hns' reinf~~ced the relationship hetween
\
!trudure and function or peptide and protein molecules. It bas also p~oduced 11
!Iimplified model of ionophore: adion and the confo'rmational cbange -as~ociated
with ion·binding. ~hat a relationship between consecutive'HurD forming ability
and ca.lcium·binding exists has. heen demonstrated, ,howev~r, .whether eac~. is .
mutua.!ly inclusive or not re~a.ins to he seen.
0\
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